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Abstract

This thesis explores the multifaceted nature of care, insisting that care should

be seen as a legitimate ground of moral and political contestation. Further,

I argue that our conception of care should shape our political projects. To

this end, I unpack Heidegger’s notion of care as being, investigate Foucault’s

understanding of care of the self, and advance care ethics’s argument for the

contestability of care. Turning to our pressing material concerns of care, I

outline the decline of state care services and the impact upon care of both

austerity and Covid-19. I here critique immaterial labour theory and the

heralding of sudden technological unemployment, both for attempting to

suggest care can be ‘fixed’ with technology and for romanticising the gruelling

labour that enables care. I then engage with the interplay of care and value, in

terms of both material and affective care. I critique the argument that unpaid

domestic care labour should be considered productive labour in a capitalist

society and discuss how affective care work is utilised as labour-power in the

service of value accumulation. Throughout, I acknowledge the complicated

picture of care as sustaining both life and the social relations which exploit

and dominate us. I then apply the lessons of the above to education, which I

argue is a primary site of the complex and contestable manifestations of care,

inhibited from practicing good care by working conditions and techniques

of discipline. Finally, I detail my notion of the messiness of care, arguing that
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we should understand care as an ongoing facet of life, a complex condition

of existence whose manifestations we can normatively judge. Our care

constitutes ourselves and our world, and by arguing for and enacting the

kinds of care we wish to see we help to create a better world.
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Care, oh, what a beautiful word
For those who have somebody to care

Where they go, what they do, what they say
And if they are happy or blue

Care, wish I could recall how it was
When somebody cared long ago

‘Cause the di�erence is driving me out of my mind
And the di�erence I’d sooner not know

WYNN STEWART





Introduction

This thesis is a contribution to philosophical and political thought regarding

care as it struggles to find sure footing in the realities of the twenty-first

century: the existential threat of climate change and world war; the apparent

sureties of state-supported ideology gone; the championing of reaction and

anti-intellectualism; a widespread distrust in authority, both political and

epistemic; global pandemic. What all these unsettling events amount to is

a feeling of vulnerability, both for individuals and societies, reaffirming the

importance of relations of care that make up our individual being and our

social fabric.

Amidst such troubling times, we are inundated with competing thoughts

about what care actually is. Prompted by stark reminders of the fragility of

human life, engaged writing about care is having something of a renaissance.

Acknowledgement of this cultural and academic moment is deserved, as too

is a reflection on the diverse legacy of thinking about care that underpins

much philosophy of the last century or so. From deeply personal accounts

from the position of carers and the cared for, political manifestos addressing

a world replete with carelessness, devastating breakdowns of the paucity of

care provision, to philosophical and economic investigations of care, new

thinking about care takes an urgent turn.1 This writing – if not its sad context

1. Texts of note include: Kleinman, The Soul of Care; Boyer, The Undying; Dowling, The
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2 INTRODUCTION

– is highly welcomed. But new discourses of care open up contested ground

that deserves studied navigation. The latest spectacular failure to capture the

British state for progressive ends was accompanied by a plethora of writing

on building a better world. Among the calls for democratic reorganisation of

the state and technological fixes for climate change, however, little space in

New Old Labour’s pamphlets was given over to care save for nostalgia for a

post-war National Health Service. The speculative policies regarding care

offered by the most radical party political opposition in decades amounted to

a funding pledge for elder healthcare; a welcome resource boost but not the

needed comprehensive engagement with care wholesale. Such disappointing

engagement with the politics of care at a time when it is most vital stem in

part, I argue, from a poor grasp on the theory of care. This thesis, then, is

an attempt to rectify such political and philosophical woolliness, an appeal to

prioritise the relations of care in thought. It is a demand that good care not

be seen as a by-product of a better world but the very foundations of such

a world. It is an insistence that we understand care holistically, insofar that

care work is only one, albeit vital, aspect of care. It is an appeal to view care

as phenomenological as well as material, as formative as well as reproductive

of the self. It is a rejection of the social formations where care is merely a

means to reproduce labour-power.

To illustrate these assertions, reflection upon the above public and academic

discourse, alongside revisiting previous philosophical writing on care, is

needed. While engaging in such reflection I believe we shall see how much of

the present discourse regarding care falls foul of crooked thinking, advancing

a narrowed vision of what care actually is. Popular recent publications such

Care Crisis; Bellacassa,Matters of Care; Bhattacharya, Social Reproduction Theory.
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as The Care Manifesto are welcome catalogues of the deliberate erosion of

state-provided material care and the offloading of care services into private

hands, detailing how the work of domestic care is increasingly performed by

migrant women and other marginalised people. Such exposés of the rationales

for and effects of our current care regime, aimed at a broad audience, are to

be commended, while many of their conclusions – such as the socialisation

of material care labour – I largely agree with. Indeed, I give my own brief

account in of the crisis of care provision in chapter two of this thesis. My

contention, however, is that The Care Manifesto and similar accounts focus

almost entirely on a lack of care provision, to the point where they assert

that the root problem of care is its absence.2 If the crisis of care is one of a

deficit then it follows that the solution is to demand an abundance. In turn,

instances of acts of care become moral markers, where the more care is being

performed, the better a state of affairs is. Politically disagreeable institutions

are necessarily uncaring on this account, while possible better states of affairs

are necessarily more caring.3 The motivations to advance such a maximalist,

purely positive account of care are understandable. As Maggie Nelson writes,

the ‘urge to seek and valorize care in everything’ is a reasonable response to a

world in which so many are not cared for, even less cared about, and in which

a disregard for care ‘may well end up responsible not just for much past and

current suffering, but also for extinguishing planetary life as we know it’4.

Yet I urge readers to forego such a maximalist response. As I will outline, it

flattens care from both a moral and practical perspective, precluding us from

discussing common situations where some kind of care is clearly happening

2. Care Collective, The Care Manifesto, 1–9.
3. Care Collective, 59–70, 94–95.
4. Nelson, On Freedom, pt. 1, §The Aesthetics of Care.



4 INTRODUCTION

yet the outcomes are unwanted by, or even detrimental to, the cared for.

Further, this maximalist flattening limits the content of what we refer to

when we mean care, reducing it to an application of material care usually

delivered at an institutional or national scale.

Instead, I am interested in talking about care as it pervades life. It is hard to

escape from considering some form of care when thinking about most aspects

of human existence and when we move into normative discussions regarding

our social lives it seems all the more pressing of a concept. The problem here

is that care is discussed as an afterthought or a distinct political problem of

distribution, often implied as a problem to be solved once a better society has

been enacted. If economic inequality is solved, then it is assumed care will

be automatically distributed equally, insofar that there is an assumption that

care is a question purely of resource distribution. The concrete activities of

care, particularly domestic labour or public healthcare, are mistaken for the

totality of the concept. But as I shall go onto discuss, the question of care

is not simply a distributional one. ‘The most care for the most people’ is a

well-meaning but content free phrase, insofar that the concrete activities of

care, how they are deployed and utilised, will differ greatly depending on

what ends we seek. We can maximise the ‘amount’ of care in all manner of

ways.

I am also interested in care because it is politically critical. To a greater

extent, our attitudes towards care – its definition, scope, and desired distri-

bution – identify our political selves. Indeed, one way of understanding any

political programme or societal state of affairs is to examine its proposed

distribution of care and the prevalent attitude of care within it towards others

and the self. Care in this way is an important political yardstick, a way of
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gauging the good of a political set-up. In the same manner, the extant or

possible relations of care are always a key factor in determining the good of

a political state of affairs. If we are dissatisfied with the current relations of

care then calls to political action should derive as a primary goal an improved,

modified, or entirely new set of relations of care. Similarly, demands for a

better world need to take into account their material impact upon care to

have any legitimate claim to be better. A plan for a ‘better’ world which

severely diminished the quality of care for many would have to rigourously

justify itself, as a diminishment of quality of care has a direct impact on the

health, well-being, and possibility for betterment of individuals.

Though I believe taking a proper regard of care to be vital to any political

project, I am not claiming its primacy over all other concerns. We can

think of a number of undesirable scenarios where care is maximised: a brute

consequentialist nightmare where a small number of people are cared for

to the highest degree via the deprivations of others, or the sort of societies

we see in The Matrix orWall-E, where humanity’s basic needs are entirely

fulfilled but they live in a diminished manner. My argument is thus not that

care trumps all other issues, but that it needs to be raised up in our thinking

and discourse as a prominent concern. Care, I believe, should be as cautiously

regarded and as commonly used as a philosophical concept as domination,

value, and justice currently are. This thesis is, I hope, a contribution towards

that aim.

Methodologically, this thesis sits at a series of crossroads. It is decidedly

interdisciplinary, drawing upon philosophical thought, political critique,

economic theory, and socio-historical investigation. Beyond a personal

enjoyment of viewing a subject from multiple angles, I believe there is merit
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in tackling the social phenomena of our times while bouncing around within

the framework of politics, philosophy, and economics; what might grandly

be called a ‘comprehensive intellectual engagement with modernity’5. This

interdisciplinary framework is required to properly regard care insofar that

care impacts upon so many of the nooks and crannies of our lives. As I will go

on to describe in the chapters ahead, care is simultaneously an important and

long-running philosophical hook, a key battleground of political struggle, an

integral part of how capitalism reproduces itself and produces value, and a

historically-bound social phenomenon. Though investigations into each of

these disciplinary focuses on care are worthy on their own, one of the key

points I wish to get across is just how conceptually complex – messy, if you

will – care is. By sticking to an interdisciplinary approach I hope to do just

that.

The thesis also sits facing multiple audiences, hoping that the contents

are relevant and helpful to readers both scholarly and otherwise. Much as

with the interdisciplinary methodology, pitching the thesis towards a broad

audience is both a personal preference and a strategic choice. I must admit

that the kernels of much of the below writing grew from dissatisfaction

with care discourse both inside and outside the academy; within academia,

discussion of care was often wooly and insufficiently critical, while popular

care discourse was nestling uncomfortably close to commodified ‘wellness’.6

Though I believe I have replaced this initial grumpiness with argumentative

heft, I remain aware that care is a pressing topic for town as well as gown

and, at the danger of seeming immodest, present this thesis as of use to both

5. Abadi and Tooze, ‘Tooze Unplugged.’
6. For a comprehensive critique of the trade in well-being, see: Davies, The Happiness

Industry.
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parties. With ecological catastrophe, global war, governmental instability,

and pandemic part of both theoretical and daily worry, academics and political

actors are all too aware of the need to address care as part of their discourse.

As such, an attempt to properly discuss care that draws from both academic

theoretical problems and popular political issues seems highly sensible.

While reading this thesis, two connected worries may occur which I wish

to now address. The first worry may be that my writing is not value-neutral,

that I routinely appeal to notions of human- and self-development, flourishing

life, eudaemonic education, and so forth. However, I take the stance that this

should not be a worry at all, despite the interdisciplinary flavour of the thesis.

I am more than happy to take a perfectionist position, perhaps to the chagrin

of certain political liberals, and I take it as axiomatic to my writing, in these

pages at least, that one can be a perfectionist and still keep hold of moral and

political legitimacy. The second worry may be that, given that I subscribe to a

broadly perfectionist approach, I do not advance my own conception of good

care. While it is true that I do not flesh out what good care looks like, my aim

with this thesis is not to do so. Instead, this thesis is conceived as part of the

groundwork needing doing before spelling out any conception of good care.

To be clear, it is not that I am holding back a fully-formed conception of good

care but rather that I am reticent to formulate a detailed picture of it as a project

before the conceptual groundwork has been completed. As I go on to discuss

in detail, the ground-clearing I am doing involves investigation of: care as

phenomenological subject-formation as well as reproductive labour; care

having a historically-specific fix in capitalist society, tied to the reproduction

of labour-power; care as both subject-formation and reproduction happening

outside the sphere of production in places such as the home or the classroom;

care, because of this dual character, retaining a malleability to help produce

new people and potentially a new world. This sort of janitorial work of
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thought has precedent, most famously with Locke’s ambition ‘to be employed

as an under-labourer in clearing the ground a little, and removing some of

the rubbish that lies in the way to knowledge.’7Wittgenstein also desires to

be involved with a project of ‘clearing up the ground’8 of thinking, while

Midgley describes the importance of the philosopher-as-plumber: ‘When the

concepts we are living by function badly, they do not usually drip audibly

through the ceiling or swamp the kitchen floor. They just quietly distort and

obstruct our thinking.’9 She goes on to write:

Attention naturally flows outwards to what is wrong in the world

around us. To bend thought round so that it looks critically at itself

is quite hard. . .When things go wrong, however, we do have to do

this. We must then somehow readjust our underlying concepts; we

must shift the set of assumptions that we have inherited and have been

brought up with. We must restate those existing assumptions – which

are normally muddled and inarticulate – so as to get our fingers on the

source of trouble. And this new statement must somehow be put in a

usable form, a form which makes the necessary changes look possible.10

I believe that what Midgley describes is an approximation of what has

happened to thinking about care, alongside a route out of this mire: The

crisis of material care provision at the current moment naturally attracts our

attention. By nomeans should we avoid such a challenge to the reproducibility

of life, but if we solely focus on the lack of material care we fail to consider

the underlying concept of care, ignore its usefulness, and limit it from

incorporating most phenomenological care. Instead, by examining the

7. Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, 11.
8. Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, §118.
9. Midgley, ‘Philosophical Plumbing,’ 139.
10. Midgley, 140.
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concept of care, we are better placed to put ‘our fingers on the source of

trouble’ and move towards necessary change: critiquing the thinness of a

capitalist conception of care as simply the reproduction of labour-power and

wielding a fuller account which helps construct a better world. Before we

can build the world anew, we need to understand the world around us and

our misconceptions of it. Though I promote an understanding of care that

is messy I do not cede ground to discussing care messily, in the sense that

properly accounting for a multifaceted concept inherent to life requires us to

avoid muddled thinking regarding said concept.

Althoughwithin this thesis I do not advance a fully worked out conception

of good care, eagle-eyed readers will note that I do gesture positively

towards conceptions of autonomy, authenticity, self-development, plus the

connections between these three and freedom. Though these conceptions

might well be described as my own biases towards a vision of good care,

I want to restate that my project here is a ‘modest task’ in the Lockean

sense, and that I view firm declarations on the characteristics of good care as

properly arrived at through political dialogue, not philosophical introspection.

Some may view this as a lack of faith in the philosopher and their public role

but I am inclined, at least in regards to care as a political project, towards

adopting Midgley’s role of the philosopher plumber in helping to work out

conceptual problems which would hinder a conception of good care rather

than advancing a fully formed vision. So when I say that I do not wish to put

forward my conception of good care, this is not because I have no thoughts

on the matter but instead maintain a reluctance to dictate a political project

without appropriate wider discussion. I do, of course, wish to elsewhere be

involved in such a conversation, and further I have inclinations of what that
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political project would look like – incorporating positions on self-betterment,

the creation of physical and phenomenological space to better ourselves,

etc. – but in this thesis I do not hold to any particular image of what good

care looks like in an applied fashion or otherwise. My disinclination to

provide a clear outline of what good care looks like echoes something of

Amartya Sen’s reluctance to proffer a list of capabilities alongside his general

capability approach. Sen argues against philosophers engaging in the ‘fixing

of a cemented list of capabilities’, ignorant of public reasoning and discussion:

‘I am a great believer in theory. . . But pure theory cannot “freeze” a list of

capabilities for all societies for all time to come, irrespective of what the

citizens come to understand and value. That would be not only a denial of

the reach of democracy, but also a misunderstanding of what pure theory can

do, completely divorced from the particular social reality that any particular

society faces.’11 Although I do not subscribe to the capability approach nor to

the Rawlsian notion of public reasoning, I share Sen’s belief in the worth of

engaged dialogue, sensitive to social contexts, in order to formulate worldly

projections of the philosopher’s theoretical position.

This engaged, politically contextualised formation of the idea of good

care is especially important given care’s odd nature as transhistorical yet

historically-bounded in its specific instances. In other words, we as humans

cannot exist without some form of care happening but what form that care

takes varies wildly depending on where and when we happen to exist. As

I go on to discuss in the first chapter, some form of caring is present as a

human activity throughout our history as a species, with certain leitmotifs

of care traced through divergent human societies. Indeed, the mere fact

11. Sen, ‘Capabilities, Lists, and Public Reason,’ 78.
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that we as a species continue to exist rather than not is testament to, at a

minimum, continual forms of material caring. Care in the general form of

provision of food and shelter, childcare, and looking after those who are ill or

injured must continue for communities and the wider species to survive and

reproduce. Yet what concrete form this care takes, how it is contemporarily

conceived of, and how it is involved with the reproduction of the particular

social form it finds itself in, varies from instance to instance. The concrete

kinds of care we might observe in peoples from, for example, prehistory, the

European Middle Ages, and current times clearly differ in the technologies of

care applied to the same abstract problems of survival. Think of the historical

and social diversity with something as basic as provision of food: hunting

and gathering, subsistence farming on tithed land, purchasing food as a

commodity with wages, and so on. Although there are clear commonalities

between the care undertaken ten thousand years ago, one thousand years ago,

and today, the operating principles of this care and the meaning attached

to acts of care within Palaeolithic, feudal, and capitalist social relations are

drastically different.

As I have said above, the kinds of care performed, the considerations

of what is care and what is not, the attitudes towards what care is deemed

valuable, and the persons who are deemed as appropriate carers and suitable

to be cared-for, are a precis of the social relations of any given society. Care

makes and remakes ourselves and the social world we live in, so the kinds

of care being undertaken – and who that care is or is not being directed

toward – help create and reinforce the bonds of social formation. The

dominant priorities of any society are thus reflected in the care it primarily

exhibits. To be clear, it is not simply the concrete technologies of how
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care is performed which differ between our present society and others, but

also to what social end caring is aimed towards. Currently, the dominant

social form of capitalist market society casts care as a means to reproduce

the labour-power of the working members of the proletariat, both through

the sustenance of workers at the end of the working day and through the

subject-formation of individuals as potential workers. Care is today aimed at

the production of surplus value through the reproduction of labour-power.

This does not capture the total of all forms of care currently performed in

the world around us, thankfully, but it does go a long way to explain the

imperatives of our social relations. As with the currently-existing world,

so too do the imperatives of care shift to reflect the social relations of past

and possible future worlds; more than simply a difference in concrete acts of

care, even functionally similar acts of care do not necessarily carry the same

meaning across time and space. Critical, engaged discussion regarding what

emphasis we wish to place on our care, what aim our care is directed towards,

needs happen for any politics of care to form. What good care looks like, then,

is dependent not only on the extant social relations but also their deficiencies

and blind spots, alongside our collective, evolving desire for a better world.

To thus insist on a ‘fixed forever list’12 of the characteristics of good care

would be not only historically illiterate but democratically deficient.

As a point of clarification, I make a distinction throughout this thesis

between ‘material care’ and ‘care of the self ’. (I avoid the term ‘immaterial

care’, even though the term presents itself neatly as a contrast to material care,

for reasons of clarity that should become obvious when I later critique the

notion of immaterial labour.) By ‘material care’ I mean those biologically

12. Sen, ‘Capabilities, Lists, and Public Reason,’ 80.
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necessary activities such as feeding, bathing, and nursing which sustain and

prolong our lives. By ‘care of the self ’ I mean those things we do which

sustain and improve us beyond the biologically necessary. At its most rarefied,

perhaps, we can conceive of care of the self as the philosophical work of

self-contemplation which allows us to understand ourselves and our world,

enabling us to critically challenge our beliefs and desires, and ultimately

move towards a good life. Material care thus aligns with most commonly

understood aspects of care – care in public parlance – while care of the self

aligns with a philosophical outlook which stretches from Plato to twentieth

century phenomenology and beyond. The two terms are rough groupings,

the boundaries of which I have little interest in policing; I do not want

to begin a parlour game of placing x activity into one or the other camp.

Nonetheless, it is helpful to allow for the distinction between material care

and care of the self because we are often talking of care in one sense and not

the other, even if the specific activities of either sense are left up for grabs.

Forms of palliative care, for example, straddle both senses of care: meeting

the immediate health needs of the terminally ill while creating space for those

same people to better grapple with their mortality. Elder care shares similar

concerns while childcare – the exemplar of much of this thesis – could well

be described as the meeting of these two definitions: ensuring the biological

needs of a growing infant in order to give them the best possible chance

to grow as a sentient, contemplative individual. The recognition of theses

two facets of care is an acknowledgment that the inner life of a person is as

important as their biological sustenance if we want that person to be their

best self. Immediate, material care is vital to our continued existence; care of

the self is vital to our living a good life.
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Briefly, a word on love: Care should not be seen as synonymous with

love. Though it is clear that the two can go hand-in-hand – we commonly

care about those we love or love those we care for – I argue that there are

only a few scenarios where one necessitates the other. We can care for others

– even ourselves, in a minimal fashion – without feelings of love, and even

care for those we despise. As an example, those who perform acts of care for

a wage are not being paid to love (or even like) the ones they care for, they

are being paid to fulfill the needs of the cared for. Certain instances of such

paid care might involve feelings of affection that approach or even reach love,

but it is not necessarily the case. This fraught relationship between paid care

and love extends to the point where love is often a hook used to exploit the

labour of care, particularly in regards to material domestic, elder, or child

care. Indeed, the ‘labour of love’ is a common euphemism for this labour,

especially when women are the care labourers in question.13 Conversely, we

can love another – or, again, ourselves – in such a fashion that is uncaring

or uncareful, manifesting our love in ways which are harmful or ignorant

of our object of love. Love prompts all sorts of attitudes and actions which

are not synonymous with it. This is not to deny the important part care can

play in the love between persons and I readily acknowledge that care is often

love’s manifestation, or the way we can express our love for one another is via

acts and sentiments of care. Yet, even if intertwined at times, care and love

are distinct concepts. The precise relationship between care and love is an

intriguing and detailed topic but one I largely set aside in this thesis. Suffice

to say that I do not take one for the other, nor do I assume much about the

attitudinal relationship between any particular caring and cared for persons.

13. See: Finch and Groves, A Labour of Love; Dowling, ‘Love’s Labour’s Cost.’
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With this initial conceptual nitpicking over, I now turn to the structure

of the thesis itself. In chapter one I lay out the multifaceted nature of the

concept of care, showing the complimentary material and phenomenological

aspects which make up a full understanding of care; a conceptual messiness. I

group these aspects under a series of headings with textual exemplars. First, I

look at the aspect of care as immediate existence, outlining the nuances of

Heidegger’s notion of Sorge and his understanding of care as ‘Being-in-the-

world’14. I begin with Heidegger’s account in part because it is furthest from

the everyday usage of a loving kind of domestic, reproductive labour. Yet

the phenomenological effort of existing in and understanding our world that

Heidegger describes is as much a part of the concept of care as the labour of

material care is. Indeed, projecting ourselves into possible futures can – and

should – guide our actions of material caring, building towards a future world

we see ourselves in. Second, I examine Foucault’s ‘care of oneself ’ (‘le souci

de soi’15), drawing out the aspect of care of the self as a practice of freedom.

Foucault’s notion of care as a philosophical project of self-betterment is,

again, quite a distance from the understanding of care as a material act of

love towards others. And yet, also like Heidegger’s discussion of Sorge, I

contend that the aspect of care Foucault outlines is not wholly distinct from

the material acts of care we perform. Proper care of oneself allows us to be in

a better position to assist others in caring for themselves, alongside giving us

a firm foundation for knowing ourselves and our current and desired place in

the world. Care of the self is the vital philosophical work on oneself that is

required to construct a good life for ourselves and others, often overshadowed

in theory by the labour of material care. Third, to discuss care’s contestability

14. Heidegger, Being and Time, 83.
15. Foucault, The Hermeneutics of the Subject, 2.
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I turn a critical eye to care ethics, focusing on formulations advanced by Nel

Noddings and Virginia Held. Care ethics proposes supplanting justice or duty

with care as the basis of ethical decision-making, creating a interdependent,

relational, and deeply personal form of ethics. Though I do not subscribe to

care ethics as a whole, I draw on its proponents’ discussions of the relationality

and interdependencies of life which allows for contestability in howwe should

care. However, I go on to argue that care ethics does not go far enough in its

exploration of care as morally and politically contestable. Chapter one thus

advances the idea that care is conceptually messy, that it cannot be reduced to

a simple idea.

Chapter two unpacks the question of why the above matters; why it is

important to think carefully about care. I outline the steady decline of work

conditions and state care services in the latter half of the twentieth century,

through the financial crash of 2008, and on to Covid-19. The ongoing

care crisis not only raises pressing questions of the viability of sustainable

human life, it illuminates how the social structures of care can be orientated

towards particular ends and the reproduction of specific social regimes. This

is the messiness of care in terms of its imbrication in our everyday lives; the

impossibility of fully delineating ourselves, our social form, and the care

which sustains both. Within our current capitalist society, care and work –

waged and unwaged – are intimately and unfortunately connected. Care is

limited in the capitalist imaginary to the act of reproducing labour-power,

either immediately or through the subject-formation of future workers. I

discuss how the way we work affects the way we care, with the time we spend

labouring or reproducing labour-power limiting other care we can undertake,

both in kind and scale. The phenomenological labour of self-care is given
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short shrift in capitalist society, resulting in a thinness of care provision. I

am in this chapter also critical of – broadly labelled – immaterial theories

of labour, where it is posited that automation of work has created a new

economic reality distinct from industrial capitalism. This outlook, I argue, not

only distorts a proper understanding of capitalism, it also prompts an account

of care as a periodised problem to be fixed with technology or a specific set

of social relations. Instead, we should understand care as an ongoing facet of

life, a theme I return to in the final chapter.

The thread of properly placing care in the context of capitalist social

relations continues in chapter three. Here I engage with the interplay of care

and value, in terms of both material and affective care, returning to the notion

that care is messily integrated in the way we our sustained, exploited, and

dominated. The discussion of material care and value is central to the work

of those engaged with analysis of social reproduction and it is at this work I

take a critical look, focusing in on foundational writing by Selma James and

Maria-Rosa Dalla Costa. I begin by explicating the difference between care

and social reproduction, arguing that social reproduction theorists which

follow this thinking too often narrow their field of inquiry. I believe they

mistakenly declare social reproduction to be domestic material care when in

fact social reproduction encompasses all sorts of activities, not all of which

are easily called care. Further, I believe much social reproduction analysis

improperly narrows the range of care, viewing it in total as the labour which

rejuvenates waged workers. While an important part of the whole picture,

viewing care as simply domestic reproductive labour obscures the category as

a whole, inhibiting a proper analysis of care and its relation to value. Another

inhibition to approaching care and value properly is, I argue, the insistence
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that the care of unwaged domestic reproductive labour is productive of value.

Using the work of Paul Smith and Michael Heinrich, I argue that James’s and

Dalla Costa’s analysis of value theory misapplies Marx’s categories, ultimately

painting a skewed picture of capitalist social relations. The classification

of people doing unwaged care labour as productive workers stems from a

desire to label such people as exploited and thus politically relevant. I argue

that, instead, people whose labour of care is directed by the demands of

capital are being dominated whether or not their labour is exploited. The

working class is worthy of political compassion and action no matter their

relation to the wage, including those whose daily efforts are taken up by

unwaged care labour. To discuss the interplay between affective care and

value, I investigate care as public-facing affectivity. I turn here to Arlie

Russell Hochschild’s discussion of ‘emotional labour’16 to underline how our

individual affective manifestations of care are contextualised by the material

reality we find ourselves in. On Hochschild’s account, capital has utilised our

ability to project affective caring onto others, capturing it as a form of labour

to be exploited. The interaction between our private and public selves that

is expressed via care for others is ripe for commodification, and the effects

such labour has on affective care workers is itself deeply affecting. As well as

detailing care’s affectivity, I use this account to show how our relations of

care are enmeshed in the social world, how they can be put to undesirable

ends, with the possibility of working towards shifting those ends.

Chapter four gives further grounding to the above, examining care in

the context of education, and observing how the philosophical and material

questions of care outlined previously are manifested in and around the

16. Hochschild, The Managed Heart.
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classroom. I latch on to education in particular as it is a distillation of the

aspects of care I have described above into one practice, as well as a key

site of self-formation under capitalism. Education is a theoretically rich and

contestable subject, while actual schooling is care directed towards specific

ends of capitalist imperative. The school is an important focus of material

care, with teachers and other educational workers increasingly acting as vital

sources of needed immediate caring in a system denuded of other social care

provision. Within the school we also see the reproductive care of forming

willing capitalist subjects, the commodification of care as a service, and the

interplay between productive and unproductive care labour. I detail the

practices of schooling and political choices made around education why

forestall other regimes of care. Here I focus on the contested identities of

teachers and other educational workers, highlighting the difficult position

educational workers find themselves in, often stuck between the twin roles of

primary carer and agent of state discipline. Returning to the notion that care

is contestable terrain, I argue that these roles of carer and disciplinarian are not

inherently contradictory, pointing to education as a prime example of why it

matters to what ends we direct our care towards. Yet education is, or should,

also be a practice within which a eudaemonic practice of care is encouraged.

An understanding of oneself and the context we find ourselves in – the

Heideggerian notion of care as existence – is part of this utopian educational

picture. Caring for the self as a practice of freedom is also at the core of an

ideal education; a betterment of the student through their work upon their

self, facilitated by a caring teacher. To unpack this picture of education, I

examine the educational writing of Dewey and Rancière, drawing out a hope

regarding the role of ideal education as part of a person’s care. Both writers are
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concerned with the proper facilitation of a child’s education. Moreover, each

recognises that a proper education is far from simply knowledge transference,

instead a holistic inculcation of good character enmeshed in an uplifting set

of caring relations. Both Dewey and Rancière, I believe, desire to see within

education the ability for children to practice care of their self, encouraged to

do so by a teacher who cares for and about children as ends in themselves.

Taking heed of the range of optimism surrounding the educational system

allows us, I argue, to be clear-eyed about the sobering realities of schooling

as it currently exists, the disciplinary and social reproductive ends it is aimed

at, while holding on to the liberatory potential of education as a practice of

self care. In this way, we should not object to disciplinary schooling only as

part of the reproduction of a dominating and exploitative social form, but

also because it lies in the way of an education which practices and encourages

the kind of care we want to see.

Finally, chapter five expands on my notion of the messiness of care. I

hope the extended metaphor will assist readers with sharing my interest in

care’s vital and complex nature. I believe describing care as messy helps

paints a picture of care as intimate, complicated, and contestable in a number

of useful ways. I argue that care is not a neat, succinct concept but one

that needs drawing out and examining in its many aspects and applications.

Care is messy in the first instance, I argue, because care is so often ‘dirty’

work. Here I refer to the actual hard graft of dealing with the bodies of

ourselves and others; literally messy care. This dirty work extends to the

tough affective labour of caring for another emotionally, often as draining a

task as the manual labour of material care. Just as emotionally compromising

and gruelling, I further argue, can be the philosophical work of caring for
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oneself, the bettering of ourselves and improvement of our character through

critical contemplation. My second understanding of messiness refers to the

inability for care to be fully cleaned up, fixed for good, or fully put away.

Reiterating my opposition to the idea of care as a distributional problem to

be solved, I maintain that because care is a living concept, always part of our

existence, mixed up in almost all we do, we cannot ‘escape’ it. A need for care,

material or otherwise, accompanies us throughout. Care leaves its grubby

fingerprints all over our lives. Third, I argue that care is messy because the

concept of care is multifaceted. It is not a neat concept, easily distilled to a

snappy definition. Some have attempted these definitions but I suggest that

they have captured only one or two aspects of care. My fourth understanding

of care’s messiness is that it cannot be contained to ourselves. Care is not

solipsistic, I argue, even when it is care of oneself. We are enmeshed in

relations of care that involve others, their identities, their problems. Indeed,

these care relations form us and others, entangling ourselves in the world we

live in and the people who live here with us. Care is messy in this manner as

it bleeds over the neat lines we attempt to box ourself in as discrete beings.

Finally, care is messy because it is implicated in our current undesirable social

predicament. The care which we need to sustain us is the same care which

sustains our social domination and reproduces the means of our exploitation, I

argue. We cannot cleave the former from the latter, a moral messiness which

we must face up to. There is complicity in care.

Instead of shying away from such complexity, from the forms of messiness

described, I argue we should embrace it. We need a clear-eyed appraisal of

care’s breadth and depth to encourages us to avoid ‘solutions’ to a lack of

care which are artificially neat and removed from the world. Care is not
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value-neutral, I argue. We build the world we desire in part with the kind of

care we wish to perform and receive.



Chapter 1

Care’s Many Faces

My aim in this opening chapter is to explore a broader, messier conception

of care than is typically advanced. I believe that there are many theoretical

aspects to care, stretching well beyond the labour of material care which is

conjured most readily by the word’s usage. Material care is undoubtedly a

part of the whole picture, but there is more to care than the material activities

which sustain our bodies and prolong our lives. This chapter will discuss

three other aspects of care which I find particularly important in granting us

a fuller understanding of the concept and the ways in which it operates in our

lives. I illustrate each aspect with writing from a particular thinker or group

of thinkers. In brief, the three aspects are: care as the phenomenological

effort of existence, as described by Heidegger; care as a philosophical project

of self-improvement, as described by Plato and Foucault, and; care as a

normative concern, as described by the care ethics of Noddings and Held.

Distinct from the above philosophical aspects of care, though touching upon

each, is a discussion of care and value. I will give detailed consideration to

care and value in chapter three. Here, though, I stick to the discussion of

what we might mean by ‘care’.

The coronavirus outbreak has, via the transparency of its requirements

23
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of care and effect on care services, given us the opportunity to rethink our

assumptions surrounding care as a whole. But for this rethinking to have

substance, it needs to be more than a reiteration of the truism that care is

important. I wish to avoid the tendency with a fashionable subject of merely

pointing out that it is a good thing to talk about without unpacking the

subject itself. Here I echo Heidegger’s complaint that Being ‘is the most

universal and the emptiest of concepts. . . where everyone uses it constantly

and already understands what he means by it’1. We too often fall into the trap

of assuming that because a concept is ubiquitous there is no rigourous analysis

of it needed. Care discourse is certainly ubiquitous; the stark problems in

the wake of coronavirus ensure it. This thesis aims to be a contribution in

avoiding simply skimming the surface of care’s analytical depths.

Thankfully, I am not starting from scratch. The discourse of care is old;

the practice of it even older. Immediate material care, by its nature as the

means for continuing life, must have always been a concern for humans.

We have always needed shelter and sustenance. Babies, as any new parent

can attest, require near-constant care. This is not a modern affectation but

a fact of human biology and infant development, despite the huge variety

in the historical specificities of childcare. In this brute material sense, then,

care has ever accompanied human survival. Beyond mere survival, however,

there is scattered evidence that suggests we have, for whatever reason, long

cared for those less able than ourselves: examples of Pleistocene-era humans

surviving long after their physical impairments – broken bones, missing teeth

– would have made survival difficult, if not impossible, without care from

others.2 Yet we need to be cautious in drawing conclusions from a scant few

1. Heidegger, Being and Time, 21.
2. Hublin, ‘The prehistory of compassion.’
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fossils. It would be foolish to make grand pronouncements on the attitudes

of early humans, to take away hard moral positions, or to dictate positions

on twenty-first century care from the vantage point of the Ice Age. I refer

to such romantic entries in the fossil record only to highlight how long the

history of care in the anthropological sense potentially is.

Though material care as a product of human labour – if only as act

aimed at survival – necessarily occurs throughout human (pre-)history, the

anthropology of care as an object of thought is more difficult to gauge.

We cannot say with certainty when care as a concept starts to become a

philosophical concern rather than something that humans simply do, though

we do know that care, in some form or another, has long been a subject of

philosophical inquiry. Plato casts Socrates in his dialogues as the philosopher

who espouses care in the sense of concerning oneself with one’s own being.

Self-cultivation as a means to pursue the good is of central importance to

Socrates throughout, but we can point to dialogues where discussion of

care of the self is particularly notable: Alcibiades, in which Socrates chides

the titular Athenian statesman – ‘Well, then, what does it mean to cultivate

oneself ?’3 – for focusing on the accumulation of wealth and popularity at

the expense of working on the self; Laches, the core of which is discourse

on education as care for the good of the young4; and memorably in the

Apology, where Socrates defends his sacred mission as carer for the good of

Athens: ‘For I go around doing nothing but persuading both young and

old among you not to care for your body or your wealth in preference to

or as strongly as for the best possible state of your soul’5. Following Plato,

3. Plato, Alcibiades, 128a
4. Pl. Laches, 184d–187d
5. Pl. Apology, 30a–30b
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there is a compelling argument that what is often translated as ‘friendliness’ or

‘friendly feeling’ in Aristotle’s writing – philēsis and philein – could reasonable

be translated instead as ‘care’ or ‘caring’, in terms of a relation of mutual

betterment.6 On this translation, Aristotle views care for a person as ‘wishing

for him what you believe to be good things, not for your own sake but

for his, and being inclined, so far as you can, to bring them about’7. The

entirety of books eight and nine of the Nicomachean Ethics are given over to a

discussion of friendship, where it is broken down into three types: friendships

of utility, pleasure, and for the sake of good.8. Though friendships of utility

and pleasure involve elements of caring, the friendship for the sake of good

which Aristotle lectures on incorporates, or is even synonymous with, care

in the sense of work towards a better life. This is a friendship consisting of

mutually beneficial relationships aimed at collectively living the good life,

where friendship with good people is both a measure of the merit of one’s

life and a means to improving it.9 Further, we can observe notions from

antiquity of care as the terrible burden of existence, personified by Vergil

as the vengeful Care who haunts the gates of Hell10 and by Hyginus in the

goddess Cura, the worrisome creator and possessor of humanity11 This vein

of thought will be further mined in the discussions of Heidegger and Foucault

below but for now it is suffice to say that modern thinkers writing about

care do so from within a rich philosophical anthropology. I only give a brief

6. Aristotle, Rhetoric, II. 4, 1380b35-1381b35. For discussion of this translation, with a
further argument that Aristotle’s position can be read as a form of care ethics, see: Curzer,
‘Aristotle: Founder of the Ethics of Care.’
7. Arist., Rh., II. 4, 1380b36-1381a2
8. Arist., Nicomachean Ethics, VIII. 3, 1156a6-1156b32
9. Cooper, ‘Friendship and the Good in Aristotle.’
10. Vergil, Aeneid, 6:274. Contrast H. Rushton Fairclough’s ‘avenging Cares’ with Sarah
Ruden’s more recent translation, ‘stinging Guilt’: Vergil, Aeneid 551; Vergil, The Aeneid 125.
11. Hyginus, Fabulae, 220.
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overview of the ancient notion of care in part because the topic is rich enough

that it could be a worthy thesis in itself, but more so because my aim in this

chapter is to grapple with our current modes of thought regarding care. The

works of Plato, Aristotle, and other ancient thinkers inescapably influence our

current philosophy, and indeed a good deal of this text outlines philosophers

of the twentieth century directly tackling these ancient notions of care. What

I do not wish to do, however, is to supplant our current notions with ancient

ones. My interest here is in Heidegger’s engagement with Hyginus, not

Hyginus himself; Foucault’s discussion of Socrates, rather than a reassertion

of the Socratic dialogues. In this, I believe I am in line particularly with

Foucault, insofar that I do not wish to reassert an ancient ethic. Instead, I

engage with ancient thinking on care as a tool to help engage and critique

modern thinking on care.

Before discussing the highlighted conceptions of care, I wish to make a

clarification: my interest is not in defining the one true meaning of care and

rejecting all others. Rather, I wish to stress the importance of appreciating the

mess of philosophical conceptions that we hang around the word ‘care’. While

being cautious not to crudely lump opposing positions together, I argue that

the variety of philosophical perspectives on care detailed below are useful

when taken together. They illustrate connected aspects of a rich concept with

a storied past and a complicated present. Even when outlining my concerns

around these discourses on care, I am confronted with how much the term

peppers our everyday and philosophical speech and how overuse of the word

can lead to confusion: I have taken great care to carefully discuss care because

I care about it.
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Care as Being

I first turn to a conception of care that, on initial inspection, appears distinct

from the notion of material work which reproduces life: Heidegger’s Sorge

and his understanding of care as ‘Being-in-the-world’12. This is a conception

of care as the phenomenological effort of existing in and understanding our

world, key to Heidegger’s larger project of investigating what is important

about the stark fact that there is something rather than nothing. The fact

that things exist is not an unexaminable assumption for Heidegger but an

opportunity for reflection, an opportunity to answer the ‘question of the

meaning of Being’13. He urges us to notice that ‘there is something rather

than nothing, to ask what difference this makes, and to ask how it can make

a difference to us’14. Once we are aware of the fact that we exist we can ask a

further, perhaps more interesting series of questions: What does it mean to

exist? What does it mean to be the sort of entity which exists? This is an

inquiry into what makes the distinction between something and nothing:

Being.15

The terminology used here can be confusing and it is tempting when

reading Heidegger, especially if not a native German speaker, to despair at

an impenetrable lexicon. But German is not a magic philosophy language, in

which somehow meaning is better communicated compared to any other

language, despite its useful ‘native ambiguity, plasticity, and depth’16. Though

we may have a hard time of it, we can communicate Heidegger’s meaning via

translation if we are patient. Heidegger makes extensive use of neologisms

12. Heidegger, Being and Time, 83.
13. Heidegger, 40.
14. Polt, Heidegger, 4.
15. Polt, 2–3.
16. Eiland, ‘Heidegger’s Etymological Web,’ 41.
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and repeated, intentionally jarring hyphenations in an attempt to snap his

reader out of everyday thinking. For example, his full nomenclature for care

is: ‘ahead-of-itself-Being-already in-(the world) as Being-alongside (entities

encountered within-the-world)’17. It will take some explanation to break this

down, below, but Heidegger’s writing is ultimately intelligible.

Let us begin with Sorge, a term most usually translated into English as

‘care’ or ‘concern’. This dual translation highlights the sometimes confusing

way that ‘care’ can refer in English to both an act and an attitude; caring for

versus caring about. Care does not provokes messy terminology in German

alone, it seems. Our first way in to understanding the jargon of care in

Heidegger’s writing is to grasp that Sorge does not preclude those acts of

love, reproduction, and welfare that the ‘caring for’ meaning of the English

term denotes. Indeed, Heidegger comments to Hubert Dreyfus that Sorge

names the ‘very general fact that “Sein geht mich an,” roughly, that being

gets to me’18. Attitudes of concern affect us – get to us – as much as acts of

welfare do. However, Sorge contains notions that stretch it beyond what is

usually contained in the welfare-centred, ‘caring for’ meaning of the English

word. A notion of absence, nothingness, or death is deeply tied to Sorge,19

alongside a generalised structure of concern rather than a specific instance

of a mental state. With this meaning of generalised concern, Heidegger’s

Sorge departs from kara – the old Germanic word meaning ‘troubled thought’

or ‘grief ’ – and the ‘care’. Instead, Sorge refers to every way that existence

affects us; the structure of existence that regards itself. Unlike kara, Sorge is

not a specific, time-limited attitude of worry or concern, neither for oneself

17. Heidegger, Being and Time, 237.
18. Dreyfus, Being-in-the-World, 239.
19. Heidegger, Being and Time, 365.
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nor for others.20 Also present in Sorge is a notion of curiosity – derived from

Heidegger’s typically novel readings of Aristotle and Augustine – where

care incorporates an association between seeing and thinking.21 Outside of

Heideggerian philosophy this association is not common, particularly in those

discourses of care which foreground relations between people in regards to

human welfare. What is common with English usages of care is a reference

to acting responsibly in order to ward off or lessen danger and uncertainty;

to ‘take care’ when acting. As with ‘welfare’, this ‘acting responsibly’ usage

aligns with Heidegger’s Sorge insofar that both incorporate temporality in

their respective meaning.22 Taking care in regards to responsible acting

necessarily involves looking to the future and is concerned with the possible

consequences of acting in a certain manner, while caring for requires us to

give time up to perform actual acts of welfare. For Heidegger the grounds

for possibility of Sorge are bound up in temporality.23

Indeed, Heidegger’s understanding of Being as a whole gains its structural

unity from its temporality, what he calls the ‘primordial phenomenon’24.

Being interprets the world in terms of possibilities, what might happen next

or what might be changed. Being’s basic structure is threefold: past, or what

Heidegger calls ‘facticity’; present, or ‘falleness’; and future, or ‘existentiality’.

Your facticity is an already decided mess of things that you are; your identity,

your socialisation, the things that made you, which were present when you

came into being. Things that exist make an impact upon us not only in

our present, but when they have been in our past and will be in our future.

20. Heidegger, Being and Time, 237–39.
21. Heidegger, 214–17.
22. Audard, ‘Care,’ 125.
23. Heidegger, Being and Time, 370–80.
24. Heidegger, 241.
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This fact requires us to think about temporality.25 Your falleness is dealing

or coping with people and other things, with Being ‘always absorbed in the

world of its concern . . . Being alongside those things ready-to-hand within-

the-world with which one concerns oneself.’26 Your future is the sense of

your life’s role, never to be arrived at.27 Our existence comes with a past as

much as it is latent with future possibilities, and more than anything else this

is what defines us as persons. It is our own temporality – our historically-tied

nature as an experience of existence – which allows us to consider Being.28

‘Time is not a substance, but a way of Being, and more specifically a way in

which Dasein is. I am not in the past, present and future, rather I am my past,

present and future.’29

In terms of Heidegger’s aims with his writing, one particularly important

aspect of temporality is falling: the patterns of everyday life we tend towards

which obscures the possibility of existence. We tend to do simply as others do,

or as we politely ought to according to norms, communicating in routine and

inconsequential fashion, enamoured by the world and its novelties, ultimately

avoiding understanding our existence and what it means to exist.30 As much

as this sort of language came come across as hectoring, Heidegger’s intent is

not to browbeat his readers here for frivolous infatuations – falling ‘does not

express negative evaluation’ – but rather he is noting how entwined we are

with our world; ‘an absorption in Being-with-one-another’.31 Our existence

runs alongside the world, is enmeshed in its sociality, and is easily taken up

25. Polt, Heidegger, 3.
26. Heidegger, Being and Time, 236-237; emphasis in the original.
27. Dreyfus, ‘Philosophy 185 – Heidegger.’
28. Polt, Heidegger, 5.
29. Large, Heidegger’s ‘Being and Time,’ 89–90.
30. Heidegger, Being and Time, 210–24.
31. Heidegger, 220.
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by it; understandably so, given that contemplating our place in the world, its

meaning, and its inevitable end can be an extremely uncomfortable activity.

When falling, our conception of time and its importance to our existence is

confused: ‘In being busy with the present in this sense, the past only appears

as something to be retained and finally forgotten when it no longer matters,

and the future only expected in relation to what is required and needed.’32 A

life lived fallen is a life ‘where all that concerns me disappears into idle talk,

curiosity and ambiguity, and time is just the next moment disappearing into

a past already forgotten and a future yet jaded’. In contrast, an authentic

life is one lived in a projected or future-facing manner.33 It is important

to clarify what Heidegger means by authenticity here. By labelling Being

as inauthentic, Heidegger is not saying that a fallen existence is somehow

less real than authentic existence, nor that the world we fall into is a false

or imaginary realm. Instead, inauthenticity refers to an existence wholly

taken up by the world around it; a ‘self-deceptive absorption in the present’34.

Fascinated by the world, and unwilling to put in the hard work of analysing

why we are even here at all, we do not spend time on, speak about, or

critically think in regards to our existence. In his own terms, inauthenticity

‘does not mean anything like Being-no-longer-in-the-world, but amounts

to a quite distinctive kind of Being-in-the-world’35. With this discussion

of fallen existence, Heidegger is attempting an explanative phenomenology:

‘unfolding, explicating, laying out the implicit horizons which make explicit

experience possible. . . unfolding the horizons within which entities or objects

32. Large, Heidegger’s ‘Being and Time,’ 90.
33. Large, 91.
34. Polt, Heidegger, 5.
35. Heidegger, Being and Time, 220.
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appear’36.

Heidegger attempts to illustrate much of the above by drawing from

mythology. The Roman librarian Hyginus, compiling myths at the turn

of the first millennium,37 describes how the goddess Cura created the first

human:

When Cura was crossing a certain river, she saw muddy clay, picked it

up, pondered for a moment, and then molded a human. While she was

thinking about just what she had created, Jupiter arrived on the scene.

Cura asked him to give breath to the human, and Jupiter readily agreed

to do it. But then, when Cura was about to name the creature after

herself, Jupiter stopped her and said that it should be named after him.

Now, while Cura and Jupiter were debating over the name, Earth rose

up as well and said that it should be named after her, seeing how she

was the one who had furnished her own body. They took up Saturn

as the judge of their case, and it appears that he judged fairly in their

case: ‘Jupiter, because you gave it breath you shall reclaim the breath

after death. Earth, because you offered up your body, you shall reclaim

the body. Because Cura first molded it, she shall possess it so long as it

lives. But because there is some disagreement about the name, it shall

be called ‘human’ because it was clearly created from earth.38

Heidegger recounts the story of Cura as a way to prop up his designation of

Sorge as the total understanding of Being.39 For him, Hyginus’s account of

Cura reinforces the idea that it is the very structure of care which existence

stems from. Being is dominated by care throughout its existence, leading to

36. Caputo, ‘Husserl, Heidegger and the Question of a “Hermeneutic” Phenomenology,’
121.
37. Hyginus’s authorship is almost as mythic as the subject matter; see: Smith and
Trzaskoma, Apollodorus’ ‘Library’ and Hyginus’ ‘Fabulae,’ xlii–lv.
38. Hyg. Fab. 220
39. Heidegger, Being and Time, 241–44.
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a dichotomy where care both determines the entity’s identity, insofar that it

reflects the facticity of the Being, and also allows the entity to know itself,

to be the most it can be. This unchosen yet undetermined state of care – an

‘essentially twofold structure of thrown projection’40 – roots an entity in its

context while allowing a sort of freedom in which to live out the myriad

possibilities open to such a Being with such a context. It is important to

note again that this ‘condition’41 of care is an existential state brought about

with the entity itself and tied to the entity’s past, present and future, and has

nothing to do, in Heidegger’s meaning at least, with a melancholic feeling of

worldly concern that may accompany us through our lives.42

As romantic as the tale of Cura is, and notwithstanding how well the fable

aligns with Heidegger’s conceptions of Sorge, we should be careful not to

ascribe it conceptual weight to the point where other interpretations of ‘care’

are left to the wayside. In the first instance, the English word ‘care’ does not

stem from the Latin cura. Instead, as mentioned above, it is derived from the

Gothic term for troubled thought or grief, kara, molded into the Old English

caru. The Oxford English Dictionary, perhaps tired of the etymological

blundering of philosophers, bluntly states: ‘In no way related to Latin cura.’43

Sorge, on the other hand, directly translates to ‘concern’, descending from the

Old Germanic sorga from which English gets its word ‘sorrow’.44 Heidegger

is not unaware of this incongruity. His notorious fluidity with etymology is

a feature, not a bug, of his philosophy, pushing at the boundaries of various

40. Heidegger, Being and Time, 243.
41. Heidegger, 244.
42. Dreyfus, ‘Philosophy 185 – Heidegger.’
43. OED Online, s.v. ‘care, n.1,’ accessed March 17, 2021, https://www.oed.com/view/
Entry/27899.
44. Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, s.v. ‘sorge, n.,’ accessed March 18, 2021, https://www.
merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sorge; OED Online, s.v. ‘sorrow, n. and adj.,’ accessed
March 18, 2021, https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/184935.

https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/27899
https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/27899
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sorge
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sorge
https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/184935
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words’ conceptual histories. Comparing, contrasting, and ruminating upon

the various ‘phonetic-semantic connections’45 of different words or different

meanings of words allows us to think about the connections of meaning

between these different terms. Rigourously thinking about care’s meanings

opens up the possibility of the word, not as a fixed conception, but as a nexus

of philosophical formulations which encourage critical thought.46 This is an

useful analytic of conceptual messiness.

Can we try do to other than fall into the world completely? Heidegger

believes we can because we have an awareness of what it means to exist, we are

those beings who have an understanding of Being. We are ‘Being-there’,47

so to speak, or what is called Dasein. For Heidegger, the phenomenological

noise of Dasein – akin to what Wittgenstein delightfully calls ‘the whole

hurly-burly’48 – can prevent us from examining it as a totality. Heidegger

believes however, unlike Wittgenstein, that is possible to systematise and

discuss this mess of existence, even if we need a whole new philosophical

lexicon to do so.49 Dasein becomes intelligible to us when it is observed

as a ‘single primordially unitary phenomenon’,50 not in a snapshot or an

instance. This unitary structure is named care by Heidegger, using the

term ‘in a purely ontologico-existential manner’, where care is the ‘existential

totality of Dasein’s ontological structural whole’51. We can break this down

as care being the general state of existence common to all humans, ‘filled

45. Eiland, ‘Heidegger’s Etymological Web,’ 40.
46. Eiland.
47. Polt, Heidegger, 29.
48. Wittgenstein, Remarks on the Philosophy of Psychology 2, no. 629; Dreyfus, Being-in-the-

World, 7.
49. Dreyfus, Being-in-the-World, 7.
50. Heidegger, Being and Time, 226.
51. Heidegger, 237.
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out’52 by individual persons living out the possibilities of their lives open to

them through their individual circumstances. In other words, care in the

Heideggerian sense is not about the heavy worries of the world. It is part

of the structure of living, not a specific experience or a particular attitude

towards a particular thing.53

This should prompt us to ask why is it that we, the entities who have an

understanding of what it means for entities to exist, need the terminology of

Dasein to refer to ourselves.54 As an answer, Heidegger retorts that Dasein is

‘purely an expression of its Being’55. It is the way we exist, our sort of Being.

This sort of Being is ‘more like an activity or process than like any sort of

thing’56. We exist in an engaged fashion with the world in a way which

inanimate objects do not. ‘We have a “there” as no other entity does, because

for us, the world is understandable.’57 Beyond being merely understandable by

us, however, our ‘there’ is also constitutive of the world. It is not happenstance

that our particular selves exist in this particular world. ‘Our ‘there’ is so

essential to us that we would be nothing at all without it. Conversely, it

would be nothing without us. . . Our world is the context in terms of which

we understand ourselves, and within which we become who we are.’58

A following question might be: what does it mean to exist? Specifically,

what does it mean for us to exist and how does our existence differ from the

existence of other entities? Both a self and an inanimate object such as a chair

exist, but their existence are of a different, important kind. For Heidegger,

52. Dreyfus, Being-in-the-World, 239.
53. Dreyfus, 238–39.
54. Polt, Heidegger, 42–43.
55. Heidegger, Being and Time, 33.
56. Polt, Heidegger, 30; emphasis in the original.
57. Polt, 30; emphasis in the original.
58. Polt, 30.
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an important difference is that the chair exists simply in a particular point in

space whereas Dasein exists amid our world in more than simply a physical

manner. Chairs, cups of coffee, lamps, etc., are ‘Being-present-at-hand’,59 all

related to the world despite their many differences as entities on the basis that

they exist at a particular location in space. In contrast, our nature as entities

which have some understanding of our own existence is not just spatial but

contextual, engaged in a relationship with the specific social context of the

world.60We are not just one entity at a specific spatial position, categorically

indistinguishable from all other entities at all other positions – as chairs,

cups of coffee, and lamps are. More than Being-present-at-hand, we are

‘Being-in-the-world’61, entangled in the objects, people, places, norms, and

so on that make up our world. We are in the world in the sense that the world

matters to us, defines what it is possible for us to do, and in an important

sense creates us as persons. Thus, we are ‘essentially involved in a context’,

Being-in-the-world as an active, interested, concerned party, unable to be

‘radically detached from the world’62.

When Heidegger discusses Being-in-the-world, the ‘in’ refers to the

preoccupation with Being, our concern for it and habituation with it. As we

go about our life, we constantly experience both a concern with things in

the world and relationships with other Dasein. This is the structure of our

experience, within which this structure of experience, care, is contained. We

are repeatedly confronted with concerns about things in the world which

move the focus of our understanding from ourselves to them. In this, ‘our

59. Heidegger, Being and Time, 79.
60. Heidegger, 79–82.
61. Heidegger, 83.
62. Polt, Heidegger, 46.
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very being can be comprehended as care’,63 and as such care has a past, and

present, and future; a facticity, falling, and existence. The possibility that

I may do such-and-such and action is not simply an intriguing notion of a

space to exist in, but a projected future, a possible future existence. Dasein,

however, already finds itself in a historical context, already aware of and

affected by the world around it. Indeed, having been affected by the world is

an a priori condition of Dasein, a structure of Dasein’s existence. Moreover,

Dasein has a tendency not only to be affected by but also to get caught up

in the day-to-day machinations of the world. This tendency to become

‘compromised in the banal’ is Dasein’s ‘constant compromise’64. What this all

amounts to is a picture of ourselves as entities aware of our existence: While

always projecting possible futures for ourselves, we are also always struck by

the things around us in our world and our reflections upon them, encouraging

us towards an existence of going with the flow of the world; following the

norms, patterns, and organisations the world currently contains. This is

a snapshot of the structure of existence of the self-aware self, the ‘specific

mode of being of Dasein’65, the structure Heidegger calls ‘care’. Here we

arrive again at Heidegger’s meaning of care as the general state of existence

common to all humans: ‘the Being of Dasein itself is to be made visible as

care’66.

Care for Heidegger can now be formulated as a structure formed of

three connected aspects of Dasein that correspond to three connected aspects

of our temporality: ‘Being-ahead-of-itself ’, our having a future; ‘Being-

already-in-the-world’, our having a past; and ‘Being-alongside’, our having

63. Nicholson, ‘Ekstatic Temporality in Sein und Zeit,’ 209.
64. Nicholson, 211.
65. Nicholson, 215.
66. Heidegger, Being and Time, 83–84.
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a present.67 Firstly, we are concerned with our identity projected into the

future. We want purpose in our life, a chosen identity of who we are and

the life projects we aim at.68 This is Being-ahead-of-itself, Dasein’s care for

having a future; its ‘existentiality’69. That we must choose who we are to

be is a key aspect of our temporal existence, but it is not boundless. We

are finite entities – we will all die one day – and this finite aspect of our

future gives it shape. So for Heidegger, the structure of care plays a key

part in our existence as an ongoing project, acutely aware of its coming

end. Secondly, although we are concerned with choosing our life, we are

already in part constrained in doing so. We already have an identity and

are enmeshed in the world. We cannot withdraw from this world nor this

identity entirely. We are thus Being-already-in-the-world, Dasein’s care

for its past; its facticity. Existentiality and facticity – future and past – are

intimately connected, and not in a linear fashion of one event unfolding in

time after another. Our past finds meaning in the future, in the sense that it

is our future aims which make sense of our past. In turn, we care about our

future because our desires and hopes for our future identity gives meaning to

our past, its perceived deficiencies, and its happy memories. As such, ‘our lives

are always a process of taking over who we have been in the service of who

we will be’70. Thirdly, everyday life can distract us from critically considering

both our life’s projects and the life we are amidst. The recognition of our

absorption in the normal goings-on of life is Being-alongside, Dasein’s care

for its present; its acknowledgement of its ‘falling’71 nature. Our present

67. Heidegger, 236–37.
68. Polt, Heidegger, 78–79.
69. Heidegger, Being and Time, 235.
70. Polt, Heidegger, 96.
71. Heidegger, Being and Time, 236–37.
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refers not simply to the instance of time we inhabit but also to those other

entities who are explicitly present with us. Those entities who are present are

present in our world, given meaning in relation to our existence by our past

and future.72 As Heidegger puts it, ‘Being-in-the-world is essentially care’73.

Heidegger’s account of care appears at first glance to be far from the

everyday usage, the provision of material welfare. Yet I view his account as

complimentary rather than contradictory. Behind Heidegger’s jargon, an

important perspective of care emerges: one describing the phenomenological

effort of existing in and relating to our world’s past, present, and future. The

temporal nature of our existence, along with the phenomenological load the

knowledge of this temporality bears upon us, gives grounding and meaning

to our actions of material care beyond their immediate effects. An act of

material care is a vital part of biological maintenance but it is also an important

part of the future-facing activities of individual and social reproduction. In

other words, the goals of material care are to a great extent world-building,

reflecting on the past and projecting ourselves into future in order to renew

and reconstruct our identities. Our actions of material care are performed in

the present to deal with the past and in turn construct a future. We project

ourselves into the future, guiding our actions of material care to help build

the world we wish to live in. Care as material maintenance of ourselves

allows for and operates within the sort of temporal experience of existence

which Heidegger calls care. By beginning my exploration of the theoretical

aspects of care with one so apparently alien to our everyday meaning of the

term, I hope to echo the Heideggerian tactic of jarring the reader out of

their philosophical comfort zone regarding the meaning of care. Care is an

72. Polt, Heidegger, 79–97.
73. Heidegger, Being and Time, 237.
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expansive, messy philosophical concept, with multiple aspects to it. I have

described one, illustrated by Heidegger. Below, I describe another, this time

illustrated by Foucault. Again, I wish to stress how the accounts compliment

and share philosophical concerns with one another.

Care of the Self as a Practice of Freedom

We now move on to look at a different philosophical aspect of care, that of

Foucault’s understanding of care as a philosophical project of self-betterment.

This care of the self is, like Heidegger’s notion of Sorge, at first glance wholly

removed from the aspect of care involving the material acts of care. Yet

care of the self is not distinct but instead part of the multifaceted, messy

concept we call care. By digging further, we can see certain commonalities

between Foucault and Heidegger’s discourses on care. The two philosophers

are not saying the same thing, nor coming to the same conclusions, but

within their respective philosophies lies shared concerns. Both accounts aim

at a practice of freedom, seeing its possibility in the cultivation of a proper

understanding of and concern for the self. Both view philosophy as a form of

work upon the self towards this practice of freedom, a ‘praxis of thinking’74

which encourages a betterment of moral character. Further, key to both

accounts is a reckoning with the phenomenon of a historically-contingent

and finite existence as a means to understand the self.75

Le souci de soi – ‘care of oneself ’ or, more commonly, ‘care of the self ’ – is

Foucault’s translation of the ancient Greek notion of epimeleia heautou. We, as

with the previous discussion of Sorge, face linguistical difficulty, insofar that

Foucault is translating Greek into French, with Foucault’s translation being

74. McNeill, The Time of Life, 76.
75. McNeill, 55–76.
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translated, in turn, into English. Moreover, epimeleia heautou has to Foucault’s

mind long been translated into the Latin phrase cura sui, or at least finds a

conceptual parallel among the Roman philosophers. For the purposes of this

thesis, I take it as read that what the Greeks refer to as epimeleia heautou, the

Latins as cura sui, Foucault as le souci de soi, and English speakers as ‘care of

the self ’ is one and the same: an attention to oneself or a concern about one’s

wellbeing as part of an investigation into the relationship between the subject

and truth.76

We should pause here, being cautious to not read in Foucault’s wording of

souci what Mark Kelly calls the ‘unduly positive connotations’77 that the term

‘care’ has in English. As Kelly points out, translating souci from the French

has the similar possibility of misconstruing the tone of ‘care’ or ‘concern’ as

English translations of Heidegger’s Sorge do. ‘Caring for oneself ’ might lead

us to think purely of being nice to ourselves, or even acting strictly only for

ourselves. Equally, ‘concern’ can be construed overly negatively, in the sense

of being anxious about our self. Further, ‘care’ in English links to notions of

being carefree, without a care in the world; a selfishness that the Greek phrase

does not encompass. Though it is the case that ‘care of the self ’ draws in the

idea of both self care and concern, it does not do so in terms of selfishness or

anxiety. Instead, the term points to a ‘practice of reflexive power relations’78

for ourselves and others, a method of realising the self, a practice of freedom in

which we constitute our very identity. Rather than a ‘narcissistic invitation’79

to be concerned only with our material comfort, Foucault encourages us to

phenomenologically work on ourselves, to govern our behaviour in order

76. Foucault, The Hermeneutics of the Subject, 2–3.
77. Kelly, The Political Philosophy of Michel Foucault, 100.
78. Kelly, 100.
79. Gros, ‘Plato (428-347 BCE),’ 670.
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for us to encourage and help others to work on themselves effectively and

justly.80

In his later lectures, Foucault contrasts epimeleia heautou, ‘care of the self ’,

with the ‘famous Delphic prescription’81 gnōthi seauton, to ‘know yourself ’.

The phrase – one of three precepts inscribed on Apollo’s temple halfway up

Mount Parnassus, viewed by visitors to the Delphic oracle – has more usually

been translated into English using the archaic framing of ‘know thyself ’.

Orthodox history of philosophy, Foucault contends, centres gnōthi seauton in

favour of epimeleia heautou, casting the former as the ‘founding expression

of the question of the relations between the subject and truth’82. Under this

reading, ‘know thyself ’ is a call for self-knowledge as the basis of morality.

For Foucault, this is both a mistaken reading of the Delphic precept and, more

importantly, a philosophical misstep. Rather than a generalised maxim for

good life, Foucault argues, gnōthi seautonmay have beenmore of an instruction

for proper behaviour while visiting the oracle; a code of conduct for those

seeking a glimpse of their future. Of more immediate interest to Foucault,

and to us, is the appearance of ‘know yourself ’ in philosophy. Foucault turns

to Plato’s Socratic dialogues, noting that gnōthi seauton is accompanied by –

and conceptually subordinate to – the exhortation epimeleia heautou, to take

care of the self. Care of the self is thus the ‘general framework’83 within

which knowing oneself is a single particular application, albeit an important

one. The prime example of someone practicing care of the self is Socrates

in the Apology, ‘whose essential, fundamental, and original function, job,

and position is to encourage others to attend to themselves, take care of

80. Kelly, The Political Philosophy of Michel Foucault, 99–102.
81. Foucault, The Hermeneutics of the Subject, 3.
82. Foucault, 3.
83. Foucault, 4.
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themselves, and not neglect themselves’84. Throughout the dialogue, Socrates

eschews the ‘quiet life’85 of accumulation of wealth, prestige, and power,

instead attempting to convince each Athenian citizen ‘not to care for any of

his belongings before caring that he himself should be as good and as wise as

possible, not to care for the city’s possessions more than the city itself, and to

care for other things in the same way’.86 Socrates will not go quietly, likening

himself to a ‘gadfly’87 chasing the Athenians: ‘If one of you disputes this and

says he does not care, I shall not let him go at once or leave him, but I shall

question him, examine him and test him, and if I do not think he has attained

the goodness that he says he has, I shall reproach him because he attaches little

importance to the most important things and greater importance to inferior

things’.88 Beyond the Apology, Socrates spends entire dialogues urging the

wealthy young citizens of Athens to reassess their priorities.89 These needling

exhortations are a divine mission, ‘the command by which the gods have

entrusted Socrates with the task of stopping people, young and old, citizens

and strangers, and saying to them: Attend to yourselves’90. Socrates dedicates

himself to this mission – ‘precisely to care in such a way that each takes care

of himself ’91 – up until his very death, including his ‘final challenge’92 to the

citizens of Athens that they should reorientate their lives away from material

gain and towards care for themselves. ‘Are you not ashamed of your eagerness

to possess as much wealth, reputation and honours as possible, while you do

84. Foucault, The Hermeneutics of the Subject, 5.
85. Plato, Apology, 36b.
86. Pl. Ap., 36c–36d.
87. Pl. Ap., 30e.
88. Pl. Ap., 29e–30a.
89. Pl. Alc.
90. Foucault, The Hermeneutics of the Subject, 6.
91. Gros, ‘Plato (428-347 BCE),’ 670.
92. Cooper, introduction to Apology, 18.
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not care for nor give thought to wisdom or truth, or the best possible state of

your soul?’,93 he exhorts with his final breaths. By being the sort of person

‘who cares about the cares of others’94, Socrates is exemplifying that which is

required of a philosopher.

Foucault highlights four aspects of Socrates’ admirable care of the self:

First, he is performing a function for the gods of caring for Athens and

its citizens. Second, that by caring for others, Socrates forgoes an easy

existence for himself, at least in the manner of not having a comfortable

life. There is a tension here between the call to care for oneself and the

philosopher amplifying that call. Third, Socrates’ call to care for oneself is

a call to awaken, to rouse the self from slumber. Fourth, Socrates being a

vessel for the gods’ care is an annoyance to the Athenians, where ‘care of

oneself is a sort of thorn which must be stuck in men’s flesh, driven into

their existence’95. This curiosity of Socrates, his persistent concern for others,

‘evokes the care one takes of what exists and what might exist’.96 Though

Socrates may be modernly cast as the philosopher extolling wisdom and

self-knowledge, Foucault contends this is only part of his grand project to

rouse people to care for themselves. Luckily, the exhortation to care for

the self did not die with Socrates, and focus on the practice is to be found

throughout Greek and Roman philosophical thought. As previously discussed,

Foucault sees support for his view of Socrates in Stoic and Cynic philosophy,

with Epictetus in particular taking a highly similar position regarding care

of the self. Epicurus also charges his followers to care for their soul at all

times throughout their life, while the Cynic philosopher Demetrius, Seneca

93. Pl. Ap., 29d–29e.
94. Foucault, ‘The Ethics of Concern of the Self as a Practice of Freedom,’ 287.
95. Foucault, The Hermeneutics of the Subject, 8.
96. Foucault, ‘The Masked Philosopher,’ 325.
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approvingly recounts, asks us to care for and control our conduct. Even

Seneca himself foregrounds care of the self, cura sui, in his thinking.97 By

tracing this formulation and reformulation of epimeleia heautou, Foucault is

underlining an ‘early philosophical formulation’98 of care of the self which

runs throughout Greek, Roman, and early Christian philosophy well into

the fifth century AD. Moreover, this line of thought is not a minor concern

but instead central to Hellenic and Roman ethics. ‘It gives these ancient

ethics its particular form . . . in antiquity, ethics as the conscious practice of

freedom has revolved around this fundamental imperative: “Take care of

yourself”.’99 As Edward McGushin puts it, if not in its entirety, then one of

ancient philosophy’s ‘fundamental characteristics’100 was an exploration and

practice a complex notion of care of the self. This was philosophy as ‘a search

for self-knowledge and as an ensemble of techniques for producing one’s life

as a work of art, as the actualization of the truth which one has learned.’101

This exhortation to care for oneself is common enough in Ancient thought

to be read as a philosophical and cultural bedrock, an ‘event in thought’ so

decisive that it impacts ‘our modern mode of being subjects’102. Foucault’s

is a philosophy as ‘a way of reflecting on our relationship to truth’,103 an

interrogation of ourselves and the relationship we have to truth. It is care for

how we must comport ourselves.

Foucault’s highlighting of the importance of epimeleia heautou to ancient

thought should not be read as a yearning for a reinstatement of a golden

97. Foucault, The Hermeneutics of the Subject, 7–8; Epictetus, Discourses, III.i.19; Epicurus
Letter to Menoeceus, 122; Seneca, On Benefits, VII.i.3–7; Seneca, Epistulae 99; On Anger 3.36.
98. Foucault, 11.
99. Foucault, ‘The Ethics of Concern of the Self as a Practice of Freedom,’ 285.
100. McGushin, Foucault’s ‘Āskesis,’ 3.
101. McGushin, 4.
102. Foucault, The Hermeneutics of the Subject, 9.
103. Foucault, ‘The Masked Philosopher,’ 327.
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philosophical past. Instead, he is keen to interrogate the modern philosophical

understanding of ethical subjectivity.104 He is not concerned with lifting

an ethic from antiquity and practicing it in today’s world, dressing up in

a toga and play-acting with morals. Ancient Hellenistic philosophy and

its lived investigation of care of the self is a catalyst, not a goal; it is not

the task of philosophers to merely learn past truths by rote. However,

giving priority back to the injunction to care for oneself over knowing

oneself would, Foucault wants us to believe, assist us in practicing good

philosophy, countering a ‘tendency toward self-neglect’105. Foucault wants

us to look forward, to create new possible futures by stepping outside of

current philosophical assumptions.106 Taking inspiration from the ‘broad

form of ancient subjectivation’107, this examination of care of the self is part

of Foucault’s project, late in his life, to champion a practice of self-realisation,

understanding ourselves as potential authors of our own subjectivity through

care of the self. Key to this project is an admirable demand upon us to

emulate Socrates sacred mission in order to heighten the critical sharpness

of philosophy: ‘In its critical aspect – and I mean critical in a broad sense –

philosophy is that which calls into question domination at every level and in

every form in which it exists, whether political, economic, sexual, institutional,

or what have you. To a certain extent, this critical function of philosophy

derives from the Socratic injunction “Take care of yourself,” in other words,

“Make freedom your foundation, through the mastery of yourself”.’108

104. Jenkins, ‘Care,’ 60.
105. McGushin, Foucault’s ‘Āskesis,’ xiv.
106. Jenkins, ‘Care,’ 60.
107. Kelly, The Political Philosophy of Michel Foucault, 101.
108. Foucault, ‘The Ethics of Concern of the Self as a Practice of Freedom,’ 300–301.
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Care as an Ethic

Previously in this chapter I have discussed two accounts which, broadly,

advance a shared account of care as a cultivation of the self. In this final

section I turn to an account which draws from similar concerns to advance

an ethical framework of care. This care ethics aims to replace the well-

worn philosophical discourse of rights with a discourse of care. It wishes to

replace the impersonal with the personal, rules-following with empathy, the

individual rights-bearer with the interdependent carer of others. Though

Heidegger, Foucault, and care ethics are by no means wholly aligned, the

three share a dissatisfaction with the state of popular philosophical thinking

in their respective times of writing. Further, the three positions share a

commitment to a reflective, self-critical philosophical discourse where the

hard work of character improvement in relation to oneself and others is key.

What strikes me as appealing in all three accounts is this notion of care as a

lifelong practice, accompanied by material care but not totally encompassed

by it. Care ethics, however, is interesting in its own right as an attempt to

enact an ethical framework based upon these shared commitments. Moreover,

and specifically for the purposes of this thesis, care ethics’s moral approval

of care in general serves as a critical foil. As I will go on to detail, almost

all formulations of care ethics see caring as a fundamentally good thing, no

matter its context or deployment. I argue against this, stressing both the

importance of choosing the ends to our care and of the ability to critically

reject instances of care.

Care ethics is a broad church of thought which aims to centre moral

theory on the relationship between carer and cared for, constructing better

social relations as a result of this centring. As a whole, it sees care as an
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active, relational experience with another person, the total ‘range of human

experiences which have to do with feeling concern or, and taking charge

of, the well-being of others’109. This range of experiences clearly take up a

great deal of our lives and, as those who espouse care ethics see it, to discuss

morality or justice without discussing care is to shut out a vitally important

aspect of human experience. To quote Joan Tronto, ‘our account of moral

life should provide us with a way to respect and deal justly with others. To

do so, we must honor what most people spend their lives doing: caring for

themselves, for others, and for the world’110.

Nel Noddings can be thought of as the originator of modern care ethics

as a distinct moral theory, notwithstanding previously mentioned arguments

for Aristotle’s moral writing to be seen as a form of ancient care ethics.111

Though Noddings’s formulation of care ethics has been both advanced and

greatly criticised in ways I outline below, her original account remains a

touchstone for care ethicists. The strengths and weaknesses of care ethics,

even accounts which are at pains to distance themselves from Noddings, are

present in her writing. Noddings’s own account draws heavily on Carol

Gilligan’s outline of femininemoral development within In A Di�erent Voice.112

Gilligan’s notion of distinctive male and female moral reasoning is hugely

influential on Noddings and the subsequent debates on essentialism within

care ethics, but her early writing is more concerned with moral psychology

and its gendered development than outlining a distinctive moral theory.

Various formulations of care ethics have struggled with the identification of a

distinctively female morality found in In A Di�erent Voice, and I will return

109. Graham, ‘Caring,’ 13.
110. Tronto,Moral Boundaries, x.
111. Noddings, Caring; Curzer, ‘Aristotle: Founder of the Ethics of Care.’
112. Gilligan, In a Di�erent Voice.
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to this notion of moral essentialism below. However, Gilligan’s account also

contains an ethical reorientation that lies at the heart of care ethics: a moral

maturity, an appeal to see moral actors ‘arrayed not as opponents in a contest

of rights but as members of a network of relationships on whose continuation

they all depend’113. Her work on the difference in moral psychology between

men and woman can, and has, been used to further both reactionary and

liberatory politics. Yet it is clear that Gilligan herself saw her work as a

deeply progressive effort rather than appeal to conservative gender roles.

Moreover, the contested moral psychological roots of modern care ethics

has not prevented its champions attempting to reorientate moral thinking

to the overlooked issues of care, nor from advancing progressive political

programmes based on a ethical framework of care.114

Noddings’s account of care ethics begins from a number of essentialist

positions. Echoing Gilligan, she states that women have a propensity to

tackle moral dilemmas in a different manner to men. Instead of attempting

to solve moral problems via reasoning and with regard to principles or

duty, Noddings maintains women begin to solve such problems by being

attentive to the material realities of the problem and to themselves as persons

able and willing to care.115 The ‘deep psychological structures’ of ‘typical

differences between men and women in their search for the ethical’116 are

so biologically ingrained for Noddings that they transcend history, framing

male and female responses to ethical dilemma through the ages. Readers may

recall that in the introduction to this thesis I discussed the necessity for care

113. Gilligan, In a Di�erent Voice, 30.
114. Katzenstein and Laitin, ‘Politics, Feminism, and the Ethics of Caring’; Gilligan reflects
critically on the legacy of In A Di�erent Voice in her later work: Gilligan, Joining the Resistance.
115. Noddings, Caring, 26–29.
116. Noddings, 40.
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that accompanies humanity no matter the historical social structure it finds

itself in, but Noddings goes far further than this, arguing for a biological

sex-driven caring tendency which pays no heed to whatever societal gender

norms are present.117 To be clear, Noddings is not saying that men are

incapable of caring, and indeed she argues that all humans have a natural

drive to be sympathetic to the plight of others and a willingness to prolong

caring moments. Yet, on her account, men can only ‘embrace’118 an ethical

attitude of caring, bucking against their natural psychological proclivities.

Noddings’s description of these natural female tendencies reads much like

an extended account of empathy, not least in her judgement of a person

who never feels an internal push to help someone in need as ‘pathological’119.

Beyond this account of a natural drive to care, Noddings wishes to set an

‘ethical ideal’120 of caring, simultaneously self- and other-regarding, to remain

in caring relation to others. This ethical ideal is nurtured through dialogue

and practice, engaging with others and assisting them in fulfilling their needs,

achieving their goals, and willingly engaging in the ethical ideal themselves.

It is maintained through attention to the successful fulfilment of itself, a

celebration of living a good life in an ethically difficult world.121

The caring relationship, along with the acts of care within it, is seen by

Noddings and care ethicist following her not only as important in itself but

important in fostering relational understanding, empathy, and attention to

the other as an ethical practice. To this end, the metaethical concerns of

care ethics are as follows: Firstly, that the moral subject is a relational self,

117. Noddings, 40–46.
118. Noddings, 8.
119. Noddings, 81.
120. Noddings, 81.
121. Noddings, 80–131.
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with a person’s identity constituted in a great part from the relationships

that person has to others. Secondly, that moral relations occur between

persons in unequal social and power relations, between persons who had no

choice in the relationships they have with others, as well as between equally

empowered persons engaged in a voluntary relationship. Thirdly, that

moral deliberation requires empathy, emotional engagement, attentiveness,

alongside reason. Finally, care ethics raises the intriguing notion that there is

a kind of moral harm involved in the dissolution of important relationships

between people, and moreover that this harm arises from a failure to attend

in responsiveness and responsibility rather than from a breach of rights.122

Putting the somewhat odd journey which the initial care ethicists took to

arrive at this juncture to one side, the above metaethical concerns are an

attractive list, whether or not we construct a whole care ethic from them.

They exhibit, I believe, a real attentiveness to the operations of social life, an

admirable engagement with the messy interconnectedness of extant moral

problems, and a refusal to cleanse philosophical thinking from the already

existing context it operates in. It is a metaethics which acknowledges Being-

in-the-world and in doing so encourages a philosophical approach which does

not attempt to unnaturally divorce itself from historical and social context.

Care ethicists attempt just such a philosophical approach, aiming to form a

corrective to the impersonality of Rawlsian theories of justice which dominate

Anglo-American ethical discourse. The ethical machismo of autonomy that

such Rawlsian discourse emphasises is to be tempered by a reflection on

dependent and caring relationships, cultivating the sentiments that arise in

good care while being mindful of our dependency on others’ care for us.

122. Kittay, ‘The Ethics of Care, Dependence, and Disability,’ 53.
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This interaction with liberal theories of justice has moved care ethics in its

more recent forms to advance democratic theory which posits the caring

relationship as a corrective to undemocratic political practice and argue for

the reorganisation of society according to a public ethic of care, albeit in a

relatively familiar liberal democratic model.123

Returning to Noddings’s particular account of care ethics, what is striking

about it is that almost all her examples of caring revolve around parenting or

mothering. Though she does discuss the care of people who are ill and the

relationship between student and teacher, her clearly favoured paradigm of

care is the relationship between a mother and child.124 Yet relations of power,

delegation, and autonomy differ in the myriad of caring relationships we

have with one another. It should be clear in this regard that the relationship

between a parent and a child is not the same as the relationship between

two lovers caring for one another, nor the same as a parent caring for

their physically disabled adult child, nor the same as a professional care

worker caring for one of their charges, and so on. Beyond biological or

philosophical objections to the notion of caring as a distinctive and naturally

female psychological inclination, questions arise over the suitability of viewing

all ethical relationships as a mother-child model. Such an approach is, by

definition, both parentalist and infantilising. Though it is good that we

acknowledge not all relationships between moral actors are on the same

footing in terms of authority, consent, capacity, and the like, it seems highly

dubious to model all said relationships on a necessarily imbalanced footing.

Further, the focus on mothering as a paradigm for care opens up care ethics

to accusations of essentialism not only in terms of care as a biological capacity

123. Exemplified by Tronto,Moral Boundaries.
124. Noddings, Caring, 30–35, 79–94.
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but also in terms of the sort of women that have this capacity to care. In

the former case it is important to distinguish the accounts of care ethics

such as Noddings’s which describe care as ‘characteristically and essentially

feminine’125 from later accounts which point to the gendered roles in society

which cultivate a self-fulfilling reality of women as those who care along with

gendered conceptions of moral virtues. Those formulations of care ethics

that adhere to Noddings’s and Gilligan’s account appear to hold to the view

that caring is a womanly trait, regardless of the social structure humans find

themselves in. This falls foul of what Margaret Adams calls the ‘compassion

trap’126, whereby women are perceived to be most socially valuable when

providing care and that in turn, through the exercise of these social functions,

women are cast as the appropriate model of care. This ‘social manipulation

of women’s psychological resources’ distorts both the identities of individual

women and the societal roles which women find themselves in, simultaneously

diminishing persons as psychologically complex beings and depriving society

of the full capacities of people embodying a particular gendered role.127 To

quote Virginia Woolf: ‘daughters of educated men have always done their

thinking from hand to mouth. . . they have thought while they stirred the

pot, while they rocked the cradle’128. As Woolf gestures towards, traditional

gender roles incorporate moral norms and dictate ‘proper’ moral behaviour

for respective genders, encouraging a division of moral labour regarding

pivotal ethical roles in areas such as the family, state, and economy.129 Men

typically enjoy control of the power of public institutions, of governance and

125. Noddings, Caring, 8.
126. Adams, ‘The Compassion Trap.’
127. Adams.
128. Woolf, ‘Three Guineas,’ 160.
129. Friedman, ‘Beyond Caring,’ 94.
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control while the private – the relational – has been seen as the domain of

women. These gendered inequalities go hand-in-hand with clearly defined

moral projects: male-gendered moral norms are structured around justice and

rights, with men expected to cohere to norms of autonomy, of domination

and independence. Meanwhile attentiveness and care are melded with female-

gendered moral norms. This division of moral labour not only primes people

to accept and propagate their assigned gender role, it acts as a stumbling block

for those who wish to operate in a space where the moral norms are different

to those which they have been steeped in.130 Male-dominated professions and

activities are imbued with male moral norms, further cementing the notion

that only those who display the virtues associated with men are suitable in

that field. Hence academic philosophy’s ‘lopsided obsession’ with ‘universal

and impartial conceptions of justice and rights and the relative disregard of

particular, interpersonal relationships based on partiality and affective ties’131.

Sarah Hoagland, further challenging the idea of caring or mothering

as the way to understand moral agency in women, points out that early

writing on care ethics was a reaction to this masculine ethics and white,

male subjects dominating academic philosophy.132 In a similar vein, though I

reject the notion of caring as a distinctly female capacity, I am sympathetic

to Noddings’s motivations for countering a dominant, masculine ethics of

independence with an ethics of dependence, despite its framing as a form

of romanticised mothering. Still, in the demand for a ‘woman’s voice’

to be heard, it is important to question which women are being listened

to.133 Noddings’s account, which draws heavily on her personal experience,

130. Friedman, 93–96.
131. Friedman, 92.
132. Hoagland, ‘Some Thoughts About “Caring,”’ 246–47.
133. Lugones and Spelman, ‘Have We Got a Theory for You!’; Lorde, A Burst of Light.
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runs the danger of universalising one particular experience of motherhood

to that of all mothers and all women. This universalisation ‘obscure the

significance of other aspects of women’s identities, such as race, class, and

sexual orientation, and marginalize the experiences and the voices’134 of

women whose identities do not match Noddings’s own. Such criticism laid at

care ethics’s door culminates in the accusation that it is a ‘slave morality’ in the

Nietzschean sense, a celebration of the very oppression of women it attempts

to ameliorate.135With the division of care labour falling squarely on women’s

shoulders, and if ‘the heart of women’s oppression is her childbearing and

child-rearing roles’,136 constructing a moral theory that elevates a distinctly

female caring capacity can be seen as a gross reification.

Moreover, casting care as distinctly feminine contributes to privileging

the kind of care we talk about. For example, it ignores the capacity for caring

that men undoubtedly have. Men can and routinely do care for others, but

beyond this banal point which even Noddings admits, we can see a whole

range of caring which is conventionally thought of as masculine. Much of

this masculine-coded care revolves around the idea of caring as protection,

often a paternalistic gruffness deployed to care for and about female relations.

Paternalism to a great extent can be construed as an expression of masculine

care, notwithstanding how uncomfortable we may be with the implications

of such an attitude. When Noddings discusses caring attitudes in terms

of the relationship between a mother and child, we need to ask why the

relationship between a father and child cannot also serve as a model.137 Think

also of the hyper-macho band of brothers, ‘no man left behind’ attitude of

134. DiQuinzo, ‘Exclusion and Essentialism in Feminist Theory,’ 1.
135. Puka, ‘The Liberation of Caring,’ 64.
136. Firestone, The Dialectic of Sex, 72.
137. CF. Noddings, Caring, 127–31.
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jingoistic, fraternal caring that permeates literary and pop culture: The Three

Musketeers, The Lord of the Rings, The Guns of Navarone, and all manner of

dreadful airport SAS novels encapsulate this militaristic, fraternal caring. The

Western and revisionist-Western genres respectively promote and subvert

a similar kind of brotherly caring, while virtually all Mafia movies revolve

around the question of how sacrosanct paternal and fraternal care is. Much of

these expressions of care are uncomfortable, regressive, and even detestable

but they are culturally-celebrated forms of caring which are undoubtedly

masculine. Unlike Noddings, I do not contend that such masculine forms

of caring stem from the biologically-bound psychology of the male sex but

once we acknowledge that male-coded caring exists, the rationale for basing

caring relationships on a particular idea of femininity withers away. The

grounding for why caring moral actors should relate to one another in terms

of (a particular model of ) mother and child rather than brother and brother –

or, for that matter, father and daughter, or gender-neutral care worker and

gender-neutral patient, and so on – looks more than shaky.

We can further criticise Noddings’s picture of care on the grounds that it

is ‘unidirectional’,138 avoiding mutual understanding or engagement between

carer and cared-for. Though Noddings makes great claim to the importance

of reciprocity in her care ethics, it is a very thin notion of reciprocity,

amounting to no more than simple recognition of the act of caring by

another. It is an ethics of dependency, insofar that it models itself on the

dependency children have on their parents or guardians. This model takes

as its basis a specific part of human lives – and a specific model of child-

rearing, at that – giving us a temporal snapshot as an ethical guide.139 The

138. Hoagland, ‘Some Thoughts About “Caring,”’ 109.
139. Hoagland, ‘Some Thoughts About “Caring,”’ 110.
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question here of power enmeshed in care returns us to earlier criticism of the

parent-child model of care: adult guardians of children have a great authority

over their wards which is not, and should not be, replicated in all caring

relationships. The constraints of power within a parent-child relationship are

quite different to the constraints of power within adult-adult or adult-elder

caring relationships, for example. But a rejection of parent-child relations

as a model is not to forego questions of power in moral relationships; quite

the contrary. Indeed, one of the strengths of more nuanced care ethic

formulations is how seriously an evaluation of such relations is taken. It

would be naïve to assume that moral relations are always entered into on an

entirely voluntary basis by equal persons, and the rejection of just this naïvety

is a central plank of care ethics’s approach. Rather than using parent-child

relations as a moral model or as a model for ideal caring relations, a mature

interrogation of care investigates such unequal power relations and their

impact upon our moral standings. ‘To the ethics of care, our embeddedness

in familial, social, and historical contexts is basic.’140 It is questionable, then,

why Noddings falls back on a relationship with such imbalances of power as

a model for ethical theory, if only that it seems incongruous with her project

of establishing a feminist ethic.

Proponents of care ethics have confronted the above objections without

shying away from the burden of care and its application as a tool for patriarchi-

cal institutions and capital. Mary Katzenstein and David Laitin, for example

talk about how for an ethic of care to become a ‘fully developed political

theory’,141 the common disregard or ignorance of ‘personal’ or ‘household’

issues needs to be jettisoned. Despite the variance of political thought under

140. Held, The Ethics of Care, 46.
141. Katzenstein and Laitin, ‘Politics, Feminism, and the Ethics of Caring,’ 262.
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the banner of feminism, the idea of care and the socioeconomic structures

of caring might be seen as one focal point for feminist thought, even if the

focus is a complete rejection of caring capabilities or responsibilities. Refusal

to abstract care from social contexts – enabling the subjects of care to be

properly contextualised and humanised – is a central theme to the juxtapo-

sition of ‘the personal is the political’ with abstracted theories of rights and

justice. Moreover, even taking into account the vitriolic differences amongst

feminist theories, there is a generalised recognition that only appropriately

structured political realities can allow for and foster the exercise of good

care.142 In a related framing, Joan Tronto and Julie White recognise that for

care ethics not to be a cheerleader for the exploitation and domination tied up

in care, it must critique where market forces corrupt the caring relationship.

When the market is the ‘distributor of care in the first resort’143, care and the

accumulation of value are difficult to disentangle. Models of care take on

the appearance of models of production, conforming to the logic of capital.

In this way, many formulations of care ethics happily recognises there are

‘material implications’144 to caring. Worldwide, care work is still performed

most often by those with the least political and economic power in society,

still primarily undertaken by women, and increasingly so by women who

are migrant labourers. Feminist theorists on care have long detailed how

the labour of material care is devalued, marginalised, made invisible, and left

open to rampant exploitation.145 This body of writing has underlined how

important it is to understand that caring for another and what that caring

142. Katzenstein and Laitin, 262–63.
143. White and Tronto, ‘Political Practices of Care,’ 449.
144. Graham, ‘Caring,’ 13.
145. See, among others, Finch and Groves, A Labour of Love; Ungerson, ‘Why do Women
Care?’; Hooyman and Gonyea, Feminist Perspectives in Family Care.
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socially entails are connected but distinct things.146 Grasping this distinction

enables us not only to get a better handle on how care practically operates

in the present social form, but also allows us to face up to the compromised,

messy aims of the care which sustains us.

From the above, we can see that care ethics has ‘moved far beyond

its original formulations’,147 with more recent accounts aiming towards

a politicised ethic. Virginia Held advances one such politically-minded

formulation, taking heed of the above criticisms and balancing the importance

of affective care with the contested labour of caring. In definitional terms,

care for Held is ‘both value and practice’148, a moral countenance which

impacts our everyday actions and political positioning. Despite her critique

of early formulations of care ethics – Noddings’s in particular – Held sees a

set of salvageable commonalities in its different interpretations: First, that

the needs of particular others have compelling moral claims on us and that

the recognition and fulfillment of these needs is the primary moral concern.

Any chance for a good life depends on the care required to foster it, meaning

there is a moral responsibility to respond in some way to those around us who

need care. Second, that our emotions are as legitimate an arbiter of moral

evaluation as our reasoning. Third, that a depersonalised, impartial moral

position is undesirable, if not impossible. The particularities of the actual

people involved in moral quandaries and their relationships to us are important

in moral evaluation. Fourth, a rejection of any division of morality into public

and private spheres. Fifth, a conception of persons as fundamentally relational,

morally and epistemologically interdependent. We come into the world

146. Graham, ‘Caring,’ 13.
147. Held, The Ethics of Care, 9.
148. Held, 9.
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tied to others and that this social context, though not determined, impresses

responsibilities on us. For this accomplished formulation of care ethics, the

vision of the autonomous, purely rational moral agent is an unrealistic picture

of human beings and an unhelpful model for moral discourse.149

I agree that care is required to foster any conception of the good life. But

the way we respond to the responsibilities of care put upon us determine – in

some part – what sort of life is formed. As Held notes, this is evaluative as well

as practical. This is not an urge to meet any and all care needs that present

themselves to us, both for practical and political reasons. We are physically

and temporally limited in the amount of care we are able to perform, but we

are also able to evaluate the ends to which the care we do performmight come

to. This is particularly important when we view care as a whole, moving

away from a one-to-one vision of highly personal care. An acceptance of

care as evaluative as well as practical also informs the sorts of care we should

be willing to countenance, provided we have the capacity to do so. If that

capacity is not available to us, we should be moved to dismantle the barriers

to that capacity.

In its most admirable formulations, care ethics is a programme of in-

vestigating the relations of care between people, how such relations are

constructed, and how these constructions might be evaluated. It ‘goes against

the bifurcation of consciousness that would keep our knowledge untouched

by anxiety and inaccurateness’,150 acknowledging the messy realities of caring

relations that weave people, politics, and economics together. Such relations

of care extend from informal community bonds to centuries-old political

institutions, even incorporating global concerns affecting the whole of hu-

149. Held, 9–15.
150. Bellacassa,Matters of Care, 93.
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manity. Care, then, is as much about renewing the bonds between people –

‘the daily reaffirmations of connection’ – as it is about the practice of caring for

the needs of others.151 Here, again, the neat balance between care as a practice

and care as a value comes to the fore as a strength of care ethics broadly

understood. Key to this strength is a an evaluation of care acts, attitudes, and

ends, not simple acceptance of care because it incorporates caring. In other

words, ‘we need an ethics of care, not just care itself. . . expressions of care and

caring relations need to be subjected to moral scrutiny and evaluated, not just

observed and described’152.

It is disappointing, then, that so often care ethics falls back on a maximalist

understanding of care where moral evaluation dissipates prematurely. Held’s

discussion of what makes a caring person is typical of the care ethics approach

where, if not a relentlessly positive account of all manifestations of care, an

attitude of care as a fundamental good persists: ‘If we say of someone that

“he is a caring person,” this includes an evaluation that he has a characteristic

that, other things being equal, is morally admirable.’153 The phrase ‘other

things being equal’ is lifting a lot of weight here, I suggest. Key, though,

is the persistent notion that being caring is good. Held continues: ‘Care as

relevant to an ethics of care incorporates the values we decide as feminists to

find acceptable in it. And the ethics of care does not accept and describe the

practices of care as they have evolved under actual historical conditions of

patriarchal and other domination; it evaluates such practices and recommends

what they morally ought to be like.’154 To me, this reads as an evaluation

of care which is limited to deciding if care has become corrupted. It is an

evaluation of whether care is sufficiently caring. Declaring care that does

151. Held, The Ethics of Care, 29–31.
152. Held, 11.
153. Held, 38.
154. Held, 39.
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not embody the values we admire as irrelevant simply sweeps the problem

of undesired care under the philosopher’s carpet, disarming our evaluative

capacities. It stymies investigation of what kind of care is good and what

kind of care is bad insofar that it limits evaluation to the practices of such

care, not the motivations. Moreover, there seems little scope to properly

evaluate what practices of care which incorporates problematic values – e.g.,

power, violence, or harm – we deem as still desirable. I argue that such an

approach to care lacks philosophical rigour, sidestepping the hard questions of

complicated and compromised care that were such a boon to the metaethical

concerns of care ethics. Further, It assumes a shared value of care which

aligns with, at least in Held’s case, a liberal feminist standpoint. To be clear, I

do not object to the possibility of there being such a standpoint but rather

would argue that there are myriad standpoints against which disagreement

and evaluation can be thrown. Importantly, these standpoints are just as

relevant to the ethics of care as Held’s is. They may be disagreeable and

contestable, they may not hold the values of care nor enact the practices of

care we wish to see, but they are genuine positions from which real care –

undiminished from a definitional point of view – is directed from and towards.

It is these disagreeable values of care which should be critiqued, rather than

attempting to argue that the practices emanating from them are not truly

caring. To illustrate further, let us return to Held’s writing:

Caring persons and caring attitudes should be valued, and we can

organize many evaluations of how persons are interrelated around

a constellation of moral considerations associated with care or its

absence. . . Caring relations form the small societies of family and

friendship on which larger societies depend. Caring relations of a

weaker but still evident kind between more distant persons allow them

to trust one another enough to live in peace and respect each others’
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rights. For progress to be made, persons need to care together for the

well-being of their members and their environment.155

This description of a society where unspecified caring relations are valued is

meant to evoke a desired, progressive political state of affairs. But it could

just as validly describe a terrible place – a fascistic state or some citizen-slave

polity, to take two extreme examples – which is maintained through a web of

care by and for the in-group, and in which detestable things are done in the

name of care for the in-group. It may be that Held would disagree that such

a society does truly value caring relations. In contrast, I maintain that the

response to a detestable social order where care occurs is not to deny such care

by definition, nor to insist that people who embody values of care are absent.

Instead, we require a critique of care wholesale; an acceptance that caring

values – deeply felt and genuinely meant – can be directed towards bad ends.

A fundamentally positive account of care needs to be rejected in favour of

the position that care is contestable and historically specific – philosophically

and materially – with different regimes of care creating different systems of

provision. Care is materially constructed out of this specificity and out of the

aims and values of care we hold. I will return to this contestability of care in

the final chapter, but for the present discussion let us applaud the evaluation

of caring relations that care ethics desires and insist it does not go far enough.

By detailing conceptions of care from Heidegger, Foucault, and care

ethics, I hope to have shown an expansive imaginary of how we might

think about care, encouraging readers to keep hold of the phenomenological,

historicised, relational account that all three approaches broadly share. Yet this

alternative vision of care should complement, not supplant, that understanding

155. Held, The Ethics of Care, 42–43.
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of care which focuses on material acts of welfare and reproduction. Part of

my intent with this thesis is to show that an account of care which solely

focuses on its material aspect is a diminished account which limits our political

possibilities; equally limiting would be an account of care that purely focused

on the phenomenological. With this in mind, the following chapter outlines

concerns regarding material care. Before we have the ability to concern

ourself with the vital phenomenological task of care of the self, we must

ensure we are materially reproduced in some fashion. What follows is an

account of our sorry current state of affairs where neither aspect of care is

fulfilled to satisfaction, where we are beset by worry regarding the basic

reproducibility of life itself.





Chapter 2

Why Care About Care?

In this chapter I outline why thinking properly about care is a pressing matter,

given the current state of affairs. I will discuss the limitations of care services

provided by the state, compounded in turn by the global financial crash of

2008 and the coronavirus pandemic. I unpack how these ongoing shocks to

society have impacted work in general and care work in particular, critiquing

political theories which see a potential for liberation in the character of

material care labour. In doing so, I aim to show how thin the normatively

acceptable conception of care within capitalist society is, particularly in

comparison with the expansive and interconnected accounts of care outlined

in the previous chapter. The ceaseless drive to produce value which motivates

the capitalist social form allows little space for care of the self; the time

taken up with the expenditure and replenishment of labour-power takes

precedent over exploration of our latent possibilities. Worse, perhaps, we are

increasingly unable to even properly reproduce ourselves, living as we do

at a time of crisis in terms of the provision and distribution of material care.

State provision of care services are wearing thin, aggravated by the historical

intensification of work and destabilisation of the labour market, the long tail

of the great financial crash of 2008, the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, the

67
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resurgent threat of global war, increasingly unsustainable costs of living, and

yearly inaction on the climate breakdown. Each compounds the other; there

appears to be a surfeit of immediate, life-giving care at exactly the point we

most need it. Yet the messy nature of care is such that, even if were not living

through a time of upheaval, it would still be a pressing concern. Our endless

need of care as fragile beings means that the investigation of care – what it is,

how to approach it, how to do it better – is always important.

Now, and in part because of the immediate material crises, the importance

of material care is highlighted. For most of us, perhaps more than ever

before in our lives, care and its lack are being brought to the forefront of our

thoughts. ‘I hope this finds you well’, a stock phrase I use in emails with friends

and colleagues I have not spoken to in a while, takes on a new poignancy

both in terms of rising consciousness of the inefficiencies of healthcare and

welfare and in the stark context of Covid. The greeting is well meant – I do

indeed hope those I know are well – yet before it slipped out of my keyboard

without much thought. Now I check before writing the phrase, wracking

my brain to see if it would be inappropriate. Perhaps they have not been

well? Perhaps one of their loved ones has not? Two of my grandparents died

during lockdown; could my interlocutor have been worse affected, and if so,

would they mind me asking? This was, of course, always the case; someone,

somewhere is always not well. Silent mourning, the need to just get on with

things, is a mainstay feature of lives structured around capitalist imperative,

where our time is not fully our own. Yet within the ghastly intimacy of

pandemic, even our off-hand greetings give pause to those of us previously

lucky or benighted enough not to dwell on such things. As Judith Butler

puts it, ‘all of us are living in relation to ambient illness and death, whether or
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not we have a name for that sense of the atmosphere. Death and illness are

quite literally in the air.’1

This sombre reflection is, as is common, wrecked by shills. At the

beginning of the first UK lockdown I was inundated with spam from all

manner of companies reassuring us how much they cared. My building

society informed me that it was ‘here for me’, providing care through

these ‘challenging times’. Pizza chains, taxi firms, my ISP, a garden centre,

competed with each other to prove through email how much they could

care for and support me. Times were now challenging, I was again told, but

I should not worry because companies were there to care for me, to care

about me. These efforts at corporate affection are ultimately hollow – who

truly believes that corporations care about their customers as anything more

than consumers of product? – but they indicate that boardrooms around

the globe felt it necessary to, at least superficially and nebulously, address

the topic of care. It is a pressing concern. During the global lockdowns,

childcare in particular was unwillingly thrust out from the domestic world

via video call, highlighting the tricky, if not outright impossible, relationship

between care and career. We laugh at viral videos of home-bound workers

being interrupted mid-business or government meeting by child, flatmate,

or partner. But behind the disarming comedy is the reality of perpetual

care: it has been going on before Covid and it will continue in the almost-

unimaginable after.

Ultimately, we need to care about care because everyone, at some level,

does. Without care there is no human life. There is no ‘should’ in caring

about care, though for something so vital to the continuation of life as a

1. Butler, ‘Why Donald Trump Will Never Admit Defeat.’
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whole, something so plainly immediate, there is a remarkable amount of

(deliberate) ignorance of the concept and its provision. Clearer thinking

about care, as I unpacked in the previous chapter, does not entail a neat

definition nor tidy solution, but a multifaceted concept that pervades our

existence throughout our lives in a variety of contexts. Below I lay out the

problems of care provision and distribution which characterise our material

experiences of care day-to-day.

Care Crises

Two recent events have shaped care for much of the world’s population: the

2008 financial crash and subsequent imposed economic regimes, and the

global coronavirus outbreak emerging in early 2019. This thesis was written

in the aftermath of the crash and completed during a variety of UK Covid

lockdowns. Both events determined, restricted, and imposed conditions

upon care. Both events raised sharp questions: How were we meant to care

for ourselves and one another with previously reliable state care provision

being defunded or removed altogether? Which people were deserving of

care? Which care was deserving of public provision? How minimally could

care be defined; did it only refer to life-saving healthcare? What care could

individuals or groups manageably expect to replace the state as provider

for? While contemplating such gnarly topics it is important to remember,

however, that both post-crash austerity and the pandemic come within an

already-established context of the slow decline of welfare provision in the UK.

The austerity politics surrounding the great financial crisis and the paucity of

pandemic care provision can be shocking but they are not without precedent.

Withering of social provision, accompanied by the intensification of work,
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has been happening for decades. In such social context, carers both waged

and unwaged have seen their positions and capabilities destabilised.

In this most immediate sense, we should care about care because our

experience of it in its most basic and essential form is lacking. When looking

at the state of society around us today, it is hard not to be struck by the

paucity of both the provision of material care and – if one is pessimistic – the

sentiment of compassion. The systems of state care are crumbling before our

eyes, their rejuvenation always demanded by but never forthcoming from

politicians. Free market ideals of capital stepping in to shore up the care

gap left by the state have proven false. What for many seemed merely as

a wrong turn in policy increasingly looks more like a existential problem:

‘a more or less acute expression of the social-reproductive contradictions’2

of capital, part of a general crisis of the reproducibility of human life in

the face of environmental collapse and the inviability of good care. Yet

capital has no foresight and, from time to time, when its excesses become

untenable and those whose labour supports the system can no longer maintain

themselves, the state must act on capital’s behalf to ensure the continuation of

accumulation.3 The question arises: what if the state is unable or unwilling

to act on capital’s behalf ? What happens if a breakdown in the reproduction

of labour power, upon which capital relies, is not averted? The thinness

of material care provision we currently experience may come to test such

questions out. Indeed, whether through ideological conviction or ecological

breakdown, the gap between care needed and care provided is widening. As

Nancy Fraser writes, ‘on the one hand, social reproduction is a condition of

possibility for sustained capital accumulation; on the other hand, capitalism’s

2. Fraser, ‘Crisis of Care?,’ 21–22.
3. Marx, Capital vol. 1, chap. 10, esp. 375–411.
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orientation to unlimited accumulation tends to destabilize the very processes

of social reproduction on which it relies.’4 In addition to the question of

the sustainability of reproductive care, the kinds of care deemed politically

acceptable are narrowed under the current mode of production. Important

discussions of how we might better improve ourselves and our lives – what

political and economic structures need implementing, what modes of living

need ending – lie increasingly beyond the hegemon. During bleak moments,

a connection seems to be struck between how unsustainable material care is

and the breadth of engagement with the concept of care that polite society

can stomach. Steeling ourselves, three things, at least, are clear: first that

mismanagement of the capitalist economy can make adequate day-to-day

care difficult, verging on impossible. Second, that certain forms of care can

be made inviable through the historical particularities of capital while others

remain. Third, that whatever its viability, care directed by and for capital is

thin; the reproduction of life, labour-power, and its social bonds geared to

production of value and little more. As Marx writes, ‘capital asks no questions

about the length of life of labour-power. . . in the same way as a greedy

farmer snatches more produce from the soil by robbing it of its fertility.’5

This imperative has for the people in the UK recently shown its deadly face:

tens of thousands needlessly dying due to austerity policies before one of the

highest total and current Covid death rates in the world.6

Rather than viewing these crises of care as exceptional events, we should

see them as a result in general of the social relations of capitalism that inhibit

4. Fraser, ‘Crisis of Care?,’ 22.
5. Marx, Capital vol. 1, 376.
6. Martin et al., ‘Causal Impact of Social Care, Public Health and Healthcare Expenditure

on Mortality in England’; Islam et al., ‘Excess Deaths Associated with Covid-19 Pandemic in
2020.’
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fuller and more desirable care. Our ability to properly care for one another

is adversely affected by the structure of the society we inhabit; capital is

antithetical to care beyond that which serves its reproduction. The capitalist

economy depends upon socially reproductive care as one of its ‘background

conditions of possibility’,7 just as it depends upon state enforcement and an

environment capable of supplying the raw materials of production. Within

the ouroboros of value production we witness material care which not only

sustains but also socialises us, allowing capitalist social relations to persist

and the economy to function. Material care helps form ‘capitalism’s human

subjects’8, sustaining our material bodies while constituting us as social beings.

A Snapshot of Work

That material care sits in this uneasy space between a means of survival and

a tool for the reproduction of our domination should come as no surprise.

Like so much of our social world its reality is ‘formed by the contradiction

between labour and capital, the separation between work and “life”, and the

domination of everything by the abstract forms of value’9. Such a limited

deployment of care has not risen unbidden. Beyond the simple logic of

capitalist accumulation, the substance of material care is affected by the

general conditions of work and the labour market. In the last fifty years, the

day-to-day conditions of work have been shaped by deregulation of markets

and accompanying intensification and feminisation of work. Below, I discuss

the certain elements of the capitalist economy which define the boundaries

of the sort of care we can expect in our lives.

7. Fraser, ‘Crisis of Care?,’ 23.
8. Fraser, 23.
9. Endnotes Collective, ‘Bring Out Your Dead,’ 3.
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It is just over a century since the first international labour standard on

working hours was established, upholding the principle of the eight-hour

day and 48-hour week. Yet still today, around one in five workers around the

world are working more than 48 hours per week, with many people working

more hours than they sleep in a week.10Working hours vary dramatically

between type and location of the work performed, and between differently

aged and gendered workers, yet various global and national restrictions on

legal working hours, in combination with other economic factors, encourage

trends to emerge in regards to the structure of national economies and their

effects on working hours. First, the increasing size and importance of the

service sector, incorporating so much commodity care labour. Second, the

increasing dependence on informal employment: self-employed, domestic,

‘flexible’, or other labour that is set apart from standardly waged and regulated

employment practices. Care work often falls into this informal employment

structure, with legal and regulatory frameworks in both the service sector

and informal employment generally lax compared to other industries and

such workers facing longer than average working hours and a greater focus

on precarious shift work.11 This shift towards informal employment is part of

a larger feature of modern waged labour known as ‘feminisation’, a two-fold

concept in regards to paid work. It firstly refers to the gradual movement

of women from the sphere of domestic work into the waged labour market.

This movement has seen an erosion of work conditions in such jobs to cruelly

match the worse conditions seen in traditionally female-gendered roles: a

lack of formal wages and employment benefits, weakened working rights,

10. Lee, McCann, and Messenger,Working Time Around the World, 53.
11. Lee, McCann, and Messenger, 86–119.
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low levels of unionisation, etc.12 It also more loosely refers to the emergence

of formal and informal labour pools that span the globe, incorporating mass

movement of economic migrants inclined to ‘fully flexible labour’, where

flexibility refers to employees fitting around the work – temporally, spatially,

economically – required to enrich employers.13

Hard-won legislative restrictions on working hours are widely seen,

not unreasonably, as important bulwarks against capital in the history of

industrialised class struggle. Once implemented, however, apologists for

capital have championed them on the basis that a workforce could work more

productively over a shorter period if combined with improved workplace

technology, automation of services, and streamlining of work organisation.

As industrialists in the nineteenth century reached a hard limit on the

productivity that could be wrought out of working hours, they sought other

routes to productivity increases via the intensification of work. Intensification

is an attempt to increase the productive output of work, which might be

brought about in a variety of ways, from speeding up an assembly line so that

more items are made faster, to eliminating coffee breaks so that work is not

interrupted. Marx notes the inverse relationship between the length of the

working day and the intensity of work achieved, where intensification of the

work within a day is a means to extract further surplus value from workers.14

Today in the west, intensification of work continues, although not solely

via the mechanisation of labour that characterised much of the industrial

revolution. Rather, the increase in the proportion of actually productive

labor during the work day is sought through altering the conditions of a job,

12. Standing, ‘Global Feminization through Flexible Labor.’
13. Elson, ‘The Economic, the Political and the Domestic,’ 205.
14. Marx, Capital vol. 1, 526–53.
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through changes to management structures and further regulation of workers.

It should come as no surprise that increased work intensity leads to increased

potential for the suffering of workers. Higher rates of workplace injury,

exhaustion, stress, and conflict with fellow workers are commonplace when

intensification regimes are put into place.15 A raft of working hour reduction

measures, particularly in Germany, have been introduced in western Europe

in an attempt not to improve the lives of workers but as a boost to productivity.

The recent conversion of British politicians to the euphemistic ‘high-wage,

high-skill economy’ incorporates similar logic.

The search for productivity gains has stepped up in the west since the

late 1970s as economies, unable to compete in cheap mass production of

goods by emerging economies such as China and India, have struggled to

cope. Introduction of new, smaller-scale technologies and the weakening

of union power softened the blow of this change in production to the UK

economy,16 but ultimately the intensification of labour has been used to boost

production, with varying success. Those countries which experienced the

fastest intensification, such as the UK, experienced an accompanying decline

in trade union membership and their subsequent power.17 A weakening of

union power in traditional workplaces, combined with the rise of informal

employment where unionisation is extremely difficult, has meant subsequent

waves of deregulation and intensification are cumulatively harder to oppose.

As a result, higher levels of stress, a greater feeling of job insecurity, and

distress over pay reductions are commonplace. Feelings of precariousness

and insecurity appear to be growing, not lessening. Well-founded worries

15. Burchell, Lapido, and Wilkinson, Job Insecurity and Work Intensification.
16. Elger, ‘Technical Innovation and Work Reorganisation in British Manufacturing in the
1980s,’ 67–83.
17. Green and McIntosh, ‘The Intensification of Work in Europe.’
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about being dismissed without good reason, being unfairly treated through

discrimination, and victimisation by management are heightened across all

industries, though care workers are particularly affected.18

Working People, Working Technology

It is not just the intensification and feminisation of work which have shaped

the labour of care as we currently experience it. The advent of digital

and internet technologies has further eroded the distinction between work

and home. Work spills ‘out of the office, downstairs to the cafe, in to the

street, on to the train, and later still to the living room, dining room, and

bedroom’19. Waged workers have an increasingly intimate relationship with

their productive labour, spurred on by the new technologies and media

that encourage a 24/7, always-available work pattern. 24/7 working culture

‘renders plausible, even normal, the idea of working without pause, without

limits’20. This process of work-based communication weaves into our

lives outside the workplace, enabling ‘presence bleed’21, a muddying of the

distinction between professional and personal. PCs, laptops, and smartphones

not only allow and encourage us to work from any location at any time, they

foster a sense that work never finishes. ‘Get things done anywhere, sunrise to

sunset’, as one tech giant puts it, reassuring us that ‘you don’t have to miss the

kids’ game or recital when you can work anywhere’22. Heavier workloads –

without any further pay – are justified on the basis of the ‘convenience’ of

working remotely. As employees increasingly can work anytime, anywhere,

18. Gallie et al., ‘The Quality of Work in Britain over the Economic Crisis,’ 207–21.
19. Gregg,Work’s Intimacy, 1.
20. Crary, 24/7, 9–10.
21. Gregg,Work’s Intimacy, 2.
22. Chansanchai, ‘Get It Done Day.’
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employers increasingly believe they should do just that, expecting a greater

workload to be completed and routinely demanding work to be done outside

of paid hours. On top of the increasing, often unremunerated workload,

the new conditions of work enabled by new technology extract a heavy

emotional toll on those who are subject to it. The presence of work wherever

we go weighs on the conscience, and can induce a sense of anxiety that work

is not being performed even though is outside the workplace and waged

hours. We are dogged by the pit of the stomach guilt that we should always

be doing more. Commonly, workers in this field must make an effort not to

work whenever they can, taking steps to insulate themselves from the chime

of a new work email.23We are faced with a double-bind: working hard to

prevent oneself from overworking.

And yet, the blurry line between personal and professional, between

work and ‘life’, can be appealing to many, stemming from experiences of

inequality. For example, the workplace with its equity laws – however limited

– is occasionally a far more attractive proposition to women than a home

life with its gendered division of care labour.24 Such an appeal of blurring

work and home life can also stem from a warped understanding of one’s own

identity. The praise heaped on ‘creatives’ – a loose group of workers hailed by

governments, business, and at times themselves as having remarkable qualities

of value-creation and abilities to heal societal ills25 – encourages us to remove

any barriers between the personal and the professional in an attempt to find

the perfect job.26 The holy grail of employment becomes melding work and

life into a life’s work, using emotion and personal experience to sustain a

23. Gregg,Work’s Intimacy, 2–3.
24. Gregg, 5.
25. Gill and Pratt, ‘In the Social Factory?,’ 13.
26. Gregg,Work’s Intimacy, 5.
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meaningful ‘creative’ job. This is work cast as a modern craft, where love of

one’s employment is the zenith of life. Our fulfilment is to be found in our

exploited labour, which increasingly takes on the affective burdens of care.

It is instructive to contrast the development of technology that allows

work to be undertaken virtually anywhere with the comparative dearth of

technological advances tackling the anxiety, fatigue, and stress of work itself.

Moreover, examining the tricky mechanisation of the social sphere – the

technology of care – we see another stark contrast: Initial proliferation of

domestic mechanisation was slowed by the already available ‘machines’ of

women’s bodies, and the bodies of other family members; the ‘machines of

everyday life’27. Yet in drips and drabs, certain processes of domestic labour

have been mechanised or moved away from the physical confines of the

typical household. Resistance to industrialisation makes the home a difficult

place for capital to exert full control, the reproduction of the persons and

functions within the domestic sphere in the hands of the women involved in

the domestic sphere to a great extent. But the introduction of communication

modes and devices from the radio to the internet challenge this control

by standardising reproduction in the home, establishing homogeneity and

‘acceptable’ practice of affective and material care labour, connecting domestic

labourers to the outside world. As white goods ostensibly reduce a domestic

labourer’s workload, only for the new-found free time to be given over to

further material care, communications technology increases the workload of

communication and the affective care labour that accompanies it.28

If care needs doing, and we in the west are increasingly unable to do

it because we are instead doing productive labour, how is care happening

27. Fortunati, ‘ICTs and Immaterial Labor From a Feminist Perspective,’ 428.
28. Fortunati, 428–31.
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instead? As Arlie Hochschild vividly describes, care is ‘extracted’ from

countries around the world to the west, via the migration of care and

domestic workers under economic pressure. Orientalist notions of the kindly

Asian nanny or Latina maid enlightening the west with their caring cultures

mask a spatial fix of care labour. ‘Just as we mentally isolate our idea of

an object from the human scene within which it was made, so, too, we

unwittingly separate the love between nanny and child from the global

capitalist order of love to which it very much belongs.’29 A shortage of

domestic care has been caused by a growing proportion of western women

entering the workplace who would traditionally would be expected to do the

lions’s share of a household’s reproductive labour. This shortfall is remedied by

encouraging migrants to take on those caring responsibilities as waged work,

earning them significantly more than can be found in their home locales.

The shortfall is then passed on to the migrants’ families and communities,

binding care to capitalist economic geography.30

A Word of Caution

When observing the trend of feminisation, looking around at computerised

workplaces and the proliferation of internet-related technologies, and being

presented with examples of affective work, it is tempting to declare that we are

amidst or at the cusp of a new kind of economy. Many prominent, popular

recent writers have followed this line, arguing that we live in a capitalist system

where value creation is radically altered compared to the industrial production

of the prior hundred or so years.31 This loose school of thought argues that

29. Hochschild, ‘Love and Gold,’ 26.
30. Hochschild.
31. Lazzarato, ‘Immaterial Labour’; Hardt and Negri, Empire.
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a new form of labour built around affectivity and creativity characterises

our economic system. Capitalism, according to this schema, has ‘abruptly

realigned its economic priorities in favor of the intellectual component

in formerly manual work’32. This intellectual or ‘immaterial’ labour is

different, it is argued, to material productive labour insofar that it ‘produces

the informational and cultural content of the commodity’33. Moreover, it

is argued that the new mode of production that accompanies immaterial

labour makes a new kind of ‘intellectual worker’34 and allows for a ‘form of

cooperative interactivity through linguistic, communicational, and affective

networks’35. Following this argument to its conclusion, Marxist conceptions

of labour, value, and exploitation must be rewritten or abandoned. Change

in the world will come, it is asserted, not from class conflict or revolutionary

political organisations but via the new intellectual worker’s ‘strategy of

refusal’36 to participate in the capitalist social form. Some formations of this

‘post-capitalism’ or ‘post-Marxism’ go so far as contending that immaterial

labour could be the building block of an economic system that transcends

capitalism.37

We have come a long way since the 1970s and Harry Braverman’s strides

to make work less opaque.38Waged work, its apparent transformation, and

the insistence of its impending obsolescence are, outside of academia or

Marxist reading groups, common talking points in liberal press. The two

prominent book releases of Paul Mason’s PostCapitalism and Nick Srnicek

32. Brennan, ‘The Empire’s New Clothes,’ 343–44.
33. Lazzarato, ‘Immaterial Labour,’ 133.
34. Lazzarato, 140.
35. Hardt and Negri, Empire, 294.
36. Tronti,Workers and Capital, 241–62.
37. McClanahan, ‘Investing in the Future’; Mason, PostCapitalism.
38. Braverman, Labor and Monopoly Capital.
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and Alex Williams’s Inventing the Future – hailed as important contributions

to public debate around work and automation – followed a flurry of interest

in the broadsheets about the state of work in the wake of the 2008 crash.39

Post-capitalists tend to hold up as their evidence a selection of readings from

the Grundrisse, Marx’s preliminary notes to what would eventually become

Capital.40 In the Grundrisse they see capital’s self-destruction; an emergence

of a new mode of production out of automated labour, ‘inaugurated by

capitalism itself but in contradiction with the logic of capital’41. Yet as

Michael Heinrich argues, Marx’s theoretical sketches in the Grundrisse suffer

from a poorly-conceived or under-developed notions of capitalist crisis,

surplus value, concrete and abstract labour when compared to their discussion

in Capital. Marx himself later describes the text as ‘a real hotchpotch’42.

Further, the parts of Capital where Marx deal with the categories of value,

money, and exchange are not just more accurate formulations but contain

criticism of the positions held by his younger self.43 Of course, simply because

Marx reconfigures his critique of political economy at a later stage does not

preclude us from formulating an argument about capital’s self-destruction.

The point here, however, is that much of the post-capitalist literature relies

so heavily on the select passages of the Grundrisse to prove their thesis that

automation in the production process contains the seeds of capital’s downfall.

Questions surrounding the veracity of the positions in the Grundrisse pose

fundamental questions about the whole project of post-capitalism. Marx

considers the same theoretical issues in Capital as he does the Grundrisse and

39. Financial Times, ‘New World of Work’; Mason, PostCapitalism; Srnicek and Williams,
Inventing the Future.
40. Marx, Grundrisse.
41. Heinrich, ‘The “Fragment of the Machines,”’ 197.
42. Letter to Engels, 31st May 1858, quoted in Heinrich, 202.
43. Heinrich.
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arrives at a considered different position. We must ask why ‘those interpreters

who have stopped at the Grundrisse have not accompanied Marx in these

decisive theoretical advances’44.

Post-capitalist literature’s interest in the self-initiated collapse of capitalism

is not without precedent. Marxist thinkers such as Rosa Luxemburg, Henryk

Grossman, and Robert Kurtz pull similar ideas drawn from their readings of

Marx.45 Nor is it unfathomable why writers grasp on to a ‘model of a direct

“transition” to communism’46. Meaning and context be damned: a way out of

this intolerable situation has been discovered! Even the given title – ‘Fragment

on Machines’ - grants a mystique to the pertinent section of the Grundrisse,

as if it were an unearthed artifact, a Rosetta Stone for understanding Marx

and capital. An imbuing of similar faux foreign mysticism informs, I believe,

the odd insistence by many publishers to selectively leave the titles of Marx’s

writings untranslated: Grundrisse rather than Notes, Foundations, or Outlines;

Das Kapital rather than Capital. In a similar mystical vein, Mario Tronti

declares theGrundrisse to be politically ‘more advanced’47 than his later theory,

simply because Marx is writing in note form and thus is ‘obliged neither to

arrange his arguments in an ironclad logical order nor to take any particular

care for language in expounding them’48. Such thinking is grasping at straws.

Massimiliano Tomba and Riccardo Bellofiore wryly note that this passage of

the Grundrisse has been read in much the same way Old Testament passages

are improperly quoted in films such as Reservoir Dogs: ‘Torn from their proper

44. Heinrich, 212.
45. Heinrich, An Introduction to the Three Volumes of Karl Marx’s ‘Capital,’ 175.
46. Panzieri, Raniero. ‘Plusvalore e pianificazione’, in Panzieri, Spontaneità e organizzazione,
Pisa: Serantini, 1994. Translated from the Italian and quoted in Tomba and Bellofiore, ‘“The
Fragment on Machines” and the Grundrisse,’ 345; emphasis in original translation.
47. Tronti,Workers and Capital, 212.
48. Tronti, 212.
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context, words from the Book of Psalms or from Ezekiel nevertheless seem

to fit naturally into the contingent situation in which they’re pronounced.

Philological care is inappropriate in the moment of peril’49. Attempting to

return to the proper context, Marx investigates in his mature writing what

makes capitalism distinctly capitalism – the mode of production – and thus

is generally writing in the abstract rather than writing about a historically-

specific snapshot of capitalist society.50What post-capitalists miss is that the

distinction between material and immaterial labour is a distinction on ‘the

side of concrete labour’51. In the last century and a half since Marx was

writing, production processes have indeed changed dramatically but the role

of value in these processes – which depends on abstract not concrete labour –

has not changed. We still live in a market society rested on private labour of

isolated producers. What post-capitalists and immaterial theorists point to is

the change of concrete labour; highly interesting in itself, and well worthy

of study, but not indicative of a new mode of production. Indeed, the specific

claims of a radically new economy appear bold on inspection. We would

have to ignore a vast amount of human labour undertaken daily around the

globe to agree that immaterial labour has superseded manual work.52 From

the copper and cobalt miners hewing out the raw materials of computerised

workplaces, to decidedly nonautomated factory workers constructing circuit

boards and batteries, it is hard to swallow the argument that we live in a

‘post-material’ world. This is not to say that the global economy has stood

still since the twentieth century, nor to ignore those workers in creative and

affective industries. It is simply to resist the post-capitalist insistence that the

49. Tomba and Bellofiore, ‘“The Fragment on Machines” and the Grundrisse,’ 345.
50. Heinrich, How to Read Marx’s ‘Capital,’ 20–21.
51. ‘Capital & Crisis.’
52. Brennan, ‘The Empire’s New Clothes.’
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partial deindustrialisation of US and European national economies represents

an entirely new mode of production.53While the changes in everyday work

are important, they are not a ‘fundamental transformation of the way that

people’s jobs are organized’54 in terms of the production of value.

As further critique of their position, post-Marxists writers who view

immaterial labour as a precursor to unalienated creative work echo the

‘essentialist ontology’55 in romantic notions of pre-industrial craftsmanship,

articulated in the utopian writing of William Morris.56 Morris views the

handcrafted object as distinct from and better than the mass-manufactured

items of the industrial process because handicraft labour supposedly produces

goods that emphasise use value. Though not devoid of alienating influence,

handicraft production is said to be less estranging, with a meaningful connec-

tion between creator and creation, and is held up as a good model of concrete

labour.57What this nostalgia does, however, is dress up a specifically historical

account of labour as an essential, positive quality of the relationship between

humans and work. The model of work embedded in capitalist society is here

mistaken as a ‘transhistorical capacity for labor’58 bedded to human nature. A

similar romanticism can be seen emerging in discussion of immaterial labour.

Morris’ utopia of wholly nonautomated, handcrafted beauty gives way to

fully automated, immaterial expression; both guilty of ready celebration of

the inherent nobility of creative work.

A tendency to raise up certain forms of labour as unalienated or noble in

53. McClanahan, ‘Investing in the Future,’ 85.
54. Katharine Abraham, economist at the University of Maryland, quoted in Irwin, ‘Maybe
We’re Not All Going to Be Gig Economy Workers After All.’
55. Weeks, ‘Life Within and Against Work,’ 243.
56. Morris, ‘Useful Work v. Useless Toil.’
57. Weeks, The Problem with Work, 85–87.
58. Weeks, 89.
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some way can also be found in David Graeber’s recent account of ‘bullshit

jobs’.59 Rather than arguing along with post-Marxists that the work we do is

less material than of old, Graeber instead suggests that increasingly more of us

regard our works as meaningless or bullshit. Much of our labour, he argues,

is unproductive ‘make-work’60 and, worse, we do not believe it contributes

to a meaningful change in the world. For many of us, our working days are

spent in the mire of ennui. On the back of this description, Graeber argues (at

the least) for a general reduction in work and a reorientation towards ‘socially

valuable’61 jobs that meaningfully and collectively change our lives for the

better. Manual labourers, therefore, do not have bullshit jobs because they do

work which we need doing to maintain and improve society; in Graeber’s

account they are all noble, socially valuable workers. Moreover, Graeber

insists that all non-bullshit jobs involve caring to a degree, at least in the sense

of caring about the social value of one’s working life.62 Although a stress on

the importance of material care and the labour which sustains it is welcome,

Graeber’s picture of care is rose-tinted. He emphasises the side of care that

is relational, loving, and ‘life lived properly’63 without fully engaging in the

work of care that needs to happen for these sorts of fulfilling aspects of care to

come to the fore. Care work ideally conceived might not be bullshit – though

from the accounts of care workers, the reality of care work contains all manner

of bullshit64 – but much of it is disgusting and pure drudgery. Importantly,

this other side of care does not exist solely because society is orientated against

championing it. Care work can be and should be organised, socialised and

59. Graeber, Bullshit Jobs.
60. Graeber, 62.
61. Graeber, 128.
62. Graeber, 147–51.
63. Graeber, 149.
64. Jomo, ‘Caring.’
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remunerated far better than it is currently, yet the day-to-day necessities of

caring for others – even and perhaps especially those we love – are unavoidably

messy and understandably miserable at times. The grubby materiality of care

does not sit in stark contrast to productive labour; it is eminently possible

to turn a profit from the commodification of care labour. Nor can care

meaningfully escape its grubbiness. Graeber’s division of work into ‘bullshit’

and ‘meaningful’ does not hold muster, but it is interesting insofar that it

makes explicit the moralism regarding productive and unproductive work

encountered in crude Leninism and certain formulations of Marxist feminism.

On such an account, crop pickers, nurses, steel workers, care home staff, etc.,

cannot complain that their jobs involve meaningless busy-work or boring

tasks because by the nature of the sort of work they do it cannot be bullshit.

For Graeber, these people do not suffer the kind of alienation that service

staff, academics, and marketers do because their work is actually productive

for capital and keeping society on its feet. The latter have the right to be

aggrieved about their work, the former merely look forward to a world

where they continue to do their work but are applauded. The judgement

that it is morally good to be unproductive sits neatly between two equally

wrong-headed positions: on the one hand the orthodox Marxism which

warps Capital’s lack of detail regarding unproductive work into the moral

valorisation of the productive worker; on the other, forms of Marxist feminism

which react to this valorisation by insisting that all work is productive of

value. This is a privileging of the category in response to those within the

category being privileged, while Graeber inversely privileges those outside it;

a very odd confusion of analytic categories for normative judgement.

To be clear, I am not dismissing normative judgement in total regarding
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production and how it relates to care. Indeed, part of my motivation for this

analysis of care is to lay out the groundwork for normative judgement of

non-capitalist life, rather than simple objection to inefficiency of production

or inequity in the distribution of care. Part of a worthy critique of political

economy is not just that it makes some categorical errors but that it does so in

the service of justifying domination and suffering. To make this critique, we

must have some normative judgements on the good life. Marx’s clear rage at

apologists for the plight of the working class65 stems from a moral core, not

because the capitalist and their interlocutor are mistaken about the concept of

value. ‘Few political writers have described in such uncompromising terms

the brutality of capitalist work, outside of slavery, as Marx has done, and

he must be praised for it.’66 The usefulness of Capital is not that it gives us

this required moral core, but that it demonstrates how the capitalist mode

of production requires that people be forced to live an unfulfilled life. The

text is not just a description of capital’s extremes, it is an explication of capital

routinely ‘accompanied by the production of misery’.67 Marx discusses time

and again the suffering of people and the destruction of life, but this all rests

on the assumption that such things are bad. Moral outrage is present in the

text; the moral argument is assumed. Indeed, we could read Capital, accept its

argument, and yet maintain that the suffering is the price we pay for living

in the sort of society that allows certain people to make profit and lead a

comfortable life, if we held a different normative outlook.

As someone who empathises with Marx’s moral outrage, I still believe

we can be too reliant on the moral outrage prompted by capitalist excess as

65. Marx, Capital vol. 1, chap. 10, esp. n.71–72.
66. Federici, ‘Gender and Reproduction in Marx’s Capital,’ 34.
67. Heinrich, How to Read Marx’s ‘Capital,’ 21.
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the means to provoke stern opposition. Relatedly, we can fall into the trap

of being disappointed when others are not, in our eyes, sufficiently appalled

at the situation around them, despite clearly observing the problems with

the world. A knee-jerk reaction to such apparent disinterest is to attempt

to provoke outrage by describing ever more detailed capitalist horror. Yet

merely describing the unfortunate outcomes of capitalist society is not a

sufficient condition for its downfall. Such descriptions, however, may prompt

us towards a more fruitful line of inquiry. Rather than simply expressing

outrage about the fact that many people around the world live in poverty,

for example, we might begin to ask why anyone is living in poverty in the

first place, and so on. This questioning of the axioms of the capitalist social

form leads us to ask not only what needs to be done but what we would like

to see in the world instead; a question most relevant to care. One reason

why the investigation of care is so fruitful is that it prompts us to consider

what our intuitions are as to what is good and what constitutes good relations

between people. This intuition pump does not give us a blueprint for society

but we should have some confidence of what we would like to see in the

world. Analysing care has, in fact, given shape to some of my broad desires

for a better world: a positive vision of collective decision-making, particularly

about what is produced and what is consumed; the proper provision and

distribution of material care; carving out appropriate space for care of the self

and cultivation of wellbeing; and the search for a transmission of knowledge

free from domination. This is obviously an incredibly broad sketch of a better

life, but this sort of process is not one we should shy away from, requiring as

we do an expansiveness of political imaginary. One of the things to think

about in this regard is how to transmit the knowledge and abilities that
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reproduce good care to other people.

Returning to a critique of post-capitalist thought, it should be clear that

my objections to such a line of thinking are raised not in a defeatist manner

but as a call to see the labour of care for what it is: key to our survival

yet frequently wearisome and often morally compromised. We must not

romanticise material care but instead properly account for it as part of a

demand for communally organising the work of care in as equitable a manner

as possible. In much of the above, I am critiquing two ideological drivers

of labour under capitalism reproduced as radical, anticapitalist positions:

First, the necessity of maximising exchange value-creating labour cast as the

idea of noble work being an important part of human nature. Second, the

capitalist work ethic repurposed as a necessary – at times celebrated – part of

non-capitalist mode of production.68 This confusion of a standpoint critical of

capitalism from inside capital with one outside of it is a confusion of a critical

analysis of capital with a plan for a better society. Marx’s detailed examination

of labour – his investigation of the categories of exchange and use value,

concrete and abstract labour – are not provided as ways out of capitalism, but

descriptions of how capital operates and a critique of the political economy

which triumphs it. Though many people’s working lives have drastically

changed in the last few decades, the composition of productive labour has

not globally shifted to the purely intellectual. Careful examinations of the

labour market do not reveal the heralded mass technological unemployment,

while digitised, platformed, and affective labour is significantly rarer than

both immaterial theory and the financial press would have us believe. The

gig economy constitutes a fraction of the western labour market, itself a

68. Weeks, The Problem with Work, 89–90.
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fraction of global productive labour.69 Such immaterial labour that does exist

still ‘depends on highly embodied, deeply material, and emotional modes of

exploitation’70, so when we discuss work as it exits, we cannot lose sight of

the vast amounts of material labour that is performed. And, without falling

into the trap of viewing care solely as labour, we need to pay attention to the

labour of care that makes up so much waged work.

Post-Crash Austerity

Returning to our sorry state of care provision, we continue the story of

how deteriorating social welfare negatively impacts the quality of material

care available and limits what is understood to be care. Alongside the

long trends in worsening work conditions which require further care to

ameliorate, sharp shocks to the economic system have huge impact. One

such shock was the 2008 great financial crisis and the subsequent reduction

of state expenditure on care provision. Local government, the locus of much

state-funded material care, saw its spending in England cut by a fifth in the

decade following the crash.71 Tellingly, a small fraction of the funding cuts

came at the expense of the supposed bête noire of fiscally regressive politics,

the administration and bureaucracy of central government. Instead, care

and welfare services administered at the local authority level such as child

protection, environmental regulation, food inspections, workplace health

and safety enforcement, and material care for the elderly and disabled have

borne the brunt of billions of pounds of funding cuts.72 In addition to

69. Benanav, Automation and the Future of Work; Irwin, ‘Maybe We’re Not All Going to Be
Gig Economy Workers After All.’
70. Power, ‘Decapitalism, Left Scarcity, and the State.’
71. Gainsbury and Neville, ‘Austerity’s £18bn Impact on Local Services.’
72. Boffey, ‘Half of All Services Now Failing as UK Care Sector Crisis Deepens.’
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care service funding cuts, local government has faced continual pressure

to reduce business rates and additional public health responsibilities, all the

while encountering political barriers put into place against relative council

tax increases to mitigate funding shortfalls. Shrinking expenditure has been

accompanied by a conceptual shift in government from a duty to provide care

services – either via public bodies or outsourced to private firms – to a duty

to fulfill a limited conception of care needs. The pronouncement that a good

state care service aims ‘to prevent peoples’ needs escalating unnecessarily’73 is

an indication of how lightly post-crash UK governments conceive of their

duty of care.

This massive project of care austerity was built upon three decades of

commodification of UK care services, intensified from the late 1980s when

local authorities were mandated to put such services out to competitive

tender. To take one pressing example, global private equity and hedge

funds now dominate the ownership of Britain’s elder care home sector. The

elder care providers these funds own came into the sector eyeing a bonanza

of guaranteed government income and an ageing UK population, yet the

profitability of such firms are questionable, leaving the actual provision of

elder care in a precarious state.74 Three of the largest providers of elder care

have been put up for sale in the past few years; all are unable to find buyers.

Meanwhile, hundreds of care homes have recently closed and the heralded

replacement of state-run care services with private or charitable care provision

has simply not materialised. Those care homes which have managed to keep

open are often operating below minimum standards and are dangerously

73. ‘Care Act presentation.’
74. Plimmer, ‘Private Equity and Britain’s Care Home Crisis.’
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understaffed.75With the average full-time care worker earning less than half

the median UK salary in an industry rife with zero hours contracts, it is little

wonder that job retention is low and vacancies high.76 Recent scandals of

care home residents being left unwashed for a month or not being taken to

hospital appointments77 underline the human cost of such shortcomings in

labour and provision.

Care provision extends far beyond state, charitable, or private services

explicitly designed to deliver it, but here too the post-crash economy has

greatly impacted the ability to care for others. Even in places in the UK

declared resilient to the effects of economic recession – notably London –

many people struggle to make ends meet, exacerbated by inflationary costs

of living which include costs of caring. Putting aside population averages

between London and the rest of the country, which overplay the experiences

of wealthy homeowners in the south east of England, an examination of

different groups of Londoners show rising inequality accompanied by a sharp

falls in wages. People with disabilities, people who work part-time, young

people, and those from ethnic minorities fare the worst, while post-2008

unemployment and wealth inequality is higher in London than in the rest

of the country.78 The rising financial costs of material care push families

into generational poverty, where children of poor carers are more likely to

be poor themselves.79 Statutory measures put in place to assist with these

care costs are broken: although the law requires English and Welsh local

authorities to provide sufficient childcare for working parents, less than half of

75. Boffey, ‘Half of All Services Now Failing as UK Care Sector Crisis Deepens.’
76. Rhodes, ‘Social Care System “Beginning to Collapse” as 900 Carers Quit Every Day.’
77. Plimmer, ‘Private Equity and Britain’s Care Home Crisis.’
78. Vizard et al., The Changing Anatomy of Economic Inequality in London (2007-2013).
79. Hirsch and Valadez, How Much Does the O�cial Measure of Child Poverty Under-Estimate

its Extent by Failing to Take Account of Childcare Costs?
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all English councils meet this requirement.80 Such a lack of available childcare

has a knock-on effect in schools, where teachers and other education staff

regularly attempt to pick up the slack. One in three teachers in England and

Wales bring food in to feed children who have not eaten anything in the

morning, with financial struggles at home being the main reason given for

pupils going without breakfast.81 The dearth of nutritious food available to

schoolchildren in the morning is compounded by strict eligibility rules for

free hot school meals in the middle of the day; millions of children whose

parents earn a pittance are not eligible for the meals.82With good evidence

that a healthy breakfast can improve educational outcomes and, further,

that hungry children’s behaviour has a big impact on the time teachers can

dedicate to educating, it is little wonder that school staff dip into their own

pocket to provide food and other care.83 Beyond providing meals for children

whose parents cannot afford to feed them, school staff end up providing

money for anything from transport to paying bills, even donating furniture

and clothes, in effect acting as frontline social workers, keeping an eye out

for the warning signs of families in financial, physical, or mental distress.84

This snapshot goes some way in showing how deeply broken the care

provision in the fifth richest country in the world is; ‘not just a disgrace, but a

social calamity and an economic disaster, all rolled into one’85. On a political

80. Rutter, 2016 Childcare Survey, 4.
81. Kellogg’s Press Office, One In Three Teachers Has To Feed Hungry Pupils.
82. Forsey, An Evidence Review for the All-Party Parliamentary Inquiry into Hunger in the

United Kingdom.
83. Littlecot et al., ‘Association Between Breakfast Consumption and Educational Outcomes
in 9–11-year-old Children’; Kellogg’s Press Office, One In Three Teachers Has To Feed Hungry
Pupils.
84. Tickle, ‘Food, Clothes, Transport, Beds, Ovens.’
85. United Nations Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights, Statement

on Visit to the United Kingdom, Human Rights Council U.N. doc. A/HRC/44/40/Add.2
(2019).
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level, the delivery of austerity has been cannily performed. Whether intended

or not, a great deal of the spending cuts imposed by Conservative and, briefly,

Liberal Democrat central governments has been enacted by local authorities,

often majority Labour councils. For most of us, care provision outside the

home is sourced close to home and at a remove from central government.

Reductions in or closures of the likes of childcare centres, women’s refuges,

substance misuse services, and mental health provision, cause discomfort and

suffering whether or not political blame is properly directed. And yet, despite

the staggering shortfall in care provision compared to the situation pre-crash,

a naturalisation of austerity and its ‘necessity’ has occurred in the UK. The

notion that spending money on the basic provisions of life by the state is

profligate has deep roots in the current political imaginary, even after the

hard-to-fathom hundreds of billions spent combatting Covid. Indeed, the

plain fact of the necessity to spend money to provide emergency and ongoing

care appears to have revived the feeling of national guilt attached to living

well. Politicians preach that they are on a ‘moral mission’86 to curtail the

state after pandemic years in when all have witnessed state spending saving

lives, with further state austerity currently being pushed as the solution to the

spiralling cost of living. This openly-stated barbarism could only be possible

in such a callous politics as Britain’s, where ‘compassion has been replaced by

a punitive, mean-spirited and often callous approach apparently designed to

impose a rigid order on the lives of those least capable of coping’87.

This distressing internalisation of the politics of austerity remains one of

the biggest hurdles in properly tackling care provision. I have taken pains in

86. Parker et al., ‘Rishi Sunak Sets Out “Moral” Mission to Limit State and Cut Taxes.’
87. United Nations Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights, Statement

on Visit to the United Kingdom, Human Rights Council U.N. doc. A/HRC/44/40/Add.2
(2019).
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this thesis to show that an expanded understanding of care is key to improving

the quality of our time while alive, and though this is certainly the case it

should not obscure the fact that spending resources on basic care provision is

directly linked to saving lives, with any reduction in the spending leading to

stark consequences. As a result of the above reduction in socialised care, tens

of thousands of people have died earlier than they would otherwise have and a

marked slowdown in the rate of improvement in life expectancy has begun.88

Sars-CoV-2

When discussing care nowadays, how can we ignore coronavirus? The

experience of Covid has markedly changed how most of us go about our

day-to-day lives, and yet it appears less as an abrupt alteration of society than

yet another event in a chain of social calamities. We know all too well of the

fraying of the social fabric, the deterioration of the care that keeps us together.

Nearly seven million people around the world have died from Covid-19,

with total confirmed cases over two thirds of a billion people at the time of

writing.89 These staggering numbers are manifested, in the most immediate

sense, in the volume of lifesaving health care performed around the globe but

also in the care for our loved ones who have died, the consolation of those left

behind, and the ongoing care of people suffering from the after-effects of the

illness. In the midst of this gargantuan task, there has been a mind-boggling

disruption to everyday life all over the planet. This disruption is felt, not

least, in the reorganisation of child care on a global scale, where over a billion

young people have experienced an interruption to their education since the

88. Martin et al., ‘Causal Impact of Social Care, Public Health and Healthcare Expenditure
on Mortality in England.’
89. World Health Organization, ‘WHO Coronavirus (COVID-19) Dashboard.’
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start of the pandemic.90 The scarcity of life’s necessities imposed upon the

people of the world by the capitalist mode of production did not abate during

the coronavirus outbreak; it worsened. This is despite the hard-to-fathom

amount of resources thrown in Covid’s deadly path: $19.5 trillion borrowed

by governments globally in 2020, the like of which has not been seen since

the Second World War.91What is more remarkable is that this took place

during the largely voluntary shutdown of global economic activity at the start

of the pandemic, arguably the greatest contraction of the world economy in

the history of capitalism.92

The economic reverberations from Covid and their impact on our ability

to care are ongoing. Supply-chain problems and an ongoing energy crisis

have contributed to initial price increases and the longer term inflationary

issues. Problems in the financial markets herald further increases in day-to-day

costs, squeezing further the means many people have to pay for their and their

loved ones’ care. Via this financial squeeze, coronavirus exposes the stripping

away of state provision for those lucky enough not to have been shielded from

austerity prior to the pandemic, prompting existential questions: How should

we expect to access care if meeting others is a deadly risk? What does care

mean for a health service struggling to do its minimal and yet most important

role of preventing unnecessary death? What forms of care are important

to us in our homes and bubbles that we can only irregularly leave? The

coronavirus outbreak has been so impactful, its causes and effects so pervasive,

that the term ‘pandemic’ fails to contain it. The European Union struggles

to keep a united front facing the ‘polycrisis’ while the Chinese Communist

90. Tooze, Shutdown, Introduction, §2, ¶3.
91. McCormick et al., ‘The Covid-19 Pandemic Has Added $19.5 Trillion to Global Debt.’
92. Tooze, Shutdown, Introduction, §2, ¶3–5.
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Party declare it a ‘gray rhino’ risk come to pass.93 The Lancet and others in the

medical community label it a ‘syndemic’, ‘characterised by biological and social

interactions between conditions and states, interactions that increase a person’s

susceptibility to harm or worsen their health outcomes’94. As an unwelcome

illustration, Covid disproportionably develops in those people with a range

of non-communicable diseases, especially those in poverty. Preventing and

treating Covid comprehensively thus means not only lessening or eliminating

medical conditions which increase clinical vulnerability – such as hypertension,

diabetes, cancer, renal disease, and sickle cell disease – but also tackling the

deep socioeconomic inequality which coronavirus exploits.95 Whichever

label one chooses, it is clear and largely accepted that coronavirus rode on the

coattails of the fault-lines already present in the world. There is legitimate

debate – far beyond the scope of this thesis – about what the proper immediate

and ongoing response should be to coranavirus from governments, health

authorities, communities, and individuals. However, the immediate crisis

of Covid has undoubtedly been worsened by the deliberate erosion of the

provision of material care stretching back decades, subsequent Covid infection

made worse by the economic exploitation and related unequal distribution of

care which plagued us before the sickness took hold.

If Covid has shown us anything it is the importance of the labour of

production, logistics, and care that powers our world. From lockdown city

centres soundtracked only by delivery drivers and ambulances to the footage

of ill-equipped healthcare workers extending and saving lives in hospitals,

from supermarket shelves lying bare to a giant container ship stranded in a

93. Tooze, Shutdown, Introduction, §2, ¶6–7.
94. Horton, ‘COVID-19 is Not a Pandemic.’
95. Horton.
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desert, we are confronted with the reality of how our society is organised and

maintained. We have sat through a global and immediate lesson none of us

wanted but which we would do well heeding. In the context of coronavirus

in the UK, the line in the sand for government and polite society has been

not to ‘overwhelm’ the capacity of the health system; ‘Stay Home, Protect

the NHS, Save Lives’. The question needs to be asked whether hospitals

being able to provide the minimum of care should be seen as tantamount to

failure rather than a victory of will and hard work, and whether our directed

interests should align at this point. This pandemic has been highly productive

of obvious truths, prompting hard questions and harder action on how our

lives are lived. As such, it is appropriate to say that Covid is a social contagion

as well as a viral one.96 Poverty and austerity exacerbated the effects of the

coronavirus outbreak and it is hard now to avoid a deep-seated economic

insecurity, felt by all but the most well-off in the UK. If the last decade of

the twentieth century in was marked by British swagger and comfort, the

first two decades of the twenty-first have been defined by discontent. Two

political projects have arisen from this discontent: a failed revival of English

post-war social democracy and a heady yet fragile project of Blitz spirit

bluster. Both make hay of nationalist nostalgia, coalescing around a keenly-

felt dissatisfaction with the current state of affairs. Both are largely supported

by people with no living memory of the golden times harkened back to,

laying claim to an ersatz form of ‘British’ – in actuality English – authenticity.

Both have faltered as their respective visions for how to change the world

have run up against capitalist reality. These political projects, despite their

obvious differences, are at their core about defining a community. They seek

96. Chuang, ‘Social Contagion.’
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to about demarcate what is appropriate to care about and who is appropriate

to care for, to legislate an in-group and to provide exclusive care for that

group. Key to the reproduction of these communities – and in effect shaping

the possibilities of each political project – is the care required, promised, and

supplied. We might be tempted to dismiss one or both of these political

gatherings in the wake of their apparent defeats but it would be a mistake to

overlook the genuine grievances hidden amongst misplaced anger. For better

or worse, Cobynistas and Johnsonites give their own spin on the very real

problem of diminished care and democratic deficiency in Britain today. The

thinness of care, both in amount and in kind, that these political movements

gesture towards is of ultimate concern as we attempt to navigate capitalist

existence. To further understand that existence, in an attempt to overcome

it, we now need to discuss the goal at which capitalist society and the care

within it is aimed at: the production of value.



Chapter 3

Care and Value

This chapter continues the contextualisation of care within capitalist social

relations begun in chapter two. Previously, my focus was on the problems

we face properly caring for ourselves and others when state provision of care

services are reduced or interrupted and the overlying problem of the limitation

of care’s boundaries via the logic of capital. In what follows, I examine in

more detail how care relates to capitalist production; the interaction between

care and value. In particular, I look at the commodification of affective care

and the role unpaid care plays in the reproduction of capitalist society. First, I

unpack feminist thought regarding social reproduction and its understanding

of care. While acknowledging how important is to reveal the labour of care

which reproduces waged workers and thus enables capitalist production to

continue, I argue that certain analyses of social reproduction define care too

narrowly. These analyses treat care as a synonym for the unpaid domestic

labour of reproduction, diminishing our accounts of both social reproduction

and care. Further, I critique the argument that people who do unwaged care

labour outside the workplace are workers who produce value. I believe that

capital’s harm lies not only in the way our labour-power is exploited but also

in the way our lives are dominated by the production of value, whether or
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not we are directly producing value day-to-day. With this in mind, I do

not accept the forcefulness of the argument that only by classing unwaged

domestic carers as productive workers can they be viewed as wronged political

actors. Further, I contend that having our lives dictated by the strictures of

value production restricts us in many ways, not least in our ability to care

in the way we wish to. Second, I discuss the labour of affective care and

capital’s commodification of it. Turning to Arlie Russell Hochschild’s notion

of ‘emotional labour’,1 I outline how the affective care which characterises

much of our outward interactions uneasily fits in with our current mode of

production. Capital utilises the disconnect between our private and public

selves for value production at great psychological cost to affective care workers.

Stressing the importance of affective as well as material care, this chapter

aims to give a nuanced account of how our caring selves have an uneasy

relationship with capitalist society. Throughout this chapter I use the terms

‘unpaid domestic care labour’, ‘reproductive care work’, and ‘housework’

interchangeably. With all, I refer to the unpaid labour of material and

affective care which typically occurs in the home, traditionally performed by

a women. To be clear, the terms do not incorporate the domestic piece work

often undertaken by such carers in order to supplement their individual or

household’s income.

Despite my critique of certain analysis of social reproduction, outlined

below, I stand by the keen interest in the material realities and phenomeno-

logical struggles of capitalist society which motivate such investigations of

care and value. This interest raises questions such as: what are the social

mechanisms of capital’s continuation, how do they affect us, and how – if at

1. Hochschild, The Managed Heart.
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all possible – can they be resisted? Feminist analysis of social reproduction

entreats us to compliment our economic critique of capitalist production

with social critique, giving particular focus to those people which resist easy

economic categorisation. How successful these entreaties are in the details

of such an endeavour I will soon outline, but the impetus to examining life

as lived in capital’s domain is unquestionably worthwhile. It is worthwhile

for the sake of grasping the underlying mechanics of our social existence but

also insofar that it gives us pointers towards the kind of world we want to

see and, in turn, the kind of world we wish to avoid. One of the strengths

of the broad range of feminist writing which examines social reproduction

is that its authors are concerned about the labour inherent to maintaining

life and the ideologies which sustain such a workload. A very similar set of

motivations, I believe, also prompts Joan Tronto’s fascinating question: ‘What

would it mean. . . to take seriously, as part of our definition of a good society,

the values of caring – attentiveness, responsibility, nurturance, compassion,

meeting others’ needs – traditionally associated with women and traditionally

excluded from public consciousness?’2

Any such serious inquiry into care would lead us quickly, I submit, to

consider the intersections of care and the capitalist production of surplus value.

Here, in this uncomfortable reality of capitalist existence, lies the crux of social

reproduction analysis. Indeed, the term social reproduction ‘covers the entire

ground between the abstract category of capital and the empirical reality of

capitalism.’3 Investigation of the term is concerned with how our lives and

the world around us are enabled to continue. Social reproduction, then, is

clearly a broad category of human activity and is worth pausing to consider

2. Tronto,Moral Boundaries, 2–3.
3. Fine and Saad-Filho,Marx’s ‘Capital,’ 70.
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the accuracy in usage of such a term when discussing care. As a theoretical

position, social reproduction conjures up, to my mind, three broad categories:

first, the activism and writings of Italian Marxist-feminists in the 1970s loosely

aligned with the Operaismo and Autonomia movements. Second, the body

of theory written and inspired by the same women in the fifty or so years

subsequently. Third, the recent resurgence of interests in Marxist-feminist

theory focusing on social reproduction that commendably departs from

previous theory in its understanding of production and value.4 This latter

position is often distinguished from other analysis of social reproduction by

naming it as social reproduction theory, or SRT. I follow such a convention

in my writing.

Between the initial and subsequent analysis of social reproduction, there

is a definite shift in focus of inquiry, insofar that the initial analysis hones in

on the unpaid domestic care labour of housework while subsequent social

reproduction theory looks beyond the domestic sphere. With this expansion

of analysis it is clearer to see how social reproduction and care are not

synonymous. Social reproduction theory stresses that social reproduction is a

far broader category than care, incorporating ‘both the reproduction of life

and of capitalist relations at once’5. We have grown used to seeing a picture

of domestic care in our minds when the term social reproduction is used,

yet the reproduction of life incorporates a vast swathe of human activity.

It is questionable what makes the domestic activities that are the focus of

writers engaged with social reproduction stand apart from all other human

4. Notable examples of each include: Dalla Costa, ‘Women and the Subversion of the
Community’; Fortunati, The Arcane of Reproduction; Federici, Revolution at Point Zero;
Fraser, ‘Crisis of Care?’; Gonzalez and Neton, ‘The Logic of Gender’; Bhattacharya, Social
Reproduction Theory.
5. Mezzadri, ‘On the Value of Social Reproduction,’ 37.
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activities involved with the reproduction of society. Why, for example,

should the domestic carer be the focus social reproduction analysis and not

the farmer who plants and harvest crops? On this view, social reproduction

is less a meaningful category, and more a useful moniker for a number of

caring activities which have had academic and political focus for the past four

decades.6 Still, without diminishing the diverse body of thought surrounding

the term, I intend to draw out the contested accounts of care’s interaction

with value contained within social reproduction analysis. I wish to provide

some thoughts on the two in order to show how thinking about value’s

relation to care can expose otherwise obscured aspects of the way care socially

operates. In parallel, having a proper think about care in regard to value can

give rigour to our critical discussions of capital. To do so, I return to earlier

analysis of social reproduction incorporating unpaid domestic care labour,

arguing that the understanding of housework as productive is fundamentally

flawed.

As a point of clarity, the ‘semantic ambiguity’7 of the term ‘production’

needs addressing. The production up for discussion in this chapter is the

production of commodities in order to exchange them, as part the capitalist

process of the accumulation of value. We produce many things in life outside

the framework of capitalist accumulation; we produce ‘nightmares, paranoid

ideas, and gastric acid, often in reciprocal correlation’8, for example. This

sort of production should not be confused with commodity production in a

capitalist framework. We also produce people in terms of the literal gestational

production of human infants, and here we need to avoid conflating sexual

6. Particular thanks are due here to Martin Young for raising this intriguing challenge
with me.
7. Arruzza, ‘Functionalist, Determinist, Reductionist,’ 16.
8. Arruzza, 19.
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reproduction with social reproduction even though the former incorporates

the latter. Further, people can be produced in the sense of being moulding

into a social being. In this sense, the school ‘produces’ the pupil, the state

‘produces’ the citizen, and the capitalist productive process ‘produces’ the

worker, and so on. Yet conflating this social production of identity with the

capitalist production of commodities is glosses over the differences in various

social relations, ignoring the ‘specific characteristics of diverse relations of

domination’9 within the capitalist system, and obscuring how relations of

power can exist outside of the labour market while still being influenced by

it. The constraints that both productive and unproductive labour impose

upon life are not simply a side issue of concern, they show us that capitalist

domination manifests in a variety of forms and locations, expanding our

rationale of why we should be against a social form dedicated to the unceasing

accumulation of value. Appreciating this encourages a critique not simply

of an economic system, but of an ‘articulated and contradictory totality of

relations of exploitation, domination, and alienation’10.

Wages for Housework

Class struggle regarding the provision of housing and the spiralling costs of

food and heating, withwhichwe are all too familiar with today, were forefront

in the period of Italian political antagonism of the 1970s. Striking students and

housewives refusing domestic labour flew in the eye of the model of struggle

between capital and waged industrial labourer, with activists highlighting

the huge amount of unpaid labour performed amidst the capitalist mode of

production. The Wages for Housework campaign – began in the early 1970s

9. Arruzza, ‘Remarks on Gender,’ 19.
10. Arruzza, 19.
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by Marxist feminists such as Mariarosa Dalla Costa, Selma James, and Silvia

Federici – aimed to lay bare the labour of reproduction. The campaign’s

demand of wages paid for domestic labour was a hard-fought cause in itself,

but was also used as a platform for the women of the campaign to challenge

contemporary understandings of labour. Their own experiences as unpaid

reproductive workers in conflict with capital in the home, at school, and

in the wider community refocused Marxist theory towards the challenge

to capitalist accumulation away from the shop floor: ‘we did not passively

receive the lessons. . . but turned them upside down, exposed their limits,

using their theoretical bricks to build a new type of political subjectivity

and strategy’11. Further, the Wages for Housework campaign did not see

liberation coming through unpaid labourers being subsumed into the world

of waged work. The demand of Wages for Housework was not a resignation

that if waged, reproductive labour would be acceptable. It was not a call

for the proletarianisation of women. Instead, the campaign was seen by

its participants as a focal point for refocusing on the exploitation faced by

reproductive labourers and to integrate the struggle of domestic labour with

the struggle of the working class as a whole.12

The Marxist feminist investigation into the social reality of caring travels

some of the same ground to that of previously discussed care ethics. The two

strains of thought are not, of course, completely independent – the writing

of Diemut Bubeck might be seen as straddling the two13 – although much

of the literature discussing either one of these traditions neglects the other.

This is perhaps not surprising, given on the one hand care ethics’ grounding

11. Federici, Revolution at Point Zero, 8.
12. Dalla Costa, ‘Women and the Subversion of the Community,’ 18–21.
13. Bubeck, Care, Gender and Justice.
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in the analytic framework of liberal democracy and on the other Marxist

feminism’s unapologetically critical stance towards exactly that framework.

Broadly, care ethics is concerned politically with outlining the deficiencies

in the experience of carers in liberal democratic society, putting forward

far-reaching institutional reforms as a means to bring out care and its labour

from the margins of society. Marxist feminists, on the other hand, see an

examination of care and care work as part of a broader investigation of social

reproduction intended to better understand the capitalist mode of production

with the intention of overcoming it. Despite these generalised differences,

the terrain of care has produced intriguing convergent evolution of thought

from both accounts. It would be deeply unfair to say that care ethicists are not

concerned with some form of liberation for care labourers; equally unfair to

say that Marxist feminists do not bother engaging with the affective and moral

aspects of care. Liberal political theory tends to focus on the interpersonal

in part because it eschews looking at the structural and in doing so liberal

theorists can at times have more fine-grained insight into the interpersonal

than radical theorists would care to admit. However, the lack of focus on the

structural means liberalism’s discussion of the interpersonal falls short of the

full picture. Rather than wanting to simply recognise the labour unpaid carers

do – falling back to something like the view of work as self-empowerment

held by many care ethicists – Marxist feminists wish to problematise the

labour of care.

Among the theoretical debates of theWages for Housework campaign, the

question of whether value is generated from reproductive labour is prominent.

This question ties into a wider debate on domestic labour, regarding whether

or not unpaid domestic labour can be folded into Marx’s theory of value.
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Below, I focus on James’s and Dalla Costa’s formulation of this argument,

outlined in The Power of Women and the Subversion of the Community, though

I take their position to represent the broad thread of social reproduction

analysis up until its reformulation as social reproduction theory. The critique

of traditional Marxist thought advanced by initial social reproduction analysis

is twofold. First is a redefinition of reproductive labour as productive, where

‘the family under capitalism is a center of conditioning, of consumption and

of reserve labor, but a center essentially of social production’14. In opposition to

the classical Marxist view of reproductive labour as not productive of value in

itself, social reproduction analysis positions women’s work as productive of

the commodity of labour-power. Unpaid domestic work under this view is

essential to the productive process not simply because it rejuvenates the waged

worker, allowing them to regain the labour-power required to produce

surplus value, but also because ‘housework is productive in the Marxian sense,

that is, is producing value’15. By asserting housework as productive of the

labour-power which is vital for the accumulation of value, social reproduction

analysis aims to place analysis and activism around domestic care labour at

the heart of anti-capitalist practice. If women can be freed from the burden

of domestic care, so the argument goes, then the domination of women and

capitalist society can be undermined in one fell swoop: ‘ultimately when we

say that we produce capital we are saying that we can and want to destroy it’16.

This assertion of unpaid domestic care as productive of value is important for

social reproduction analysis not simply as a repositioning of women’s work in

an economic schema but as a way to combat the political sidelining of women

14. James, introduction to The Power of Women and the Subversion of the Community, 6;
emphasis in original.
15. James, 31, n. 12; emphasis in original.
16. Cox and Federici, ‘Counterplanning from the Kitchen,’ 6.
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in communist struggle. By excluding women in the domestic sphere from

their ‘proper’ designation as productive workers, Marx or Marxists are said

to be reducing the political agency of women. Ignorance of the production

of the commodity labour-power in the home via care equates to ignorance

of the ‘social power’17 of women, casting aside a key tool for undermining

capitalist production. Political agency and social power are according to this

view removed from women working in the home, in a sense splitting them

from the working class. The argument of social reproduction analysis is

powerful if only in the sense that it is informed by the very real diminishment

of women as political subjects within political movements. It is advanced

in a tradition which views domestic material care as a ‘historically concrete

understanding of women’s oppression’,18 where domestic care labour is the

manifestation of the specific domination of women within the capitalist mode

of production. Refutation of the argument surrounding the productivity of

gendered domestic care labour, below, should not be taken as a rejection of

the substantive points regarding the domination of women and the family as

a locus of power and potential rupture.

One worry readers may have is that I am retreading old arguments

that have long been put to bed, or that I overstate the claims which social

reproduction analysis make. Besides settling scores, what is the connection

between the domestic labour debate and the messiness of care? In response, I

first underline the distinction between the indisputably correct position that

the care work of domestic labour makes the capitalist mode of production

possible and the flawed insistence that this domestic labour should be described

as productive. More pointedly, however, I note that, despite the emergence

17. James, introduction to The Power of Women and the Subversion of the Community, 6.
18. Kuhn and Wolpe, introduction to Domestic Labour and Marx’s Theory of Value, 198.
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of social reproduction theory and its more nuanced understanding, writers in

the social reproduction analysis tradition such as Silvia Federici continue to

make such claims today, with subsequent public and academic adoption of

such a position. Federici insists that Marx’s political theory is ‘based on an

exclusionary concept of work and revolutionary subjects’19, with aspects of

his analysis ‘incompatible with a feminist anti-capitalist theory and political

strategy, which arguably stands for a commitment to eliminate inequalities

and all forms of exploitation’20, and that he considers work ‘only, or primarily,

as industrial work and wage labor’21. Federici goes on to describe her critique

of Marx as ‘the foundation of a feminist theory centered on the redefinition of

domestic work as the activity that produces “labor power” and, as such, as an

essential condition of capitalist production and accumulation ofwealth’22. This

critique, as formulated by the Wages for Housework movement, means ‘there

are aspects of [Marx’s] political theory that we cannot accept, especially with

regard to his concept of work and his assumptions concerning who qualifies

as a worker and as a revolutionary subject’23. Key to this refusal to accept is

the insistence that the home is still ‘the “nerve center” of the production of

the workforce’24. These are not fringe opinions. A celebrity-promoted and

Silicon Valley-backed ‘Marshall Plan for Moms’ has recently put a Californian,

corporate spin on Wages for Housework, while Federici is featured in the

The New York Times Magazine as a prophetic thinker for a post-Covid age.25

Meanwhile, Federici’s collection from which the above quotes are taken is on

19. Federici, introduction to Patriarchy of the Wage, 2.
20. Federici, 2; emphasis added.
21. Federici, 3.
22. Federici, ‘Gender and Reproduction in Marx’s Capital,’ 34.
23. Federici, 34.
24. Federici, 44.
25. Marshall Plan for Moms, ‘About’; Kisner, ‘The Lockdown Showed How the Economy
Exploits Women. She Already Knew.’
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the shortlist for the 2022 Isaac & Tamara Deutscher Prize, a prestigious award

for a book ‘which exemplifies the best and most innovative new writing in or

about the Marxist tradition’26. I raise such instances not as an act of needling,

but merely to demonstrate that the sort of social reproduction analysis which

Wages for Housework promoted is still very much with us, fashionable in

both public and academic circles. With their continued popularity, I believe

it is valid to focus critique upon them. The argument is still worth reprising

because, somewhat dishearteningly, the debate continues. I have attended

too many panels and conferences at which, despite what is being currently

written about social reproduction, a very crude notion of social reproduction

is launched against a very crude notion of productivist Marxism. At ‘Social

Reproduction within and beyond Production’, a 2019 event which Federici

herself headlined, the panel aimed to ‘question the fundamental divides and

binary thinking permeating much critical political economy, including the

distinction between production and reproduction as value-producing and

non-value-producing domains’27, clearly regurgitating social reproduction

analysis. This is but one instance of a resurgence of debate between those

who favour current trends in social reproduction theory and those who return

to earlier forms of social reproduction analyses.28

A similar phenomenon has to some extent happened with Hochschild’s

discussion of emotion, where her morally neutral definition of emotional

work – the routine management of emotions in our private lives – has merged

with her critical account of emotional labour – the commodified public

performance of work-appropriate emotion. The result is a hodgepodge of

26. The Deutscher Memorial Prize, ‘About the Deutscher Memorial Prize.’
27. QMUL Centre on Labour and Global Production, ‘Social Reproduction within and
beyond Production.’
28. Contrast Mezzadri, ‘On the Value of Social Reproduction’ with Varela, ‘Social Repro-
duction in Dispute’
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indistinct political positioning, from confused but well-meaning critiques

of the unequal distribution of emotional burdens in the home to bizarre

warnings against emotional involvement with fellow humans.29 Paradoxically,

this expansion of the popular meaning of ‘emotional labour’ has resulted in a

shrinking of the terrain in which the term is meaningfully employed, further

encouraging the discussion of care to be limited to the acts of care performed

domestic sphere. I thus take it as an important task of those of us interested in

care as a totality to expand its window of discourse, achieved in part through

a fair-minded countering of the above misapprehensions. Though it would

be unwise to simply engage with the shallowest of arguments regarding care

one could find, I believe it is fair to say that there is a popular and academic

imaginary of care purely as domestic labour that my conception of care as

messy rejects. In this, I echo Meg Luxton:

By itself, social reproduction offers little more than a fancy term to

describe the ordinary activities of daily life. Too often, conventional

feminist use of social reproduction still focuses on women’s work in

the home, leaving vague its relationship to the complementary work

(also often done by women for pay) provided by state services such as

education and health care or in the market. Even when feminists use

social reproduction as a way of conceiving of how states, markets, and

households all interact in the daily and generational reproduction of

the population, they often retain the ambiguity of the reproduction of

the population as a whole and the reproduction of the labouring class.

The slippage between the population and the working class reflects a

failure to deal with class, a project hampered by the loss of domestic

29. Kale, ‘Does anyone know what emotional labor means any more?’; Hochschild has
discussed her own frustration with the misuse of emotional labour in Beck, ‘The Concept
Creep of “Emotional Labor.”’
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labour as an analytic category..30

To avoid such confusions and conflations, I argue we need to go back to the

roots of social reproduction analysis and clearly lay out the use of an expanded

understanding of care in a domestic setting. By cautiously analysing care as

it relates to the mode of production, care as it relates to our social lives, and

so on, we can go on to further discuss the phenomenological aspects of care,

including discussion of affective care in the home that is deeply tied to the

original analysis. In this regard, I am putting on my dutiful philosopher’s hat

to find the best formulation of the domestic care argument that I routinely

encounter; this is not some poor soul on Twitter or a self-help book author

but the original arguments of social reproduction analysis. Explicitly laying

the argument out is of worth, both to a generalist reader and to the engaged

academic, and particularly to those who are politically active. A crude

understanding of what both Marx and social reproduction analysts say about

domestic care labour is prevalent amongst not only the broad left in the

English-speaking world but also increasingly in popular culture. Yet care

often happens outside the sphere of production, in a whole host of ways.

Attempting to bring reproductive care inside the sphere of production is both

a categorical confusion and – far more importantly – narrows our field of

view of what care is and how it operates.

A Question of Production

What is not in doubt in the analysis of social reproduction is the important role

care in a domestic setting plays in reproducing the labour-power of productive

30. Luxton, ‘Feminist Political Economy in Canada and the Politics of Social Reproduction,’
36.
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workers. Without rest, the sustenance of food and drink, emotional support,

and other domestic care, waged workers would be unable to work one day

after another, selling their labour-power as a commodity. And without

this labour-power, capital cannot garner surplus value. So, what is not in

contention is that the labour of domestic care is vital to the production of

value. The questions at hand are whether or not this care in a domestic setting

contributes to the value of the labour-power sold, and whether the domestic

care should be seen as productive or unproductive labour, or something else

entirely.31

To answer such questions, we start by reminding ourselves that only labour

which occurs within the social relations of the production of commodities can

be thought of as value-producing. As Michael Heinrich writes, ‘the aim of the

capitalist production process consists in the production of surplus value. From

the standpoint of the capitalist production process, only labor that produces

surplus value is productive labor’32. Marx essentially follows the classical

economists Adam Smith and David Ricardo in defining productive labour

in capitalist society as that which generates surplus value and unproductive

labour as that which does not. Smith states that ‘the labour of a menial

servant . . . adds to the value of nothing . . . A man grows rich by employing a

multitude of manufacturers; he grows poor by maintaining a multitude of

menial servants.’33 Marx’s view of surplus value is more subtle than Smith’s,

insofar that he sees surplus value as exactly that: an addition of the value

returned to that which was invested in its creation. What is or what is

31. Smith, ‘Domestic Labour and Marx’s Theory of Value,’ 200.
32. Heinrich, An Introduction to the Three Volumes of Karl Marx’s ‘Capital,’ 121; emphasis in
original.
33. Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, bk. 2, chap. 3, pt.
1.
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not productive labour can thus be answered by what labour is producing

surplus-value. In Marx’s various discussions of unproductive labour – labour

that does not produce surplus-value – he fixes his view on the circulation of

commodities,34 and although he does discuss the need for social relations to

be reproduced,35 the particular concrete labour involved in the reproductive

process is admittedly outlined only scantly.

We thus need to examine whether domestic care labour is part of this

mass of abstract, productive labour. Two options for characterising domestic

care labour in relation to capitalist production present themselves: One is

that domestic care labour is a set of activities, a kind of service, that are

in themselves useful to an exhausted worker – expressions of compassion,

physical comforting, and other forms of affective care – or that produce

use values – a cooked meal, a made bed, cleaned clothes, etc. The other

option is to characterise domestic care labour as an activity which creates

a product – labour-power – which itself is sold as a commodity. Smith’s

argument is that the latter characterisation is incorrect, not because it butts

up against Marxist terminology but because it runs counter to the nature of

the production and exchange of commodities.36 Dalla Costa and James cleave

to the latter characterisation, viewing domestic care labour as productive of

the commodity labour-power and the family as a site of social production.

For them, the exhausted wage worker and the materials that sustain them are

transformed, via domestic care labour of the waged worker, into renewed

labour-power available to be sold for a wage. If this was the case, however,

then labour-power would be unique among commodities in that it is always

34. Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value, particularly chap. 3–4; Marx, Capital vol. 2, 207–13;
Marx, Capital vol. 3, 392.
35. Marx, Capital vol. 1, 711–24.
36. Smith, ‘Domestic Labour and Marx’s Theory of Value,’ 201.
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sold below its value, since it amounts to the value of the sustaining materials

plus the value created by domestic care labour.37

So, contrary to Dalla Costa’s assertion, why should we not consider unpaid

domestic care labour a type of commodity production? First, because it is not

affected by the dynamics of market equilibrium and allocation of labour. One

quirk of the capitalist market is that the allocation of labour-power to specific

production processes amongst the mass of all social production is based upon

fluctuation in value. If a technological innovation means that, for example,

chocolate bars can be produced quicker than previously was possible, then

the value of the chocolate bars drops. The price of the bars initially remains

the same, however, meaning a greater surplus value can be made. Producers

of other items will notice this chance to make profit and reallocate their

labour and materials to the production of chocolate bars. Eventually, price

competition will lower the cost of the bars till it is in equilibrium with their

value, and the allocation of labour and materials to chocolate bar production

will ease. Housework, unlike commodity-producing labour, is subject to

neither this law of value nor equilibrium between branches of production.

Unpaid domestic carers are not in competition with one another. Clean

homes, freshly-made beds, and hot dinners are not brought into relation

with one another via the market, and the labour of domestic care continues

even if the labour-power of the cared-for worker is not sold. The labour of

housework is not re-allocated based on the fluctuation of value in products.

Indeed, unpaid care workers, if brought into the labour market as paid

workers, often find themselves continuing to perform the unpaid labour of

care on top of their paid work, not instead of it. We must remember that

37. Smith, 202.
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we are not discussing natural categories here. The fact that labour-power

is considered a commodity is due to a specific social distribution under the

current relations of capitalist production. That labour-power is bought and

sold on the market is historically contingent.38

Second, domestic care labour should not be considered a type of com-

modity production because it is not part of the abstracted social form of

the production process. Within the capitalist mode of production people

produce commodities for exchange, even though their productive labour is

enacted at their own behest. There is no centralised direction of production,

no grand social plan for who will produce what. Independent producers

produce what they wish to produce and exchange for the products they need

or desire. So even though people are independent producers, they rely on

the uncoordinated independent producers in all of society to produce and

exchange everything that is needed. Independent producers are related to

one another through the exchange of their products and this exchange in

turn influences what they turn their labour to produce. Private labour thus

takes on the form of social labour, while exchange becomes the social form

of the process of production. Under these conditions, products are produced

with their exchange value in mind; the concrete use values of individual

products are reduced to their common, abstracted quality of exchange value.

The labour of housework, meanwhile, does not have this character. The

care of people who attempt to sell their labour-power continues whether or

not their labour-power is successfully sold, there is no ‘indifference’39 to the

concrete form of care labour. The fact that care sustains people is the reason

it is performed, not that the labour-power which results from such sustenance

38. Smith, ‘Domestic Labour and Marx’s Theory of Value,’ 204–5.
39. Smith, 206.
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is a good product to exchange. Unpaid domestic care labour clings to its

concrete form, and does not take on the character of abstract, value-forming

labour.40

To be clear, these above objections to social reproduction analysis’s

argument are not an assertion that housework is isolated from the process of

accumulation of value and its effects, merely that the way in which it interacts

with this accumulation is not as commodity-producing labour. Clearly, the

vagaries and tragedies of the capitalist mode of production impact domestic

care labour. Unpaid care labourers are susceptible to movement in and

out of employment, while already unremunerated care labour is subject to

intensification at times of economic strife. The fact that housework is outside

the sphere of production is a contributing factor to the domination of the

domestic carer – typically women – in capitalist social formations. This is part

of the horror of the capitalist mode of production: it is capable of harming

people (and, further, capable of harming communities, non-human beings,

entire ecosystems) beyond those which directly engage in its value-creation.

The social character of unpaid domestic care labour marks it out analytically

as not commodity-producing and, as part of the capitalist domination of

domestic carers, it simultaneously is cast structurally as ‘inferior’ because

of this analytical distinction.41 Further, those who perform housework are

caught in the double-bind of their labour being not remunerated – even

if the remuneration of commodity-producing labour is part of a system of

exploitation – and of their social position being reinforced as inferior because

of this lack of remuneration.

We have seen how unpaid domestic care labour is qualitatively different

40. Smith, 205–7.
41. Smith, 205–7.
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from commodity-producing labour, but it is also quantitatively different.

As mentioned previously, there is no competition between unpaid domestic

carers. This lack of competition forestalls any competitive impetus tominimise

the time spent performing domestic care, no need beyond the confines of

physical and temporal constraint to be efficient in time spent caring. In

terms of capitalist production, it matters little if a hot meal that sustains a

waged worker at home takes one or three hours to cook. As such, there is no

social mechanisms for either defining the activities necessary for producing

labour-power, nor a mechanism for relating the productivity of domestic care

labour and the value of labour-power. The former is a problem as without

a definition of necessary activities, we can reasonable ask why the quality

of value-production holds true for acts of caring but not the experience of

being cared for. Why is doing the laundry productive of value and wearing

clean clothes not? There is nothing, definitionally, preventing the dubious

claim that sleeping, playing video games, going for a walk, or any other

rejuvenating activity that a waged worker does outside of work is productive

of value. Such activities clearly replenish labour-power, but the mere fact that

they do this does not entail they are value-producing labour. The latter is a

problem because it makes it impossible to ascertain the magnitude of value

produced by domestic care labour. This means there is no way to equalise

it with other labour, making it irreducible to abstract labour. Something

cannot be exchanged if we do not know its value.42

Unpaid domestic care labour is thus outside of the process of the production

and exchange of commodities. Yet it is vital to the reproduction of the

capitalist social form, one of its ‘external conditions of existence’43 alongside

42. Smith, ‘Domestic Labour and Marx’s Theory of Value,’ 208–9.
43. Smith, 211.
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state enforcement of the social form, an environment capable of supplying

raw resources, and so on. This vital role in the possibility of capitalist

value production does not, however, mean that unpaid domestic care labour

is subsumed into it. Photosynthesis is also a vital external condition for

the existence of capitalist value production but it would be a complete

mischaracterisation to say that, by absorbing the sun’s energy, plants produce

surplus value alongside oxygen. We are discussing here a definition of

productivity from the standpoint of the capitalist production process, not one

from a more palatable standpoint.44 From our perspective, the use value of

domestic care labour is essential to the continuation of life, and its political

importance is without question. As such, worthy projects of bettering the

world must take into account the importance of domestic care and face

up to the challenge of its communisation and reorganisation, breaking the

gendered domination incorporated in the current distribution of care labour’s

burden. But denying capital’s indifference this domination moves us no

further towards such lofty goals, nor does artificially expanding the analytical

categories used to describe capital’s domain.

The Social Power of Carers

Having shown why we should not think that unpaid domestic care labour is

productive from the standpoint of the capitalist production process, I wish

also to address the charge that by rejecting housework as productive labour

means regarding those who do housework as morally or politically inferior

to waged labourers. While acknowledging that domestic carers and other

people outside of the sphere of capitalist production are at times overlooked

44. Smith, 212–14.
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in political thought, I reject the notion that the remedy to this oversight is

to include them in the category of productive worker. Further, a politics

of emancipation of the working class is a politics which incorporates the

whole of the working class, not just that part of it whose labour is productive

of value. This rejection does not stem from a desperate attempt to prove

Marx right, but rather to show that the research project Marx began – an

eviscerating critique of political economy – is capable of holding within it a

fuller picture of capitalist social relations. To echo Diane Elson, it is not that

we accept what Marx wrote because he wrote it. Rather, if we are to engage

with Marx’s writing, we must properly grasp his analytical categorisation of

capitalist society. Unfortunately, certain analysis of social reproduction fails

to do this, part of a wider trend where ‘much recent debate over Marx’s theory

of value has been hampered by a mutual incomprehension of method’45.

The historical record of Marxist organisations and their attitudes towards

struggles outwith the factory floor is often not pretty. As Cinzia Arruza

complains, ‘Marxist feminism has never had an easy life’46. Too often, waged

labourers have been foregrounded in the minds of Marxists, with class struggle

in the traditional workplace seen as the sole revolutionary activity. The

politics pushed by orthodox or worldview47 Marxist parties and thinkers

have often put the productive worker on a pedestal; the proverbial flat-

capped industrial worker seen as the prime revolutionary subject (mediated,

of course, through the Party). The Wages for Housework activists were

right to balk at a politics which ‘equates wagelessness and low technological

development with political backwardness’48; supposed radicals rabbiting the

45. Elson, introduction to Value, 227.
46. Arruzza, ‘Functionalist, Determinist, Reductionist,’ 12.
47. Heinrich, An Introduction to the Three Volumes of Karl Marx’s ‘Capital,’ 23–27.
48. Cox and Federici, ‘Counterplanning from the Kitchen,’ 30.
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capitalist juxtaposition of ‘a “working class” to a “non-working” proletariat,

supposedly parasitic on the work of the former’49. There are undoubtedly

some intransigent Marxists who insist on defining the working class as merely

the employed industrial proletariat. Indeed, within theManifesto, Marx and

Engels’s discussion of the proletariat as a potential class, there is more than

a whiff of this economic reductionism.50 However, it seems evident from

the Marx of Capital – moving from ‘bourgeois class-analysis’51 to a mature

critique of political economy – that to properly define the working class we

must include the unemployed, criminals, housewives, children, students, the

homeless, etc.52 This part of the working class is the ‘reserve army’ of labour,

an integral part of capitalist domination. A person does not stop being part of

the working class, part of the proletariat, just because they are unemployed.

Similarly, people who through poverty or disability or age drop out of the

capacity to work and are no longer available to valorise for capital do not

cease to be part of the working class. Intriguingly, Marx notes the possibility

of a class solidarity of sorts between the employed and unemployed, the

employed empathising with the unemployed’s poverty while the unemployed

bemoan the toil of the employed.53 Those who do unpaid domestic labour are

part of this unfortunate reserve army. The capitalist domination of women

involves them being pushed and pulled from domestic work into waged work

and back again, largely at the whim of capitalist needs, often being the first

workers to be fired in times of economic downturn. Social reproduction

analysis should, and does, recognise this.54

49. Cox and Federici, 36.
50. Marx and Engels, ‘The Manifesto of the Communist Party,’ 3, n.; 13–30.
51. Heinrich, ‘The “Fragment of the Machines,”’ 201.
52. Marx, Capital vol. 1, 784–90.
53. Marx, Capital vol. 1, 789, n.17.
54. James, introduction to The Power of Women and the Subversion of the Community, 5–8;
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Whatever Marx’s faults in quickly sketching the concrete labour involved

in reproduction, his is not a normative ranking of productive and unproductive

work. Marx, quite rightly, acknowledges the necessity of the unproductive

worker’s role in capitalist accumulation, and he views the unproductive

worker’s labour as being appropriated.55 There is a difference here to the

exploitation that waged workers experience when their surplus labour is

appropriated. From a capitalist standpoint both productive labour and

unproductive labour are key to the possibility of the process of accumulation,

but only the former is productive of value. Indeed, the ‘critical differentiation

between productive and unproductive labour remains the basis of all bourgeois

political economy’56. Capital sees the productive worker as economically

useful precisely because they produce surplus-value, but this does not mean

that unproductive workers are politically or economically useless. The whole

notion of the productive labourer reveals not simply a relation between work

and ‘useful effect, between labourer and product of labour,’ it also reveals

a ‘specific, social relation of production’57. This social relation, by which

productive labour is the only means to generate surplus-value, is observed

by Marx rather than championed by him. Thus when Federici claims that

‘Marx’s analysis of capitalism has been hampered by his inability to conceive of

value-producing work other than in the form of commodity production and

his consequent blindness to the significance of women’s unpaid reproductive

work in the process of capitalist accumulation’58, her critique confuses an

analytical distinction for a normative judgement.

See also: Beechey, ‘Women and Production.’
55. Marx, Capital vol. 2, 209–11.
56. Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value, chap. 4, pt. 3.
57. Marx, Capital vol. 1, 644.
58. Federici, ‘The Reproduction of Labour Power in the Global Economy and the Unfin-
ished Feminist Revolution,’ 92.
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Regarding the improper political prioritisation of waged workers, we

need to remember that a wage is not a reward but a mechanism to compel us

to work. The value of labour-power is determined by the cost of things we

need in order to reproduce our lives; wages are connected to this but vary

from it, altered by class struggle in its historical and political circumstance.59

Whether someone gets paid or not does not come down to the worthiness

that individuals or society deem that person’s activity to have, but comes

down to a matter of whether or not they can continue to live without getting

money for that time.60 The ability, for example, to sustain two adults and two

children on one worker’s wages is not an integral feature of capitalist society,

despite its longstanding cultural position as the socially average family. It

has been the case for some groups of people at some points in history and

at other times it has been impossible; it is increasingly difficult for many

people in the UK to today sustain. Unwaged reproductive care work is

not recognised in the ways that productive labour is in a great part because

it does not cost anything to reproduce those sorts of familial relationships.

For example, when a housewife does all the domestic care labour for her

family, reproducing them as current and potential future productive workers,

her survival is not a mandated economic position but an interpersonal and

society-wide patriarchal arrangement, a traditionally gendered division of

labour. This socially traditional gendered division means that capitalists can

usually rely on reproduction being provided for by society, the state, and

individual relationships without paying for it directly. The wage provides for

the reproduction of labour-power in the immediate sense of replenishing the

worker’s capacity to work and also in the broader sense of the reproduction

59. Marx, Capital vol. 1, 270–80.
60. Marx, 675–710.
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of the working class as a whole, including people who are not productive

workers, such as children. However, exactly how this reproduction is provided

for is – as with the wage – a matter of historical and political specificity.

The capitalist does not have to pay the traditional housewife to do care

because a system of patriarchal tradition enforces that relationship in the

home. Instead, the capitalist only provides sufficient money, in the form

of wages, to purchase the means of subsistence as commodities. Part of the

horror of this relationship between capitalist production and the patriarchal

division of labour is that though the unpaid care work of women is essential

to the reproduction of capitalist society, the specifics of how each domestic

carer survives is not factored into the cost of production. Reproductive labour

is done for ‘free’ and – perversely – that the wage may have to support the

continued life of a woman doing care is a separate issue; the wage does not

directly relate to her activity.

Even within the sphere of production, from traders to book-keepers

to those involved in the storage and transport of produced commodities

awaiting exchange, a great deal of waged workers do not produce value but

are instead part of the overhead costs of engaging in value production.61 This

fact further undermines any claim that a categorisation of the working class

– and any politics of its emancipation – should encompass only productive

workers. Such a framing enjoys an unsustainable normative and political

gerrymandering. If even within the realm of waged work a great deal

of labourers are unproductive and yet considered both economically and

politically important, then the next set of questions – ‘what about unpaid

domestic carers?’, ‘what about students?’, etc. – fade away. It is clear that

61. Marx, Capital vol. 2, 207–29.
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unpaid care labour is vital to capital whether or not it produces surplus-value,

just as the labour of logistics workers is. Once we accept this, there is no reason

why the site of reproductive care labour, be it the home or the classroom,

cannot be thought of as a site of struggle against capitalist society. Even if

we reject James’s and Dalla Costa’s argument that unpaid domestic labour is

productive work, the need for capitalist social relations to be reproduced is

not under question. What such feminist interventions do by highlighting

the reproductive labour of care is give us a standpoint to properly discuss the

interaction between care and value, reminding us that carers are critically

placed to confront capital. That unpaid care labourers are embedded in the

maintenance of capitalist society grants them great power, insofar that the

disruption of capitalist social relations is to hand.62

The historical social context which the working class finds itself in is

the key to navigating the terrain of capital and the struggle against it, not

the argument over a certain labourer’s productivity. As the women of the

Wages for Housework campaign knew and practised, unpaid reproductive

and unproductive labourers have historically been at the sharp end of conflict

with capital. Yet it does not follow that if some blockheaded Marxists ignore

everyone but productive workers in their analysis and activism, we should

respond by labelling all those who expend their labour-power as productive

workers. If moral or political worth is incorrectly being given to those who

sell their labour-power rather than those who do not – a faulty normative

judgement based on an individual’s relation to the mode of production – we

should vociferously point out the wrongheadedness of this, not attempt to

expand the label of ‘productive worker’. James and Dalla Costa invert the

62. Dalla Costa, ‘Women and the Subversion of the Community,’ 20–21.
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problem, privileging the category in response to those within the category

being privileged. Both responses are wrong, insofar that they either diminish

the suffering of those who live in a capitalist system yet do not sell their

labour-power or diminish the theoretical usefulness of a critique of political

economy. From a point of view of theoretical granularity, it is useful to make

the distinction between productive, reproductive, and unproductive work, not

least because the distinction highlights just how much care takes place in all

aspects of our lives. What is objected to is propping up arguments against the

domination of women with the designation of unpaid reproductive labourers

as producers of surplus value or that those outside of waged productive labour

cannot be seen as having social power. The capitalist mode of production is

detestable beyond simply the exploitation of labour-power; the constraint of

human life into service of value creation whether or not one is selling one’s

labour-power and creating surplus value is a bad thing. This is why we do

not need to show that carers are productive workers in order to argue for a

better world for carers.

Care as Emotional Labour

Having discussed issues to do with caring in a domestic setting, I now turn

to caring of a very public kind: the public performance of affective care. In

particular, I will unpack how our expressed emotions are sold as labour-power

in the capitalist mode of production, exploited in service-with-a-smile roles.

We cannot approach the topic of care without discussing emotion in some

form. Care is an emotive subject in its own right; we are emotionally invested,

at both an individual and societal level, in how our loved ones are cared for.

Lack of care shown to children, the elderly, or animals brings forth perhaps
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out most heightened public emotions, for good or for ill. The affect of care is

powerful, both as a comfort and as means to garner profit. Beyond this, the

relations formed by acts of care themselves are bonded to emotion, as notably

outlined by Arlie Russell Hochschild.

Hochschild’s understanding of emotion rejects accounts which perceive

it solely as an innate reflex response, akin to shivering in the cold or recoiling

from pain. Instead, Hochschild outlines a more subtle account that draws from

interactionist theories whereby our emotions are shaped by our thoughts,

attitudes, and interpretations of the world around us.63 Hochschild’s view of

emotion is accordingly contextual, and leaves open the possibility for our

emotions to be shaped by the society we live in. Emotion for Hochschild is

best understood in this social context,64 a sense just like vision or hearing by

which we understand our position in relation to the world around us and

the people we interact with, readying us for appropriate action in regards to

social situations. Further, emotion can be introspected. We can assess our

emotional state to better gauge our position in the world, and regularly do so

when deciding how to act. For Hochschild, the very introspection of feeling

creates emotion. Our emotions are not lying dormant in ourselves, ready to

be questioned, but are shaped by our self-enquiry.65 I might, for example,

rely on my anger at another’s plight to inform my attempt to assist them,

or use my unhappiness in a place as a deciding factor to leave. Moreover,

Hochschild rejects the notion that actions based on emotion are inherently

irrational.66 Though we can indeed act irrationally on the back of a powerful

emotion, our responses to, say, deep-seated fear or unbridled joy are often

63. See: Blumer, Symbolic Interactionism.
64. Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 212, n.
65. Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 17–18.
66. Hochschild, 214.
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perfectly rational and play an important part in our wellbeing. The ideal of

the unemotional, purely rational human – think homo economicus – at best

hinders proper examination of the connections between emotion and action.

Instead, Hochschild adopts a mature and critical account of human action

that allows for the vital part our emotions play in the care which props up

our being.

Our emotional responses to our surroundings and the people in them are

shaped by society, Hochschild argues, insofar that our understanding of the

appropriate emotional responses to events are to a great extent informed by

societal norms and institutions.67 Hochschild’s somewhat Humean rejection

of the passive emotional self grasps the important role our passions play in

forming our actions, painting a solid picture of humans as we are: emotional

beings wrestling with the task of reconciling our deep self-reflection with

our complex social interactions. As Hochschild points out, our language

describing emotion implies that it has an independent entity, or locus, separate

from ourselves; ‘succumbing to fear’, ‘love in the heart’, etc.68 Although these

metaphors are poetic and perhaps useful for the phenomenology of emotion,

they do much to cloud our discussion of it and the picture we have of ourselves,

sheering off our rich emotional experience.

Hochschild’s key insight in The Managed Heart is to note the analogy

between physical effort put in to successfully carry out manual labour and

mental effort put into the controlling of emotions and outward emotional

appearance in the service sector. In our private lives, openly or not, we

manage and present our emotions around friends, family, and loved ones.

This emotional work or emotional management (the terms are synonymous for

67. Hochschild, 27–28, 211–32.
68. Hochschild, 212–14.
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Hochschild) helps us to navigate social interactions. In some circumstances

we perform emotional work to act in culturally proper ways expected of us by

social norms; being quietly reflective and looking appropriately saddened at

the funeral of someone not especially close to us, for example.69 Hochschild

draws out the difference between this distant mourner and the professionally

mournful funeral director. When workers are paid a wage based upon the

upkeep of their emotional work – ‘the management of feeling to create a

publicly observable facial and bodily display’70 –Hochschild calls this emotional

labour. Just as with much manual labour, emotional labour is skilled and

often intensive, requiring great effort on the part of the emotional labourer.71

It is, just as with manual labour, sold for a wage to employers, while our

emotional work is privately deployed with purpose. Describing this inMarxist

terms, Hochschild outlines emotional labour as having exchange value, and

emotional work having use value.72 Emotional labour becomes part of the

commodity of our labor power, bought throughwages as part of the great task

of value creation. By steering us away from an equation of labour with purely

physical effort, Hochschild allows for discussion of capitalist exploitation to

incorporate the host of waged care work performed in the service sector

that cannot readily be described as manual labour. Importantly, her account

sits emotional labour alongside physical labour instead of replacing the latter

with the former, avoiding the reductionist trap which contemporary theories

of work fall into.73 Much of Hochschild’s subsequent work details exactly

those jobs which are simultaneously back- and psyche-breaking.74

69. Hochschild, 18–19, 56–75.
70. Hochschild, 7, n.
71. Steinberg and Figart, ‘Emotional Labor Since The Managed Heart.’
72. Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 7, n.
73. See: Hardt and Negri, Empire.
74. In particular, Ehrenreich and Hochschild, Global Woman.
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We are surrounded by emotional management, some emotional labour,

but plenty emotional work, varied in its context. Comporting myself at the

end of a video call requires different emotional management whether I am

talking with friends or talking with colleagues. The affective care, mediated

though emotional management, which goes hand-in-hand with most acts of

material care, differs based on the emotional connection to who we are caring

for. Whether our care labour is being exploited for profit or not, emotional

management is happening when we care; from an opening of the emotional

floodgates when we are mutually grieving with a close relation, to the strict

control of emotional management when health workers care for someone

they dislike. Additionally, the cared-for also perform emotional management

when receiving care. Those who wish to access particular forms of medical

provision or state aid in mental health currently must often put themselves

through remarkable strictures of emotional management: willing to both

defer to authority while being ‘appropriately’ concerned for one’s health,

avoiding accusations of hypochondria, while having the emotional fortitude

to not take no for an answer; walking the fine line between accusations of not

being ill and acting suspiciously over-ill, etc. Here we see the management

of emotion flowing in multiple directions: from carer to cared-for and vice

versa, service worker to customer and vice versa, manager to employee and

vice versa.

Hochschild’s investigation into the emotional labour of flight attendants

gives us a grounding to analyse the capitalist mode of production’s com-

modification of the emotional labour of affective care. The emotional work

that many of us are adept at in our private lives can be packaged up as an

advertised pleasurable customer interaction; emotional work with a profit
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motive folded into it.75 The ‘transmutation’76 of emotion from an individual’s

private use to an exchanged commodity is costly: workers give up control of

their emotions whilst at work, becoming emotionally alienated. With control

over the deployment of emotions handed over to employers, a worker’s

emotional state ‘comes to belong more to the organization and less to the

self ’77. With this loss of control of one’s self, the eponymous managed heart

struggles for authenticity. Emotional labourers can suffer from ‘emotive

dissonance’,78 a struggle to reconcile the emotional management demanded

of them as part of their job with the emotional management they wish to

perform. Care workers, in particular, are all too familiar with this form of

emotional management.79

Beyond the loss controlled deployment of our emotions, the parity of

emotional leverage that we can at least hope to gain in personal interactions

is lost by the emotional labourer. In healthy interactions between people, we

expect both parties to take account of each other’s feelings. In the world of

emotional labour, however, a worker’s emotions are always subordinate to that

of the customer. The innocuous phrase ‘the customer is always right’ obscures

the dynamics of power between service worker and customer. Customers are

not unaware of the performativity of emotional labour, yet they still demand

an excellent level of said performativity.80 This is reinforced by the feeling

rules of workplaces, where emotion is instrumentalised and organised more

efficiently than ever before to serve profit.81 As an example, the sandwich

75. Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 119.
76. Hochschild, 19.
77. Hochschild, 198.
78. Hochschild, 90.
79. Jomo, ‘Caring.’
80. Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 4–6.
81. Hochschild, 186.
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shop chain Pret A Manger infamously enforces a level of emotion in its

staff through a ‘panoptical regime of surveillance and assessment’,82 with

management convinced that sales are directly linked to employee’s performed

happiness.

Hochschild argues that capital-directed emotional management forces

workers into one of three stances towards their work, each with an accompa-

nying psychological cost. The first stance is the worker identifying to such

a degree with their job that they suffer emotional ‘burnout’, an inability to

feel emotion for periods of time. This burnout can numb the worker to the

stresses of emotional labour, but they are at risk of settling into this ‘emotional

deadness’,83 losing access to their key emotional sense and the ability to

properly asses the world around them. To avoid burnout, workers may adopt

the second stance of keeping themselves at an emotional remove from their

work. They keep track of the surface and deep acting they engage in, noting

what is directed by themselves and what is commercialised emotion. Though

this second strategy appears to limit burnout, workers who engage in it

report feeling fake, blaming themselves for not being ‘sincere’ workers. Some

workers manage a third stance of distancing themselves to avoid burnout

without feeling like a fraud. Labour organising tactics such as working to rule

might be seen as an attempt to achieve the latter. However, these workers

are in danger of being seen as bad workers, their prioritisation of their own

wellbeing over the company’s profits endangering their employment.84

An important distinction in Hochschild’s work, one that is key to those

who criticise her, is between surface acting and deep acting. Surface acting is

82. Myerscough, ‘The Pret Buzz.’
83. Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 187.
84. Hochschild, 186–89.
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the relatively simple task of changing the way we outwardly present emotion,

without changing how we actually feel. Deep acting, on the other hand,

consists of forcing our inner emotional state to change to one which we

desire.85 Hochschild uses the analogy of stage acting to explain: emotional

surface acting is like the stage actor with one eye on the audience, simply

trying to convince others that they feel the way they are displaying. Deep

acting, in contrast, is like the method actor; the displayed emotion comes

directly from the emotional work.86 Memories of emotions felt strongly in

the past can be used to push our emotional state in a specific directions when

we are required by what Hochschild calls ‘feeling rules’87 to feel a certain

‘appropriate’ way. Feeling rules guide emotional management through the

sense of obligation to feel such-and-such an emotion; ‘the pinch between

‘what I do feel’ and ‘what I should feel”88.

The process of deep acting in our private lives is driven by our own

motivations, but when institutions become involved in our emotional lives

it is often the institution that initiates and drives deep acting.89 The mesh

of institutional members, objects, rules, and customs that we fit into when

we are part of an institution – be it as a worker in a company, a student

at a university, or a member of a religious organisation – becomes the

engine of emotion management rather than ourselves. Different institutions

push this emotional management to greater or lesser degrees, some being

incredibly efficient at crafting feeling rules to favour and align with their aims.

Control over institutional settings – from furnishings and decor to visible and

85. Hochschild, 35.
86. Hochschild, 35–37.
87. Hochschild, 56.
88. Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 57.
89. Hochschild, 48–49.
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hidden objects – are designed to encourage specific emotional states in people

operating in them, be it to calm us, induce us to quiet study, or promote a

particular work ethic. The repetition of institutional motifs or behaviours

adds to the cognitive dissonance we feel. As well as inward emotional

management, Hochschild notes that institutions direct us to feel specific

emotions externally towards others. Medical and psychiatric institutions, to

take two examples of institutionalised care, encourage students, doctors, and

nurses to ‘feel properly’90 towards patients and the public, to generate the

appropriate amount of sympathy or aloofness that the institution demands.

Further, institutional hierarchies and structure are perpetuated and supported

by directing emotional compliance. Individuals who join organisations

that employ strictly codified structures pick up the emotional direction for

appropriate deference and respect with remarkable speed. Hochschild’s worry

is that this ability to manage the emotional states of people within institutions,

when utilised in service of a profit, allows employers to better exploit their

employees.91

Since The Managed Heart was first published in 1983, a great number of

studies of emotional labour in different jobs and roles have been undertaken.92

From supermarket cashiers and waiting staff to McDonald’s till operators and

hairdressers, there is a great deal of research involving the emotional labour

of service workers operating in positions similar to the flight attendants of

Hochschild’s study.93 Ethnographic research into the labour of sex work

has highlighted the emotional labour involved, outlining how sex workers

90. Hochschild, 52.
91. Hochschild, 49–55.
92. Steinberg and Figart, ‘Emotional Labor Since The Managed Heart.’
93. Rafaeli, ‘When Cashiers Meet Customers’; Hall, ‘Smiling, Deferring and Flirting’;
Leidner, ‘Selling Hamburgers and Selling Insurance’; Parkinson, Changing Moods.
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‘produce emotional management strategies that protect individual women

from the potential stresses of selling sex while at the same time increase

their marketability and financial gain’94. Additionally, there is an increasing

awareness of emotional labour in jobs not traditionally seen as operating

around customer interaction, such as paralegals, nurses, and emergency

services personnel.95

Emotional labour is not always as subtle as the interactions Hochschild

describes, and in the four decades since her work was first received companies

have internalised her findings of how emotion plays a part in labour while

predictably rejecting her conclusions on its harmful and exploitative nature.

In a 2015 publicity stunt, McDonald’s announced that one million randomly

selected customers would be able to pay for their food with an ‘act of lovin’,

largely involving brief but intense emotional and physical engagement with

McDonald’s staff:

We want to thank our customers for making our day, and hopefully

they will make someone else’s as well... From selfies, hugs, to high-fives,

we have a bunch of fun ways to express your lovin’.96

Along with the normally required emotional labour of customer interaction,

McDonald’s staff whose stores take part in the Pay With Lovin’ campaign

were asked to insert themselves into deep emotional contact with customers,

performing a form of affective care with sell of every cheeseburger. The

emotional labour involved in convincing a child to call their parents to tell

them that they love them, joining in with customers in an ‘impromptu’ dance,

or initiating a group hug – all the while warmly smiling and congratulating –

94. Sanders, ‘“It’s Just Acting.”’
95. Pierce, Gender Trials; Smith, ‘The Emotional Labour of Nursing’; Mastracci, Guy, and
Newman, Emotional Labor and Crisis Response.
96. Curtis, ‘McDonald’s Lets Customers Pay for Hamburgers with Hugs.’
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is a remarkably intensified display of affective care97 This says nothing of the

emotional labour involved in dealing with the charged reactions of the many

customers who are likely to refuse to engage with the campaign. McDonald’s

publicity drive to pay for burgers with hugs, and the one million or so

low-paid workers throughout the US involved in the campaign, is just one

overt instance of the intensification, normalisation, and scale of contemporary

emotional care labour. We are inundated with examples of this contemporary

form: from Starbucks’ failed attempt to smarten their corporate image at the

height of the Black Lives Matter protests by pressuring workers to talk about

race relations with customers, to the explosive rise of livestreaming, where

day-long emotional performances of excruciating intimacy are the heart of a

$180 billion industry.98

Academia has not been spared from this embrace of emotional labour.

Along with well-established practices of pastoral care as part of academic

supervisory, an entire field of research exists investigating the emotional

labour performed by managers and the ways managers can better organise

emotional labourers working under them.99 This work inverts Hochschild’s

concern for the wellbeing of emotional labourers, instead outlining ‘emotional

labor strategies’100 that can best be used to manage workers and maximise

profit. Managers are told how to use emotional labour to ‘exert their

influence’101 on employees and how the proper management and organisation

97. ‘Pay With Lovin’.’
98. Carr, ‘The Inside Story of Starbucks’s Race Together Campaign, No Foam’; Khan,
‘Why Twitch is Still the King of Live Game Streaming.’
99. Iszatt-White, Leadership as Emotional Labour; Avolio et al., ‘Unlocking the Mask’;
Tang, Seal, and Naumann, ‘Emotional Labor Strategies, Customer Cooperation and Buying
Decisions.’
100. Tang, Seal, and Naumann, ‘Emotional Labor Strategies, Customer Cooperation and
Buying Decisions.’
101. Avolio et al., ‘Unlocking the Mask.’
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of emotional labour can be deployed to direct ‘customer buying decisions’.102

The recognition that emotional labour happens in a much wider space than

the direct, face-to-face interactions service workers have with customers is

a sound one, but the intriguing development here is to recognise that the

emotional labour of managers can be optimised to better manage workers.

Managers of service workers are thus in a position of using emotional labour

to produce emotional labour more closely aligned to the organisational aims

than ever before. Emotional labour strategies, rather than recognising the

alienated unhappiness that emotional labour can bring about, hope to align

the worker with their workplace to such a degree that their alienation is

total, the division between private individual and happy worker completely

dissolved.

This subsumption of emotional labour theory into managerial practice

finds a new iteration in ‘empathy metrics’,103 where companies use software

to set targets and manage employee’s emotions, rating professionalism and

politeness to a fraction of a percent. Clumsy implementation of software-

managed emotional care labour, where call centre workers can game the

system and meet their empathy metrics by repeating the word ‘I’m sorry’ on

a call enough times are darkly comic, but they also point to the current wave

of intensification of emotional labour. As voice recognition software can now

filter out simpler caller questions that can be answered via recorded automated

answers, call centre workers are fielding a higher proportion of emotionally

distressing calls. Empathy metric software grants call centre employees only

minutes to deal with callers needing care after of traumatic events, exploited

102. Tang, Seal, and Naumann, ‘Emotional Labor Strategies, Customer Cooperation and
Buying Decisions.’
103. Dzieza, ‘How Hard Will the Robots Make Us Work?’
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workers tackling people suffering miscarriages, cancer diagnoses, and recent

bereavement in ten minute blocks at a time, twelve hours a day.104Meanwhile,

Hochschild’s critique of emotional labour has become industry standard, her

recognition of burnout become an industry buzzword: ‘emotional fatigue’.

Never undaunted in pursuit of profit, companies use this burnout as a selling

point. One software firm, noting the burnout of employees who do a

great deal of emotional labour, directly markets their software as delivering

‘empathy at scale’,105 an intensification of emotional burden accompanying

an intensification of the emotional labour of affective care.

Proponents of such emotional labour strategies justify these practices106

with a critique of Hochschild’s emotional labour thesis initially advanced

by Sharon Bolton and Carol Boyd. To back up their criticism, Bolton and

Boyd carried out a similar survey to Hochschild of flight attendants, albeit

two decades later and focused on UK and not US airlines.107 Bolton and

Boyd take issue with two aspects of Hochschild’s account. Firstly, they

claim that the division between private emotional work and public emotional

labour is an oversimplification on Hochschild’s part. The Managed Heart

sees all emotional work performed in the workplace as emotional labour,

but Bolton and Boyd want a nuanced understanding of emotional work

while on the clock. They raise emotional work done ‘during normal social

interaction in the workplace’108 as an example of public emotional work

that is not emotional labour. What Hochschild fails to grasp, they argue,

is the distinction between public and commercial emotional management.

104. Dzieza, ‘How Hard Will the Robots Make Us Work?’
105. Dzieza.
106. Introduction to Iszatt-White, Leadership as Emotional Labour, 2–4.
107. Bolton and Boyd, ‘Trolley Dolly or Skilled Emotion Manager?,’ 294.
108. Bolton and Boyd, 293.
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A whole host of what Hochschild views as commodified emotional labour

is, on this account, uncommodified and perfectly acceptable public-facing

emotional management to fit in with social norms or getting along with

co-workers. Saying hello to your colleague as you enter work in the morning

is thus, it is claimed, not exploited labour but a necessary part of the emotional

management of affective care we all do to get along pleasantly in our daily

lives.

The second point of contention for Bolton and Boyd is the analogy

between physical and emotional labour, that allows Hochschild to talk of the

alienating cost of emotional labour. Rather than seeing emotional labour as

a constant site of exploitation, Bolton and Boyd maintain that the worker’s

emotional state is always ultimately under their control. The worker owns

the emotional means of production, and thus emotional labour can be a

tool of workplace resistance, disrupting commercial use of emotion by not

fully committing to the act.109 Hochschild’s ‘absolutist’110 insistence that

capital will always successfully transmute emotion work into profit-making

emotional labour, and her failure to see that emotional labour is a ‘contested

terrain’111 mean that The Managed Heart’s depiction of emotional labourers is

to her critics one of ‘crippled actors’.112 Hochschild’s critics see her apparent

denial of individuality and lack of possibility for emotional independence

as ignorant of the positive outcomes that can come from emotional labour.

In the reformulation of their critique into emotional labour strategies, such

criticisms justify the manipulation of emotional labour in the workplace to

its fullest extent. Affective care is good because it is caring, and what monster

109. Bolton and Boyd, ‘Trolley Dolly or Skilled Emotion Manager?,’ 293–94.
110. Bolton, Emotion Management in the Workplace, 48.
111. Bolton, 62.
112. Bolton, 48.
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would not want to care?

Key to Bolton and Boyd’s critique of Hochschild is their insistence that

the transmutation of emotional work into a commodity only happens when

emotional work is producing value, alongside a tightly restricted list of

activities which produce value during the working day. The ’space’ that

workers can deploy their emotions authentically is thus widened, free of

commodification. However, this account, in an attempt to give nuance to

emotional management, itself lacks nuance in its account of commodification.

Bolton and Boyd conflate commodification and commercialisation, missing

the difference between labour and labour-power.113 As explained above,

Hochschild’s understanding of emotional labour draws parallels with Marx’s

account of wage-labour. She explicitly states that ‘emotional labour is sold

for a wage and therefore has exchange value. I use the synonymous terms

emotion work and emotion management to refer to these same acts done in a

private context where they have use value.’114 Despite Bolton’s protestations, it

is hard to see Hochschild’s use of Marxist terms in the above as anything other

than deliberate. Accepting this, Marx’s own distinction between labour and

labour-power allows us a fuller understanding of emotional labour. Workers

sell their labour-power, their capacity to work, not their realised labour

in the form of a product. No matter how much capital desires it, labour-

power cannot be detached from the workers who sell it. The physical and

mental capabilities of workers – which surely include emotions – are part

and parcel of labour-power, existing in an ‘ongoing, uncertain relationship’115

to their employer and to capital.116 Emotional labour, sold for a wage, is

113. Brook, ‘In Critical Defence of “Emotional Labour,”’ 537–39.
114. Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 7, n; emphasis in the original.
115. Brook, ‘In Critical Defence of “Emotional Labour,”’ 538.
116. Marx, Capital vol. 1, 270–80.
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commodified as labour-power. By skimming over the distinction between

labour and labour-power, Bolton and Boyd’s account of emotional work

commodified only at the point of face-to-face service work leaves something

to be desired. Whether directly contracted or as part of the pleasantries

of the working day, emotional management is part of the package sold

as labour-time; a commodified product. The acts of presentational and

philanthropic workplace emotional management that Bolton and Boyd see

as authentic and uncommodified – a flight attendant affectively caring for

a frightened child or a sad colleague, for example – are not unsullied.117

Comforting coworkers or customers is undoubtedly empathetic, undoubtedly

caring in some form, but it also aligns workers with organisational aims.

A fractured workforce is less profitable than a harmonious one. Further,

recognising that the sale of labour-power is the sale of a worker’s entire

capabilities is not to say that workers are ‘really’ not caring for the crying

child or upset colleague, just that the emotion felt through affective care and

expressed has been commodified in the service of value creation. It is not

a matter of identifying the ‘authentic’ workplace emotional management

and separating that from the ‘fake’, commodified kind, but to understand

that workers have sold their entire being – affective care, its emotion, and its

management included – when agreeing to give up their labour-power for a

wage. No space has been carved out of the workday that is outwith, never

mind potentially antagonistic to, capital.

Perhaps most importantly, what Bolton and Boyd’s heavy-handed de-

marcation misses is how emotional management spans unproductive and

productive work. This is particularly surprising given their focus on care

117. Brook, ‘In Critical Defence of “Emotional Labour,”’ 539.
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workers such as nurses. Care workers – both waged and unwaged – have

faced the emotional brunt of crumbling social provision for care, both in

terms of the emotional toil that care workers face when they do not have

the resources to adequately care for those under their charge, and through

capital and state placing the blame on such shortcomings on care workers’

emotional failings. Despite all evidence to the contrary – ‘love and guilt

cannot ensure that everyone in society is adequately cared for.’118 – the failures

of social provision for care are routinely blamed upon a surfeit of appropriate

caring emotions. Appeals to greater, faster, stronger compassion are wheeled

out while health budgets are slashed and local care services ended. Jeremy

Hunt, health secretary during an unprecedented restriction on public care

budgeting, said that to improve the NHS and care provision, it was not

resources that were needed but the ability to, ‘tap into the innate goodwill

and humanity that makes people want to become doctors and nurses in the

first place’119. If care workers were not this angelic, he warned we would,

‘find its very opposite: a coldness, resentment, indifference, even contempt.’120

This individualistic, emotionally-focused message has trickled down to the

training of professional care workers: the University of Worcester, running

the top-rated nursing degree in the country, has every student nurse stand

before a panel to determine their ‘caring potential’.121

On the face of it, being compassionate when caring is no bad thing.

It would be ridiculous to state that emotional labour within and without

care can never be satisfying on an affective level, nor that such satisfaction

118. Robertson, ‘Who Cares.’
119. Boseley, ‘NHS Blame Games Must End, Says US patient Safety Expert.’
120. Boseley.
121. Stubbins, ‘Trainee Nurses Should Be Selected on Compassion to Avoid Repeat of
Mid-Staffs Scandal: Expert.’
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is suspect. Carers can and do get a great deal of satisfaction from the care

they do.122 Yet in the midst of overstretched care services, the meaning of

appropriately caring emotions transmutes to being willing to not complain

while working flat out: ‘Nurses must demonstrate their compassion. And

compassion, we are taught, means cleaning shit for free.’123 The calls to

have the appropriate emotional constitution while caring are inverted. Care

workers aim to have empathetic, compassionate connections to the people

who they care for but cannot do so if they wish to get their jobs done.

Meanwhile, management of care institutions demand contracts be fulfilled

and quotas be met but make appeals to the emotional involvement of their

employees. Emotional blackmail drives a lot of waged care work, on top

of the toil of emotional labour. Management of feelings about doing one’s

job in a broken care system compound management of feelings while doing

one’s job in a broken care system.124 This ‘intrusion of capitalist discipline’125

is a jarring experience for care workers, butting up against their capacity

to empathetically care and their self-respect. Dependable support and the

thorough, compassionate care which would allow for older people in care

to live self-determined lives, for example, requires a huge amount of labour

time. Private elder care providers are unwilling to pay for that labour, and

the costs of such holistic care are far too high for many to afford. As one

elder care worker put it, ‘The ticking time clock and the money-saving

blueprints do not allow for human agency or rhythm.’126 Contrary to Bolton

and Boyd, the presence of caring dispositions is not a litmus test for the moral

122. Hochschild, ‘Can Emotional Labor Be Fun?,’ 24–27.
123. Robertson, ‘Who Cares.’
124. Hochschild, ‘Can Emotional Labor Be Fun?,’ 28.
125. Jomo, ‘Caring,’ 84.
126. Jomo, 87.
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correctness of the disposition, nor the situation said disposition occurs in.

Further, empathetic caring attitudes can be used in an attempt to mitigate

those exact exploitative conditions. Care workers alienation derives in part

from the direct interaction with the people who their caring labour directly

affects, while witnessing how the capitalist mode of production discourages

the kind of care needed. Yet the sensitivity of care can remain, and carers

struggle to approach the needs of those they care for in conflict with the

needs of capital.127

To underline the point: emotional investment on the part of a carer

does not mean the provision of care is uncomplicatedly good, nor that

the carer is free from exploitation. But is emotional involvement to be

applauded, or, is a lack of emotional involvement during care flat out bad?

Is the carer who blocks out emotion doing a bad thing? Certainly, it seems

to be necessary at times with the sorts of care provision we face. Some

management of feelings goes on in any care setting, and it seems rash to

suggest that good care is emotionally transparent, or that ‘liberated’ care would

be undertaken with fully-felt compassion at all time. The toddler’s tantrum

or the Alzheimer’s sufferer’s angry confusion will not – barring some near-

miraculous technological fix – cease to be emotionally trying, no matter how

care is provided for and administered, no matter the economic distribution.

We are left with the realisation that care and emotion are intertwined in a

way that is hard to separate. Capitalists utilise that entwinement to enrich

themselves but they did not instigate the relation between care and emotion.

In this chapter we have witnessed the messy connection between care

and the production of value, how reproductive care allows capitalist society

127. Jomo, 85.
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to continue, and how the affective performance of a caring attitude smooths

the process of capitalist exchange. There is yet another major way that care

and capitalism are intertwined, however: the subject-formation of children

in schools. Capital requires a steady stream of labour-power, and as such

requires a steady stream of willing workers. The following chapter will detail

how children are disciplined into this social role.





Chapter 4

What Education Is and What It Could Be

In this chapter I look at care in the context of educational theory and the

practice of schooling, discussing how the theoretical and material concerns

of care referred to in previous chapters are manifested within educational

systems. I focus on education as one way to illuminate the messiness of care

because the contested terrain of education, both in theory and practice, is

a distillation of many of my concerns regarding care. A school is a prime

example of a site of care-giving, and I would go so far as to state that the

questions of how and why we should educate are the questions of how and

why we should care in miniature. Education, then, does not just incorporate

caring, it is also an example of the messy contestability of care. Education

– and the types caring which makes up much educational practice – can

be set towards a variety of ends. Education is in this way a crucible for

care, a place where different forms of care and different motivations for care

compete. Regarding our current system of schooling, very little time, if any,

is able to be spent on the vital project of encouraging a child to flourish

because teachers expend their labour-power in producing capitalist subjects,

moulding children into future workers. Unpacking the kind of care which

operate within education – the importance of self-realisation, care of the self,

149
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in education – assists us in grasping the messy holistic picture of care as a

whole. Discussions of care tend to narrow in on material care at the expense

of other aspects. In turn, discussions of material care tend to fall back to the

stalwart of investigation, housework. The labour of housework – unpaid or

from the point of view of the waged domestic labourer – is a crucial area of

enquiry, revealing the world of reproduction ‘behind Marx’s hidden abode’1

of production. Yet it is just one area of our lives where care resides, just one

place where individuals and society are reproduced. It would thus be would

be remiss of us if the shape we had of material care in our minds was solely

that of housework. In that spirit, let us look at care in another setting where

it occurs: that of the school, the university, the college.

Within British education we can see the labour of care in its variety

being performed. We see school staff caring about their students futures and

caring for their immediate needs and desires. We see them perform material

and affective care in non-educational forms, patching up scrapes and bumps,

consoling students after playground tragedies, often being the first point of

contact when a child seeks care from an adult. Schools proclaim, and we hope

to see, effort put in to raise up students in a thicker conception of care to be

fuller, better persons, encouraging a care of the self. Children are taught to

care for and about themselves, their fellow students, their wider community,

and the planet as a whole. We see the care of reproduction, students being

reproduced materially and socially. As discussed previously, the material

reproduction of school-aged children – ensuring they have the food, clothing,

and money to first survive and second be able to be educated day after day – is

supported and in some instances taken over by schools and teachers. But the

1. Fraser, ‘Behind Marx’s Hidden Abode.’
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school is also a key site of social reproduction, preparing children for a life in

capitalist society with needed skills, knowledge, and accompanying ideology,

encouraging them to think of themselves as future consumers, workers, and

citizens. We also see, if we pay close attention and talk to school staff, the

toll that the emotional labour involved with their manifested affective care

takes on them. Not all these forms of care happen all the time in schools, and

not all schools care for and about their students in the same ways, or with

the same emphases on the various aspects of care. Moreover, though I have

focused above on a particular form of educational practice, similar processes

happen in educational institutions which are not mainstream schools: colleges,

universities, and more specialised or informal schooling arrangements. These

are all forms of care directed at a particular aim or set of aims, subject to

philosophical and political outlook. The fact that such manifestations of care

occur in schools is one reason why education prompts such vociferous political

argument; the direction of education is a form of power. Overall though,

what is remarkable about educational institutions is that they are the locus

of so much care for so many people at important developmental life stages.

Of course, school is only one site of care-giving. It would be just as valid

to investigate all manner of different human contexts where care operates.

For my purposes with this thesis, however, I find education a particularly

interesting and fruitful place of inquiry. As part of this inquiry into education

as a site of care, we need to ask if the care that happens within education is

desirable or not. I answer negatively, and argue that much of the care which

takes place in schools and other educational establishments is undesirable.

Care we might prefer to see in schools does not happen because other forms

of care happen instead. The forms of care that do happen in schools tends
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to aim towards caring for students as capitalist subjects, rather than as ends

in themselves. In the first part of this chapter, I focus on work conditions

and discipline as manifestations of these ends blocking the deployment of

good care within education. The former strips back education to a system

of imparting knowledge amenable to capitalist production and little else; the

latter attempts to normalise students into willing subjects for the framework

such production operates in. But discipline and shifting the work of teachers

towards intensified bank learning amenable to capitalist production are both

manifestations of a particular framework of care, a deployment of an aim to

care for children in such a way that they are aligned with the status quo. The

problem is not that care is lacking in schools, it is the fact that the caring that

takes place is largely geared towards undesirable ends.

Amidst all this pessimistic discussion of schooling, I hold onto hope. The

specifics of the type of schooling that happens in our society today are not

the sum total of what education offers. Despite a pessimistic assessment of

schooling as it exists currently, I underline education’s importance within a

comprehensive vision of politicised care. The picture of care-as-schooling

today exists as a mere shadow of what education could be. Visions of better

education – better care for students, better aims for that care – are replete in

pedagogical writing. Here, I touch upon two accounts of good education

which I believe exemplify the philosophical concerns about care discussed

at length in chapter one, drawing from John Dewey and Jacques Rancière.

While noting the differing assessments of educational practice compared to

each thinker’s preferred vision of education, I will underline the commonalities

found in the accounts: a belief in the importance of education as a facet of

care and a view of education as distinct from mere knowledge transfer.
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Schoolwork

As sketched above, one block on expansive conceptions of care in schooling is

the limited space in the school day to enact or promote such care. Contribut-

ing to this lack of time is the amount of educational effort put into teaching for

qualifications, and the intensification of work towards this end. When schools

are seen as places to create future workers rather than places where individuals

can be assisted in growing into better people, teaching areas and methods

which do not conform to the former are seen as wasteful. Recent framing

of teaching time lost to coronavirus absences in terms of lost future profit,

rather than the impact upon the quality of life for students, betray exactly this

productivist educational outlook.2 Recalling the discussion of work in chapter

two, a similar thread of intensification, discipline, and precarity can be seen

in education. If anyone has managed to remain employed in the education

sector for the last thirty years, they will have witnessed dramatic changes,

often to the detriment of the quality and kind of care that can be performed.

Even the term ‘education sector’ – only a common phrase since perhaps the

1980s3 – betrays a sense of industrialisation, marking education as a site of

value extraction. Although the average working hours in education are often

shorter compared to other forms of employment, albeit with higher rates of

part-time working,4 the intensification of work within education is just as

impactful. Educational intensification measures range from the small to the

large, from limiting the time allowed to grab a coffee or go to the toilet to

the complete reduction of spare time in which a teacher can keep abreast of

2. Adams, ‘School day to be extended in England, leaked ‘Covid catch-up’ plan suggests.’
3. Michel et al., ‘Quantitative Analysis of Culture Using Millions of Digitized Books.’
4. Lee, McCann, and Messenger,Working Time Around the World, 95.
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developments in their subject.5

Of course, not all developments in education are to be dismissed outright.

Huge investment over the last three decades in educational infrastructure

has resulted in improved school buildings and assets, albeit at a massively

inflated price paid to private interests. Moreover, the quality of teaching

outcomes in primary schools, particularly in numeracy and literacy, has

come on in leaps and bounds. Yet this picture of gleaming new buildings

and positive test outcomes masks the demands on those who labour in the

buildings, who work to teach the improved syllabus. Investment in the

fabric of education has not been matched with investment in the human

labour of education. Teachers are expected to do more with less under

increased scrutiny, to work for longer hours and to get more done in those

hours than before. They have seen their employment rights eroded, their

pay being linked to shifting definitions of ‘performance’, their ability to

make pedagogical decisions reduced, and their job security undermined by

casualised, untrained labour. Throughout this, the opening up of British

education to business has been accompanied by a shift in the governmental

portrayal of teachers as skilled, knowledgable educators, key thinkers on

how to best tailor teaching, to one of ill-informed contracted employees,

needing firm guidance while delivering a standardised educational service.

The logic of capitalist society applies to teaching as much as any other work.

We might usefully divide our attention between what capital’s interests are

for education and in education.6 The focus of any plan of capital for education

is in cultivating a workforce suited for the kind of work required by capitalist

ventures on a global and national scale. As such, no profit is garnered directly.

5. Apple, Teachers and Texts, 41.
6. Cole, ‘Neoliberalism and Education,’ 108.
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Business interests regularly opine about what is needed from educators to

best train pupils to match the needs of the modern workplace, a desire to

train future workers for maximised productivity and profit-creation. For

decades, employers have laid the blame for downturns in productivity at the

door of schools. From Arnold Weinstock’s infamous polemic against teachers

subverting the ‘democratic will’ through lack of capitalistic know-how,7

to the CEO of Tesco – and then member of Gordon Brown’s National

Council for Educational Excellence – despairing that employers must ‘pick

up the pieces’ from ‘woefully low’8 standards in UK schools, capitalists are

not reticent to express the need for education to play its part in maintaining

the process of accumulation. The Confederation of British Industry, the

most vocal parliamentary lobby group for British capital, has been explicit

in its demands for educational restructuring to align schools’ interests with

that of UK businesses: ‘Reform of the education system needs to clearly

set out what we want our schools to deliver – young people with not only

knowledge and skills but also with the characteristics and behaviours that

set them up for success in life and work – and effectively hold schools to

account against this.’9 To this end, the CBI lobbies for continual educational

restructurings: qualifications being based on ‘employer needs and industry

standards’, schools instilling a work ethic in students from a young age,

the top priority of high school pupils being to develop an ‘awareness of

working life’, schools promoting profit-orientated ‘educational advice’, and

encouraging primary schools to develop relationships with local employers.10

This inculcation of willing work is a consequence of the needs of capitalist

7. Weinstock, ‘I Blame the Teachers.’
8. Allen, ‘Labour’s School System has Failed Businesses Like Ours, Says Tesco Boss.’
9. Confederation of British Industry, Gateway to Growth, 4.
10. Confederation of British Industry, 7–8.
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production. Schools are useful as a push to increase the productivity of

future workers, encouraging acceptance of workplace discipline before the

worker even enters their place of employment. In a national economy

still navigating a service-orientated, increasingly deindustrialised make-up,

business demands for ‘higher skills’11 are a shorthand for the production of

a suitable pool of labour.12 The UK state has for some time been happy to

acquiesce to such demands, long since willing – arguably, long since able

– to direct industrial policy and the educational priorities which stem from

it.13 Indeed, the governance of education as a whole and schools in particular

has been opened up to the private sector, helpfully aligning educational

outcomes with a capitalist framework. A business background is seen as ideal

for management of state regulators and educational institutions.14

Though the production of manageable workers within education is a boon

to capital, there is plenty value to be had within education directly. For-profit

schools are not currently allowed to operate within the UK, and this is often

held up as a reason to dismiss critics of the deregulation of schooling. Why,

after all, get into such a tizzy over who controls the schooling of children if

no-one is making a profit off of it? This is an imperfect gloss, however, with

the scope for commodification and value-extraction within British education

as a whole apparent with some closer observation. There is great pressure for

allowing for-profit schools in the UK, with successive governments flirting

with the idea. But beyond the desire for value creation in itself, opening

up the British schools network to the $5 trillion global education market,

11. Confederation of British Industry, Gateway to Growth, 18.
12. Brown, ‘Globalisation and the Political Economy of High Skills,’ 239–40.
13. Department of Trade and Industry, Our Competitive Future: Building the Knowledge
Driven Economy, 1998 DTI/Pub 4248/8k/12/99/NP; Brown, 242.
14. Cole, ‘Neoliberalism and Education,’ 108.
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apologists for capital claim that educational outcomes would increase through

the free market magic of ‘competition’.15 Despite the as yet un-breached

prohibition on for-profit schools, the education sector as a whole incorporates

a lot of value-productive activity. Within the UK, hundreds of for-profit

colleges and a handful of for-profit universities currently operate, while the

majority of nurseries are run on a for-profit basis, and a great deal of schooling

for children with special educational needs has been outsourced to private

firms.16 Outwith the UK, hundreds of millions of pounds are channelled

through government international development funds to for-profit education

organisations, where self-styled ‘educational entrepreneurs’ argue that only

by companies such as their own making a profit can the poor of the world be

educated.17

Perhaps the greatest change to the education sector in the working lives of

teachers and students is the introduction of a range of alternatively managed

schools outside of the control of local education authorities (LEAs). Beginning

in earnest under the last Labour government, Foundation Schools, Academies,

and now Free Schools have dramatically changed the landscape of schooling

in England in little over a decade. Foundation Schools are high-performing

schools granted the ability to opt out of LEA control. Initially tasked with

each raising £50,000 from business donors, and funded directly from central

government, they are ‘rewarded’ with being able to select ten percent of

their intake based on scholastic ability testing. Academies are schools run

by external sponsors, outside of any LEA jurisdiction. Funded in part by the

15. Global Justice Now and National Education Union, In Whose Interest?, 4; Croft,
Profit-Making Free Schools.
16. See: Oppenheim, Rehill, and Archer, ‘The Changing Face of Early Childhood in
Britain.’
17. Global Justice Now and National Education Union, In Whose Interest?; Tooley, From

Village School to Global Brand.
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sponsor – be they business, a religious organisation, or a local group – with

central government covering the rest of the cost, Academies are technically

private schools. The school assets, including land and buildings, are owned

by the Academy, and the sponsor has ultimate control over the school’s

curriculum, staff, and governing body.18 Both Free Schools and Academies

may circumvent national standards for teachers’ pay and conditions, while

Free Schools may employ staff with no teaching qualifications whatsoever,

encouraging the casualisation of staffwith zero-hours contracts and term-time

only pay packages. Any break from the programme of new model schools

is unlikely in the near future: LEAs are forbidden from opening schools

unless they are free schools or academies. Further, the move away from LEA

control is rigidly enforced and supported by the regulatory bodies.19

Education restructuring have profoundly affected teachers’ perceptions of

their work and negatively impacted job satisfaction and newly-trained teacher

retention. Prior to the restructuring of the last twenty years, teachers had

little governmental guidance on what and how teaching should take place. A

longstanding part of a teacher’s perceived ability was their judgement at what

teaching method worked best in any given educational setting, with relatively

free reign granted in pedagogical practice. Once in place, the education

restructuring dictated class organisation and teaching methods, judging teach-

ers incapable of making informed pedagogical decisions on their own.20 The

past few decades of education restructuring have fundamentally undermined

the ‘dignity, quality and sophistication of teachers’ practical knowledge and

judgement’21. Contributing to this undermining, performance tables have

18. Cole, ‘Neoliberalism and Education,’ 109–10.
19. Foster, ‘Free Schools’; Chitty, ‘The Gove Legacy,’ 338.
20. Webb and Vulliamy, Coming Full Circle?, 6–7.
21. Hargreaves and Dawe, ‘Paths of Professional Development,’ 229.
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taken the place of teachers’ own judgement of educational merit. That the

performance tables are regularly affected by children being absent from tests

for any reason and fluctuating class make-up often due to parents’ work

schedules only adds to the resentment felt by teachers, encouraging schools

to link pupil and parent discipline to ‘good’ results. Inflexibility of the tables’

assessment combined with unrealistic averaging and weighting of scores has

ingrained the move away from considering teachers as competent educators.

Rather than tailoring their teaching for the educational needs of the children

in their class, teachers are playing a system of averages to be seen in a good

light. This educational rules-lawyering included seeing above-average test

results in early years as a bad thing, as they bring the overall improvement

scores of the school down. The tables and the workload they bring are

widely reviled, even by those teachers operating in schools high up in the

rankings, with disproportionate time and energy being given over to pushing

schools further up the rankings. It is little wonder such animosity remains

against tables with their unrealistic targets, unfair weighting, and bias against

children from poorer backgrounds.22 Needless to say, the sort of attentive

care we would wish to see in a good education falls by the wayside in this race

to impress. The impact of national testing and performance tables has had

marked detrimental effect on schooling, where the pressures of a ‘restricted

but overloaded national curriculum’ hinged to a national testing competition

has diminished capacity of teachers to ‘work in a way that enables them

to ‘develop the whole child’ and address the social concerns of the wider

society.’23 The focus on the cores subjects of English, maths, and science has

at the expense of the broader primary curriculum. Art, music, and physical

22. Webb and Vulliamy, Coming Full Circle?, 39–42.
23. Osborn, Pollard, and Broadfoot,What Teachers Do, 160.
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education in particular have suffered, with teachers and administrators focused

by necessity on preparing pupils for upcoming tests. The overall curriculum,

meant to be delivered throughout the year, is distorted, with large portions of

the school year given over to nothing but test prep.24 This focus on ‘banking’

teaching – education solely as the act of depositing, storing, and regurgitating

distinct parcels of content – removes dialogue and knowledge from teaching.

Pupils are tested not on their understanding of concepts or ability to formulate

and further independent thought, but simply their skill at remembering and

repeating whatever the curriculum requires them to store. Teachers are

assessed on their ability to bank content in the child’s head. At the extreme,

this is a process of memorisation, not learning.25

The reorganisation of how teachers teach into a hyper-competitive model

impacts teachers outside the classroom also, not least with the implosion

of personal relationships between teachers and pupils, teachers and parents,

teachers and their families, and between fellow teachers. Problems of

alienation, antagonism between teachers and pupils, lack of mutual support

between colleagues, and feelings of dread and suspicion regarding assessment

all affect personal relationships, destabilising worthwhile relationships of

care.26 Relationships within schools are increasingly fragile, with hostility

and suspicion between colleagues rife. Such suspicion is not without warrant:

teachers are engaged in mutual surveillance, documenting each others work

habits. School management and government keep extensive files on teachers’

classroom behaviour and testing outcomes, with Ofsted monitoring and

inspecting performance. Relationships in schools have become more in

line with corporate culture; interactions between parents and teachers, in

24. Webb and Vulliamy, Coming Full Circle?, 41.
25. Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 52–56.
26. Troman, ‘Teacher Stress in the Low-Trust Society,’ 335–49.
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particular, are characterised by contracts detailing the requirements and

responsibilities of either party.27 As a result, teachers report a loss of confidence

in themselves, to the point where any competency in dealing with and

regulating their emotions is lost. Positive emotional experiences in the

classroom – a big draw formany new to the profession – are scarce. Eventually,

the emotional dissonance becomes so great that many reluctantly leave

teaching altogether.28 Teaching is always a ‘profoundly emotional form of

work’29, but teachers very identities are challenged and reconstructed by

intensified work conditions. Many find it easier to perform another, ‘fake’ self

when at work, particularly when being assessed. This emotional management

helps teachers get through the workday and to manage inspections, but at a

cost. Teachers talk in deeply confrontational language in regards to inspection,

defiant of and withholding their full selves from school inspectors:

They wouldn’t get to me this time. I distanced my ‘self ’ from the

operation. I played the game and I’m pleased and satisfied about the

way I did it. . . they weren’t going to know who I was as a person. I

was hiding behind the face of the Year 6 teacher. I smiled when I had

to smile, but they weren’t going to get to me like the last time. I came

out of this inspection, thinking ‘got you’, not because of the result, but

because they hadn’t affected me. I am exhausted, like we all are, but

they didn’t affect who I was this time.30

Other teachers balance the demands of their roles against their wellbeing:

‘I know what I am doing, wherever I am doing it, they should trust me. I

think I am a valuable commodity. If people push me too far I will say ‘OK, I

27. Troman, 350.
28. Woods and Carlyle, ‘Teacher Identities under Stress,’ 172–86.
29. Hargreaves, ‘The Emotional Politics of Teaching and Teacher Development,’ 316.
30. Woods and Jeffrey, ‘The Reconstruction of Primary Teachers’ Identities,’ 102; emphasis
in the original.
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am going’. Although I need the money, I also need my sanity; that is more

important to me.’31 This conflict of a teacher’s true self and the personality

they display at work is a common problem, with teachers’ deep acting leading

to harmful displaced emotions:‘I will cope with it, I will take it on board, I

will do all the things I’m meant to do and I’ll scrape and bow and I will back

the headteacher to the hilt and I will back the school to the hilt. I won’t let

anybody down. But secretly inside myself I’m very, very angry that we’re

being made to go through this.’32 With such deep-seated alienation, and

with no time to do anything else, models of teaching that aim at eudaemonic

development of students into fuller, better people have no place.

Discipline

Another block on the practice of fulsome care in schools is discipline as a

mechanism of power, a method of moulding children into pliant capitalist

citizens and willing future workers. It is perhaps easy to mistake meaning

when using terms such as ‘discipline’ and ‘power’, viewing in the account some

sort of conspiratorial fever. But taking Foucault’s discussion of power and

discipline as hand-wringing about shadowy figures oppressing brainwashed

masses would be a drastic misreading. Rather, Foucault is investigating

power as the relation of forces operating between all parties in specific social

organisations. Power is exercised in all human relations, and the investigation

of power is an investigation of how certain social forms operate through

and conglomerate power to specific ends. Thus, ‘power is not a unilateral

relation, a totalitarian domination over individuals. . . but a strategic relation’33,

31. Woods and Jeffrey, ‘The Reconstruction of Primary Teachers’ Identities,’ 100.
32. Ball, ‘Education Reform as Social Barberism,’ 8–9.
33. Lazzarato, ‘From Biopower to Biopolitics,’ 105.
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a orientation of forces which are constituted on specific relations of power. To

reproduce such strategic relation of forces, to ensure one social organisation

prevails over another, what Foucault calls ‘technologies’ of power are needed.

Again, we should not get lost in the language here: a technology of power

is simply a reference to the methods used in reproducing and reinforcing a

specific orientation of knowledge and social forces. The question at hand is

why societies continue, why social reproduction continues to happen, why

societies operate in the way they do day after day. Discipline is one such

technology of power which ‘traverses every kind of apparatus or institution,

linking them, prolonging them, and making them converge and function

in a new way’34. With this in mind, it is clearer to see Foucault’s notion of

discipline more as a productive mechanism, producing the kind of people

whose actions, beliefs, and desires align with a particular social arrangement.

Under Foucault’s reading, discipline to this end consists of three ‘simple in-

struments’, three technologies of ‘correct training’:35 hierarchical observation,

normalizing judgement, and the examination. Each of these technologies are,

for Foucault observing modern democratic capitalist society, exemplified in

the military, the factory, and the school. Hierarchical observation amounts

to a spatial surveillance, an architecture geared towards observation and

control, encouraging ‘the progressive objectification and the ever more subtle

partitioning of individual behaviour’36. Subjects within such architecture

are easily observed by their superiors and are reminded of this fact by the

architecture around them. Surveillance is not concealed but highlighted,

ideally approaching a panopticon, ‘a perfect eye that nothing would escape

34. Deleuze, Foucault, 26.
35. Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 170.
36. Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 173.
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and a centre toward which all gazes would be turned’37. What ‘should’ be

observed by authorities in such spaces is norm-observing behaviour, where

individuals physical selves and identities are expected to conform to a norm

‘indicating membership of a homogenous social body but also playing a part in

classification, hierarchization and the distribution of rank’38. Norm-breaching

individuals are bound ever closer to surveilled norms; their behaviour and

identities categorised within a hierarchy of normality and subject to further

surveillance and homogenisation.Thus the ‘normal’ becomes a ‘principle

of coercion’39. Observed subjects are judged against the norm within the

examination, a disciplinary mechanism which identifies those who stray from

the accepted norm, classifies their deficiencies, judges them, and further

establishes the truth of normal social conduct. The examination ‘functions

as a procedure of objectification and subjection’, key to the constitution of

disciplined individuals ‘as effect and object of power, as effect and object of

knowledge’40.

Returning to my cautioning with language at the beginning of this

section, when talking of discipline in schools we need to think of it as a

technique for producing subjects amenable to the current state of affairs

in democratic capitalist society, molding children into acquiescent worker-

citizens. As we have seen previously, Teachers provide vital material care and

support to children – in many instances acting as the sole providers – and it

would be embarrassingly simplistic and under-theorised to portray them as

nothing but agents of bureaucratic evil. This, however, is not to deny the

realities of education within a capitalist context. I have a huge admiration and

37. Foucault, 173.
38. Foucault, 184.
39. Foucault, 184.
40. Foucault, 192.
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sympathy for good teachers but – like so many of us – that does not preclude

them from being involved in the reproduction of a system of exploitation

via dominating techniques. The reality of capitalist existence is a messy

duality of opposition and reinforcement, of life-giving coinciding with the

diminishment of life. Schools as we currently organise them are thus both

places where vital child care happens as well as the ‘knowledge-preserving

and producing institutions of a particular society’41. Here, then is an account

of disciplinary care within schooling that is neither conspiracist, nor is it

mechanistic. Rather, it points to a dialectic of culture and economics involved

in capitalist social reproduction, a ‘complex nexus of relationships which, in

their final moment, are economically rooted, that exert pressures and set limits

on cultural practice, including schools’42. We are not talking about a shadowy

group of individuals controlling the thoughts of schoolchildren, nor some

notion of subliminal messaging working on the unconscious. Instead, we see

an ‘organized assemblage of meanings and practices, the central, effective,

and dominant system of meanings, values and actions which are lived’43.

Schools, ultimately, operate as key sites of care-giving while simultaneously

operating as ‘one of the main agencies of distribution an effective dominant

culture’, molding people to ‘see no other serious possibility to the economic

and cultural assemblage now extant’44.

Behavioural rules on and out of school premises, dress codes, testing

regimes, co-ordination of eating and toilet habits, the very architecture of

the classroom and playground, all contribute to these disciplinary techniques.

Under these conditions, the good pupil is not simply the pupil who learns their

41. Apple, Ideology and Curriculum, 25.
42. Apple, 4.
43. Apple, 4; emphasis in the original.
44. Apple, Ideology and Curriculum, 6.
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subject matter the best, but the one which conforms to the norm, behaving

in a ‘normal’ manner that leads them to be the ideal pupil and in turn the

ideal citizen.45 The ill-disciplined and the abnormal student are seen as one

problem, the solution the same: further discipline towards normalisation,

further internalisation of the ‘normal’ way to be. Schooling is in this

fashion part of a disciplinary apparatus that produces ‘subjected and practiced

bodies, “docile” bodies’46. Within education we can see these disciplinary

technologies, operating ‘through meticulous control of the body and its very

minute functioning.’.47 Students are trained from the earliest age to accept

that their use of time and space is not theirs to determine, that movement

without direction or social purpose is proscribed.48 Beyond behavioural and

bodily regimes, however, nominally unobjectionable language is a useful

tool for wielding discipline. As such, the notion care itself is weaponised in

schools for disciplinary ends: ‘caring for each other’ becomes a euphemism

for pupils behaving in an approved fashion. There is nothing wrong per se

with an encouragement to act mindfully of and kindly towards others but the

contestability of care allows schools, among other institutional authorities,

to delimit the kind of caring about the lives of others that is normatively

accepted. Rejection of overbearing authority, disagreement with political

statements, or self-expression – particularly in an ‘unusual’ ethnic or gendered

manner – can be recast as a lack of caring towards ‘the community’, a lack of

respect towards teachers and fellow students. Strict school uniform policies,

where children’s bodies are subjected to close surveillance and discipline, are

discussed in terms of care and respect for the community and the individuals’s

45. Havis, ‘Discipline,’ 111.
46. Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 138.
47. Havis, ‘Discipline,’ 113.
48. Havis, 115.
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prospective future.49 Compliance and caring here go hand-in-hand, with

discipline-focused pedagogy seeing no incongruity between good care and

obedience at all times.50

The discipline that happens in schools is tied to a larger societal technology

of power, with intriguing connections from one to the other. Particularly in

times of political and social upheaval, successive governments return to the

merits of the classroom as a disciplinary tool.51 After the 1981 summer of unrest

around England provoked by economic strife and related racist inequities

inflicted by police – riots in Brixton, Toxteth, Handsworth, Chapeltown,

and Moss Side – the Conservative government of the time reasserted their

belief that, ‘people must be educated once more to know their place’52. Two

decades later, unrest in northern cities prompted Tony Blair’s government

to gear its education strategy towards the promotion of inalienably British

‘shared values’.53 This resulted in a legal requirement that schools promote

‘the spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and physical development of students at

school and in society’54. The state’s focus on British shared values culminated

in Prevent, a counter-terrorism strategy formed into successive legislation

under successive governments, where not only social cohesion but internal

security would be achieved through pupils’ adherence to ‘fundamental British

Values’.55 Prevent’s education strategy has so far failed to solve the British

state’s ills: the same year Prevent was introduced, another summer of unrest

49. Friedrich and Shanks, ‘“The Prison of the Body,”’ See:
50. [Birbalsingh and Braverman?],Michaela Community School Free School Application, 5–10.
51. Perera, How Black Working-Class Youth are Criminalised and Excluded in the English School

System.
52. From a leaked paper by the UK government’s Department for Education and Science
in 1984, quoted in Ranson, ‘Towards a Tertiary Tripartism.’
53. Blunkett, ‘Full Text of David Blunkett’s Speech.’
54. Education Act 2002 c. 32, s. 78(1)(a)
55. Department for Education, ‘Guidance on Promoting British Values in Schools Pub-
lished.’
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in the cities of England provoked David Cameron to demand that, ‘we need

an education system which reinforces the message that if you do the wrong

thing you’ll be disciplined’56. After a week where much of the press and

many public figures were demanding that the army be sent onto London’s

streets to combat unruly black teenagers, there could be little doubt who

the ‘we’ and ‘you’ were in Cameron’s phrasing. Bemoaning an ‘absence of

discipline in school’, the then Education Secretary laid the state’s priorities

clearly out on the table: ‘the balance has shifted too far in favour of people,

often young people, who say “I know my rights”’57. In a speech around the

same day, Gove warned that ‘every year we allow thousands more children

to join an educational underclass – they are the lost souls our school system

has failed’. From this underclass, argued the education secretary, ‘gangs draw

their recruits, young offenders institutions find their inmates and prisons

replenish their cells’58. His answer to the underclass was school discipline:

watering down the rules on use of physical force in schools and promising

to bring in thousands of former male soldiers as teachers in an effort to stem

the ‘erosion of legitimate adult authority in this country. . . subverted by

a culture of dutiless rights which empowers the violent young to ignore

civilised boundaries’59. Though such policies have more to do with favourable

headlines than implementation of action,60 the framing of schooling as the

thin line between polite society and hordes of (poor, black) barbarians persists.

The pressure from Prevent duties for teachers to keep tabs on students

suspected of ‘extremism’ has not gone unchallenged by teachers: ‘We have

56. Cameron, ‘PM’s Speech on the Fightback After the Riots.’
57. BBC News, ‘UK Riots: Michael Gove Stresses New Discipline Measures.’
58. Gove, ‘Michael Gove’s Speech to the Durand Academy.’
59. Gove.
60. Camden, ‘Rebooted Troops to Teachers Fails to Take Off.’
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to be clear that we are being put in the position where we are really being

expected to be the frontline stormtroopers, who listen, who spy and [who]

notify the authorities about students that we may be suspicious of.’61 Teachers’

unions have raised a number of concerns, with the Prevent scheme criticised

for stifling discussion of political topics in the classroom, and an unease

regarding Ofsted’s assessment of teachers’ promotion of ‘British values’62.

Despite such raised concerns, increasingly codified pressure is brought to

bear on teachers to work as disciplinary agents of the state. Widespread

Islamophobia in UK media surrounding Muslim pupils and education –

including but not limited to fabricated fears of plots to brainwash children en

masse63 – has only emboldened proponents of such measures. With scrutiny

of schools at fever pitch and an entrenchment of counter-extremist policies

in public bodies ushered in with subsequent legislation, teachers and school

administrators face a statutory duty of working to police the children under

their care. The legal requirements of Prevent mean that every teacher must

now monitor their pupils’ behaviour, appearance, and political or religious

beliefs or face the possibility of inspection and dismissal, weighing up the free

expression of the children under their care against their own job security.

Moreover, the position of school staff as agents of surveillance further erodes

the relationship between pupil and teacher, between teacher and fellow

teacher. One other method of discipline is exclusion of students from normal

school activities. Though exclusion as a form of school discipline is not a

novel technique, there is a startling rise in the number of exclusions amongst

61. Jan Nielsen, a teacher working in Wandsworth, quoted in Exley, ‘Teachers Expected
to Police Extremism as “Frontline Stormtroopers,” Conference Told,’ elision in original.
62. Exley.
63. For a level-headed run-down of the so-called Trojan Horse affair, its propagation by
government and media, and its sorry outcomes, see: Richardson and Gluck, The Trojan Horse
A�air in Birmingham.
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those new schools empowered with the mission to improve the behaviour

of Britain’s ‘urban youth’. Academy chains routinely use exclusion as a way

of ‘managing’ students with special educational needs and black, Asian, or

minority ethnic students, imposing multi-day or permanent exclusions for

the pettiest of infractions. Students with these identities have been excluded

for eating food in class, opening classroom door’s ‘too loudly’, or being absent

with illness. Echoing the trend in youth crime sentencing for collective

punishment, such students have also endured exclusionary punishment for

simply being friends with other students who happen to break school rules.64

Happily for the administrators of schools and academy chains which so keenly

use exclusions, those students excluded are not counted in examination results

and thus do not affect schools’ standings in league tables. Thousands of such

students conveniently drop off of school registers just before each GCSE

exam year, allowing schools to prosper while they discipline.65 The schools

in question refute any suggestion that they exclude pupils on the basis of

expected academic achievement, insisting they ‘care deeply about each and

every one of our young people’66. It is important to note that the schools

discussed are not disciplining and excluding children in order to make a quick

buck. Instead, the lens we should see these disciplinary measures through is

one of societal discipline and reproduction; the (re)creation of viable subjects

of our society.

The culmination of schools-as-prisons is prisons-as-schools, with the

recent rebranding of child prisons from ‘young offenders institutes’ to ‘secure

schools’. Oasis Charitable Trust, which runs an academy chain of more than

64. Southwark Education and Business Scrutiny Commission, Exclusions and Alternative
Provision, 15.
65. Mansell, ‘The Strange Case of the Vanishing GCSE Pupils.’
66. Spokesman for Oasis Community Learning, quoted in Mansell.
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fifty schools around England, has recently been awarded the management

of Medway Secure Training Centre, a child prison in Kent notorious for

the mistreatment of its young prisoners. Oasis Restore – Medway prison’s

new name – intends to be a ‘centre for care’ where the child prisoners will

be ‘fulfilled through an inner journey to a sense of self-worth, self-love and

self-respect’67. Euphemism is key to the project, with prisoners rebranded

as ‘students’, the prison’s wings ‘houses’, and released prisoners ‘alumni’.68 It

remains to be seen whether prison officers will be designated as ‘teachers’.

Oasis’s takeover of Medway is the first of a raft of planned applications by

academy chains to run child prisons, included in legislation alongside the

introduction of electronic tagging for children, an increase in the maximum

number of hours a child can be curfewed for to twenty hours per day, and

further toughening up of judicial sentencing for young people.69 Devonya

N. Havis argues that ‘if we have come to see parallels between schools and

prisons, it is largely because Foucault so clearly sketched them’70, but the

parallels are also easy to see because political actors are so keen to dissolve any

differences. Foucault, often mocked for being so stark in his comparisons

between school and the military or prison, should be forgiven for being too

subtle. We should not doubt Oasis’ belief in their running of a child prison as

an act of care; nor should we question its actuality as a kind of care. But it

is just that: a specific kind of care. Simultaneously caring and contentious,

caring and disciplinary, caring and abhorrent. That is not to say that every

act of discipline is caring, nor that the education secretary holds a deep feeling

67. Snowdon, ‘“The Challenge is Huge”: Oasis Founder Reveals Vision for England’s First
Secure School.’
68. Snowdon.
69. Ministry of Justice, Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Bill, 2021, H.C. 2019-2021
(40) London: The Stationery Office.
70. Havis, ‘Discipline,’ 113.
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of caring love towards every rowdy schoolchild. There exists a possibility for

genuine contempt of others, for mistreatment done out of spite or hate or

disgust. But my interests lie in examining instances where this does not hold,

where discipline is seen as vital for the good care of students, where schools

must manage ‘to ensure a culture of order or the weakest get trampled’71.

Education is a field of political contestation and schools are key battlegrounds

for culture warriors, yet genuinely-held beliefs in the importance of discipline

as a method of care are currently prominent both in educational authorities

and in public discourse. Those who hold such views often see discipline as a

bulwark against a Hobbesian state of nature, a Lord of the Flies72 existence. In

a sense they are not wrong, insofar that discipline is a tool for stabilising the

status quo; a lack of discipline in schools is thus a threat of a breach in the

reproduction of consent.

One school championed for its disciplinary approach is Michaela Commu-

nity School, a free school notorious for the strict regime its staff impose upon

students. Posters in its halls announce ‘US AGAINST THE WORLD, STAY STOICAL’73.

Strict discipline and unquestioning obedience of teacher’s authority are re-

quired. Students walk in enforced silence around the school, along marked

paths they must not stray from. Students eye movements in class are moni-

tored, eyes fixed on either the teacher or their work, their attention gained

by finger-clicks and verbal commands; dog handlers would be impressed.

Knowledge acquisition is the goal of Michaela, with ill-discipline seen as a

waste of time in achieving the fact-retention that allows a child to excel in

exams. The encouragement of critical thinking or application of knowledge

71. Birbalsingh, ‘But we don’t enforce silence.’
72. Birbalsingh, ‘Why are school rules good?,’ Birbalsingh confuses Lord of the Rings for

Lord of the Flies, yet her meaning is clear from context.
73. Duoblys, ‘One, Two, Three, Eyes on Me!’
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to unfamiliar scenarios is alien to Michaela – ‘we don’t teach skills here’74 –

with teachers seen as optimised means of delivery for an existing corpus. Such

hoop-jumping unsurprisingly brings academic success as measured by the

Department for Education; Michaela is rated by Ofsted as ‘outstanding’ while

its 2019 GCSE results were among the top in England for non-selective state

schools.75 Yet the gap between exam results and a nourishing education is vast.

The shallowness of thought drummed into children attending Michaela is

worrying; arts, fiction, and self-directed thinking are seen as impediments to

learning.76 This is schooling more as Crufts than the Akademia. And yet, as

Lorna Finlayson points out, Michaela Community School is not an outlier: ‘It

isn’t as if ‘normal’ schools are utopias of freedom and self-expression. As one

parent observed when the new head of a school in Leicestershire announced

a Michaela-style regime, including compulsory smiling and a ban on looking

out the window during class, ‘Most of those rules apply in schools anyway,

just look worse when they are put in writing.”77 In much the same way as its

erstwhile headteacher, Michaela is a culture war controversialist, a thing to

take a position over. The school management itself encourages this, happy to

open the doors to critical journalists and goading detractors on social media.

What can get lost in all the focused outrage is how far rigid discipline of

body and mind is normalised in wider education. ‘The appeal of schools

like Michaela is less a vindication of their methods than an indictment of the

society in which they can appear as a solution.’78

Contrast Michaela with Summerhill School, a small fee-paying school

74. Duoblys.
75. Finlayson, ‘Compulsory Smiling.’
76. Duoblys, ‘One, Two, Three, Eyes on Me!’
77. Finlayson, ‘Compulsory Smiling.’
78. Finlayson.
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famous for its organisation as a ‘democratic community’. Staff and students

at Summerhill are seen as equal participants with an equal vote in the self-

governance of the school, with grievances aired and decisions taken openly

and collectively. The school prides itself on prioritising play in the students’

experience, focusing on a child’s happiness as the key indicator of a good

education. Students have ‘freedom not license’, free to play and grow at their

own pace and behest, while taking responsibility for their actions. Lessons

and exams are optional. On the face of it, Summerhill and Michaela are

twin poles of the British education sector. As close to a libertarian’s and

an authoritarian’s dream school, respectively, that one can find running

successfully in the UK. And yet what is striking is that both schools claim to

promote and instill similar values: fairness, compassion, kindness, assertiveness,

motivation, eagerness, sensitivity to others, motivation. Both schools also

claim to provide a caring environment for those who attend.79 Depending

on our proclivities we might balk at one or the other school’s claims, but I

suggest that we view the two schools as offering different visions of what

care in schooling might look like. One attempts a care which encourages

the student to become a functioning and reliable member of polite society,

allowing them a chance to progress upwards in the social heterarchy. The

other attempts a care which encourages the student to grow as an individual,

self-actualising person. I know which method of care I prefer, but I recognise

that both are methods of looking after the interests and needs of children.

Education has a dual face for many. It is simultaneously the key tool

in shaping younger people into ideal, compliment citizens and a hotbed

of subversive activity, recruiting children and young adults to be agent’s

79. Summerhill School, ‘The Very Basics’; Michaela Community School, ‘Ethos and
Values.’
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of an amorphous, usually Marxist, conspiracy. Accompanying education

restructuring focusing on discipline and cultural reproduction are waves

of denunciations and witch-hunts, moral panics spearheaded by culture

warriors.80 Thus, a Prime Minister can demand rigid disciplining within

schools while publicly voicing a fear that, ‘children who need to be able

to count and multiply are being taught anti-racist mathematics, whatever

that may be. Children who need to be able to express themselves in clear

English are being taught political slogans. Children who need to be taught to

respect traditional moral values are being taught that they have an inalienable

right to be gay.’81While the reactionary and regressive politics – frequently

homophobic, almost invariably racist, and regularly invoking the anti-Semitic

dog whistle of ‘cultural Marxism’ – contained within such denouncements

needs to be rejected out of hand, what should not instant be dismissed is

the notion that education is contestable and potentially subversive terrain.

Speaking as a hopefully-subverting educator, the reality of education as a

breeding ground for radical(ising) politics is sadly overblown. Yet it is not

wholly false. The moral panic of reds under the educational bed does not

preclude the existence of us reds, despite the gulf in aims and beliefs between

bogeymonster and reality. More excitingly, the emancipatory potential of

education itself remains. This spark of optimism for education’s possibilities

– a view of education which embodies more desirable facets of caring – is

shared by two philosophical positions I want to briefly outline. Readers will,

I hope see similar philosophical concerns in the following outlooks and the

aspects of care discussed in chapter one. On my reading, John Dewey’s

writing on education and experience exemplifies the aspect of care as an

80. Cunliffe, ‘Gavin Willamson’s Attack on Oxford Students Shows His Warped Priorities.’
81. Thatcher, ‘Speech to Conservative Party Conference.’
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engagement with the world, an ongoing experience of being, similar in spirit

the aspect of care as being. In turn, Rancière pedagogical discussion, notably

within The Ignorant Schoolmaster, exemplifies care of the self as a practice

of freedom, a la Foucault. Both accounts express, I believe a part of the

hopes of care ethics in an establishment of a relational basis of ethical living.

These two positions are both hopeful views of education, but hope is not

to be disregarded. Without losing sight of the role schooling plays in the

reproduction of systems of exploitation and domination, we need to retain

optimism in the possibility that education can play its role in a regime of good

care. The gap between the ideal of education and the reality of schooling is

wide, there is no denying this. But a broadly negative picture of schooling as

is does not discount the possibility of a broadly positive picture of education

as might be. I admire Dewey and Ranciere for their educational focus on

flourishing but also for referencing the idea of an authentic self that good

education attempts to encourage. The idea of an authentic self is prevalent

in Heidegger and Foucault’s respective philosophies and one of the reasons

that I raise their understandings of phenomenological care is that it speaks to

this idea of an authentic person. So when talking about education, the sort

of person which ‘traditional’ education, in Dewey’s sense, would encourage

is thoroughly inauthentic. In turn, when outlining a progressive education,

I am unapologetically referencing back to a key component of care and a

politically charged facet of being an authentic person.

Dewey’s Education as Experience

For Dewey, debates within pedagogical theory can be viewed in the main as

an argument over whether education should be seen as the formation of a
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person from external forces or a development of their own capacities from

within themselves. Is a student’s inherent abilities the locus of educational

success, or is it the experience of education itself which imparts educational

nous? Acknowledging the problems of brute generalisation, Dewey la-

bels these opposing positions as ‘traditional’ and ‘progressive’ education.82

Traditional education, broadly conceived, views education as primarily a

medium of imparting historical knowledge to future generations. Alongside

this knowledge, the behavioural standards and ethical direction that have

historically accompanied it need to be maintained and repeated. In order to

impart this knowledge and proper conduct well, the educational institutions

doing so need to be distinctive in their structure and authority, providing

instruction and discipline. Good students need to be receptive to instruction

and obedient of authority. Teachers therefore, are to be seen as agents of

knowledge communication and enforcers of proper conduct: ‘the traditional

scheme is, in essence, one of imposition from above and outside’83. From this

traditional standpoint, students have no capacity to experience the knowledge

and proper conduct required by themselves, thus it must be imposed onto

them. The mature world is imposed onto the immature learning subject

without their active participation. Further, what is imposed is a closed and

finished body of knowledge and skill, which must be learned by rote.

Progressive education, again broadly conceived, lies in opposition to

much of the above. It views education primarily as a form of cultivation

of the self. This cultivation arises from the free expression and activity of

the learner, an experience-driven activity via which they site themselves

in a connected and changing world. Knowledge, skills, and behaviour

82. Dewey, Experience and Education, 17.
83. Dewey, Experience and Education, 18.
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are learned towards the end of self-cultivation.84 In this view, there is an

‘intimate and necessary relation between the process of actual experience

and education’85. For Dewey, when questioning the traditional view, we

should not throw the baby out with the educational bath water. Questions

of authority, conduct, knowledge, and so forth should be assessed on their

own merits and the shared ends student and method aim for, not rejected out

of hand simply because traditional education lauds them: ‘The solution of

this problem requires a well thought-out philosophy of the social factors that

operate in the constitution of individual experience. . . the general principles

of the new education do not themselves solve any problems of the actual or

practical conduct and management of progressive schools.’86 In this manner,

Dewey’s progressive education is not just a negation of traditional education

– a negation which can all too easily become as unhelpful, confused, or

dogmatic as any traditional education – but a new mode of schooling based

upon his philosophy of experience. It is a new mode which desires the learner

to be a ‘potent agent in appreciation of the present’, taking full advantage of

an ‘organic connection’87 between education and experience. By experience,

Dewey means the ongoing existence of the world around us, bounded by

temporal and social constraints, and viewed from our personal perspective.

Here the similarities between experience and Being should be apparent: ‘We

always live at the time we live and not at some other time, and only by

extracting at each present time the full meaning of each present experience

are we prepared for doing the same thing in the future. . . attentive care

must be devoted to the conditions which give each present experience a

84. Dewey, 19–20.
85. Dewey, 17.
86. Dewey, 21.
87. Dewey, 25.
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worthwhile meaning.’88 Returning to Dewey’s discussion of education, his

claim that all good education comes from experience is not to be read as

saying that all experiences, all interactions with the world, are instances of

good education. An experience may be ‘mis-educative’,89 stunting a person’s

growth, discouraging curiosity, be disconnected from other experiences in a

jarring manner, or lead someone to hide away from themselves and the world

at large. Importantly, Dewey regards many of the experiences students have

in traditional education as mis-educative: ‘It is not enough to insist upon

the necessity of experience, nor even of activity in experience. Everything

depends upon the quality of the experience which is had.’90

Moving away from an traditional, authoritarian schooling does not for

Dewey necessitate an absence of rules, authority, and social control. It is the

validity of that authority, not the rules which are enforced, and to what ends

the social control are for, which we should critique.91 Teaching in this manner

‘must be flexible enough to permit free play for individuality of experience yet

firm enough to give direction towards continuous development of power’92.

Teachers and learners are in this process of development of power one social

grouping, neither should be excluded when considering the organisation

of education. ‘The principle that development of experience comes about

through interaction means that education is essentially a social process.’93

Moreover, education is not just part of social existence but constitutive

of it, insofar that ‘what nutrition and reproduction are to physiological life,

88. Dewey, 49.
89. Dewey, 25.
90. Dewey, 27; emphasis in the original.
91. Dewey, Experience and Education, 51–55.
92. Dewey, 58.
93. Dewey, 58.
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education is to social life.’94 Progressive educational models of schoolingwhere

unstructured freedom of action makes up the educational activity are a far

cry from what Dewey desires. This tendency to remove the teacher entirely

from the learning process is an ‘instance of reaction from one extreme to

another’95. Instead, Dewey desires a ‘co-operative exercise’96 between teacher

and learners, where the teacher’s sensitivity to the learners’ context, capacities,

and needs informs a responsive educational programme with purpose. This

alternative vision of education is an ‘intelligently directed development of

the possibilities inherent in ordinary experience’97, a reckoning with one’s

temporal and social being that contains the seeds of freedom.

Rancière’s Ignorant Schoolmaster

In a similar fashion to Dewey, Rancière gives an account of a traditional

education where ‘the important business of the master is to transmit his

knowledge to his students so as to bring them, by degrees, to his own

expertise’98. Even in nominally egalitarian educational institutions, the quest

to give all students ‘irrespective of origins or social destination’ equal access to

a universal knowledge tends to fall back to ‘the necessarily inegalitarian form

of relation obtaining between the one who knows and the one who learns’99.

This retention of inegalitarian teaching practice stems, argues Rancière, from

a moral panic of sorts, where the student has become the ‘representative

par excellence of democratic humanity – the immature being, the young

consumer drunk with equality’ and the teacher the ‘last witness of civilization,

94. Dewey, Democracy and Education, 9.
95. Dewey, Experience and Education, 59.
96. Dewey, 72.
97. Dewey, 89.
98. Rancière, The Ignorant Schoolmaster, 3.
99. Rancière, Hatred of Democracy, 25.
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vainly opposing . . . a world doomed to the monstrous reign of adolescence’100.

Compare this to the exhausting manufactured culture war, imported from the

cesspit of US media politics, where the reasonable mature everyman is pitted

against the irrational screaming youth. No-one is learning anything, all is just

noise. Although there is a superficial argument over what things should be

in the curriculum and how they should be taught, what results is a constant

churn; a deeply anti-intellectual tempest which stymies any discussion more

than asserting a position. What reigns is instruction, a demand to repeat

what an authority holds to be the case. In an educational setting, by having

the model of education one of explanation teaching reinforces the student

as one who does not know. To explain something is to assert that a student

cannot understand it by themselves, that learning can only come about by

another, better, person. Explanation-based education thus takes the form of

‘stultification’, pinning students down into their identity as unknowing and

incapable subjects and raising the explaining teacher up as more than equal

to the student. This is the ‘myth of the pedagogue’, the ‘parable of a world

divided into knowing minds and ignorant ones, ripe minds and immature

ones, the capable and the incapable, the intelligent and the stupid’101.

Resisting this picture of how to educate, Rancière tells a story of Joseph

Jacotot, a nineteenth century French teacher exiled to Belgium. Jacotot spoke

no Flemish while his students spoke no French, resorting to assigning the

students a bilingual copy of François Fénelon’s Télémaque, asking them to

decipher the French using the translation. Without a shared language, there

was no means for Jacotet to impart his knowledge of French to his students.

To Jacotot’s surprise, after much study the students were able to adeptly write

100. Rancière, 26.
101. Rancière, Hatred of Democracy, 26.
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in French their thoughts on the novel. This learned ability rain against the

grain of established pedagogy, where learning was thought only possible

via clear and comprehensive instruction from a teacher. Young minds were

deemed incapable of acquiring comprehensive knowledge without being

sidetracked, mistaking the trivial for the important. A heavy hand of guidance

– an authority guiding the acquisition of knowledge and the conduct required

in doing so – was thought needed.102 Jacotot’s apparent disproval of such

need is, for Rancière, food for thought in tackling the relationship between

instruction and emancipation within education. ‘Were the schoolmaster’s

explications therefore superfluous? Or, if they weren’t, to whom and for

what were they useful?’103

Traditionally viewed, ‘understanding is what the child cannot do without

the explanations of a master – later, of as many masters as there are materials

to understand, all presented in a certain progressive order’104. Instead,

Rancière appears to have seen, via Jacotot, that ‘explication is not necessary to

remedy an incapacity to understand’, and that, further, the ‘very incapacity

provides the structuring fiction of the explicative conception of the world’105.

Fundamentally, traditional education assertion is that a learner is unable to

understand without instruction from a teacher and as such a learner’s agency

is unimportant in educational terms. This explicative conception divides the

world ‘into knowing minds and ignorant ones, ripe minds and immature ones,

the capable and the incapable, the intelligent and the stupid’106. These series

of false dualities – ‘the division between the groping animal and the learned

102. Rancière, The Ignorant Schoolmaster, 1–4.
103. Rancière, 4.
104. Rancière, 6.
105. Rancière, 6.
106. Rancière, 6.
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little man, between common sense and science’ – are not necessarily born of a

malicious attempt to control. The learned indeedmaywell pity the commoner,

desiring them to understand, and seeing within themselves a duty to be an

agent of progress via ‘a hierarchical world of intelligence’107. The teacher’s

goal in this regard is to bring the pupil up to equal footing, something the pupil

is unable to do unaided. Opposed to this is the possibility of the ‘emancipatory

master’108, not imparting the student with the knowledge required to be

emancipated but instead confirming the students status as intelligent people

with the capacity for learning and betterment. Despite not communicating

his knowledge from his mind to the minds of the students, Jacotet under

Rancière’s reading still acted as a teacher. But rather than explaining to

the students, he attended to them, encouraging them as equal persons – a

meeting of two wills – to deploy their already-achieved intelligence.109 Such

understanding of oneself as an intelligent person is liberatory, reinforcing the

student as a free, intelligent subject. This emancipatory form of teaching,

instead of explaining knowledge to supposedly unintelligent minds, reveals

and verifies the intelligence within a student to themselves, manifesting their

intelligence out loud and encouraging students to attend to themselves. In this

manner, teachers are not repositories of knowledge to be granted to immature

minds, but110 Though not advocating Socratic teaching methods, Rancière

is I think here echoing Foucault’s categorisation of philosophy as deriving

‘from the Socratic injunction “Take care of yourself,” in other words, “Make

freedom your foundation, through the mastery of yourself”’111. Intellectual

107. Rancière, 8.
108. Rancière, 12.
109. Rancière, The Ignorant Schoolmaster, 13.
110. Rancière, 23–29.
111. Foucault, ‘The Ethics of Concern of the Self as a Practice of Freedom,’ 300–301.
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emancipation is to be found through the self, a teacher encouraging students

to see themselves as intelligent beings who can achieve a practice of freedom

through care of the self.



Chapter 5

The Messiness of Care

This final chapter expands further upon my notion of care as a messy

concept. By describing care as messy I aim to tease out normative nuance

in the category while gesturing to the sheer variety of care we experience,

undertake, and wish to see in the world. I also use the term to encompass

the nature of a variety of aspects of care. The plainest understanding of

messiness is of muck and disorganisation, which applies to a great deal of the

experience of performing material care: we care for the corporeal bodies of

ourself and others. In a very literal sense bodies are messy and much material

care entails dealing with this mess. Beyond this literal meaning, ‘messy’

conjures a meaning of complication and entanglement; a ‘messy divorce’, and

so forth. In this sense, too, care can be understood as messy: the complicated

interpersonal relations of care which sustain us, the compromised care which

reproduces ourselves as it reproduces the systems which exploit and dominate

us. Messiness also denotes an imperfect solution, a lack of a neat finished

thing. Care is messy in this sense in that it is never fully done. There is no

ending to care so long as humans exist, for human existence requires care.

Material care is ever-present in our lives, from birth to death, while the work

of care of the self is ideally a life’s project. All the above contribute to a

185
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sketch of care as a messy concept, an account of care as praxis; care formed

by relations and actions. It shows care to be a relation between people and as

a relational activity. It displays care as an intractable ‘problem’, never fully

done, never to be ‘solved’. In this fashion, care is inextricably part of the

human condition, woven indefinitely into the fabric of life. It operates in a

specific social form and as such is bound by value in the same way the rest of

our lives are. But by saying care is a messy concept, I am certainly not saying

that care is an impenetrably complex subject. We cannot just wave our hands

at a great mass of human activity, label it ‘care’ and be done. Rather, I am

acknowledging that care is complex and delighting in this complexity, eager

to engage in the good, honest philosophical labour of analysis. There is a

conceptual messiness with care; we should embrace and explore it.

Living Care

In chapter two, I laid out the sorry reality of care provision that we are

currently faced with. And yet, even if the social provision of care had been in

rude health for the past half century, even if Covid had never caught on, the

underlying questions on the purpose and provision of care would not have

gone away. Care is, if not always a crisis, always a pressing concern. At the

most fundamental level we are corporeal beings who require some form of

care for our entire lives. No matter the social context, care is ever present and

the need for basic, immediate care is not tied to economic system or outlook

but an irreducible fact of our existence. The material nature and organic

softness of the human body – of human life in general – means care is a near-

constant requirement. In addition to the direct material and affective care

which daily sustain us, the longer term care of reproducing the communities
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and the environment continues unabated in the background of our lives. On

top of these public exertions of care, inner efforts of care of the self are at

least minimally required for dealing with the phenomenological weight of

our existence. Whether it amounts to the grand philosophical project of

self-betterment that Foucault champions, a reckoning with our present state

of affairs in an effort to retain psychological stability, or more simply catching

a quiet five minutes of downtime from the hectic events of the day, such care

of the self is vital for our survival. Naming this mess of requirements for

survival of the human – both in the immediate material sense as well as an

expanded, eudaemonic sense – as ‘care’ allows us, as Anne Dufourmantelle

writes, ‘to speak of the vulnerability of beings in a groundbreaking way’1.

Reflecting this productive vulnerability, the hopes we have for ourselves and

others are not limited to merely continuing to exist, but extend to building

rich and better lives. An infant does not need simply to be sustained, but

to be ‘protected, surrounded, spoken to, thought of, or imagined so it can

truly enter the world’2. This perspective moves us away from considering

mere sustenance, away from thinking about care simply as the provision of

nutrition, hydration, heat. ‘It expresses the good intention beyond what is

given, beyond the medical act or analgesic substance,’ directing our thoughts

towards ‘our responsibility as human beings toward the world around us,

toward the beings making up this world and even toward the thoughts we

commit to it’3. These expansive thoughts should drive our optimistic actions,

shaping the kind of world we are committed to.

One understandable approach to shaping the world is to a call to fix care,

1. Dufourmantelle, Power of Gentlesness, 12.
2. Dufourmantelle, 12; emphasis in original.
3. Dufourmantelle, 13.
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a wish to fulfill the need of care or get as close as possible to solving such a

need. Against this response, I argue for an outlook I call living care, pushing

back against narratives of fully solvable care. We should differentiate between

a lack of provision of care imposed for various political ends or due to certain

modes of production, and the constant need for humans to receive care to

survive. Better distribution of the provision of material care, better utilisation

of the relations of care, and better use of human time dedicated to care of

the self are eminently possibly and desirable. However, this does not mean

a technological or political fix for care is achievable. Resources and time

must be set aside for care in human lives for as long as we are recognisable

human. Even considering science fiction conditions of post-scarcity – think

of Star Trek’s replicator, reconstituting matter at a whim – time and effort

would need to be set aside to perform affective care, care of the self, and so

on. We need for care in situations where material scarcity is not an issue.

It is of course significantly easier to deal with the need for affective care or

to set aside time for oneself if material resources are not a concern, but the

latter does not solve the former. People need comforting after a loved one’s

death, we all need the emotional engagement of affective care to thrive, and

neither these nor other comparable situations are wholly fixed by an excess of

resources or an unlimited supply of material care. The USS Enterprise, despite

its transcendence of material scarcity, still travels through the stars with a

ship’s counsellor. This is what I mean by living care: care as an inextricably

part of the human existence. I maintain that if care in all its aspects is to

be taken seriously, then we must move away from a discourse of care as

a ‘problem’. We are right to talk of an immediate material crisis of care –

right, indeed, to demand so much more – but we need to be clear that this
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crisis relates to the historical fact of standards of living within current social

conditions. The crisis should not be characterised as humans needing care to

begin with; this is simply an inescapable fact of our existence. We can never

be without care and nor should we desire to be, for the relations of care are

the bedrock of our lives.

Care as Contestable

Another perhaps unfortunate but inevitable result of our material being is

that there is a finite amount of time and labour-power available to do the acts

of caring required. We might imagine a better, far more equitable world,

but easily conceive in that world a situation where caring for one person

and caring for another come into conflict. It is naïve to think even in a

better world that interests would be wholly aligned, that caring needs would

not compete, for there are always elements of care which are at odds with

one another. To name just one instance, many things that make a space

accessible for one group of people make it less accessible for another group.

Technologies that assist the hard of hearing can cause difficulties for people

with central auditory processing disorders, for example. This is a physical

problem of the world that may never be solved by a technological fix nor a

different social form. It is true that to a certain extent there needs to be a

rearranging of things to reduce this conflict, a frank confrontation of interests.

But material conflicts will persist and we are often unable to deal with two

things at the same time in exactly the same way in exactly the same space.

For example, the material needs of the carer and the cared-for can conflict.

If I am exhausted, I cannot simultaneously have a lie-in and feed my baby;

either someone else needs to feed the baby, I need to go without a lie-in, or
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the baby goes without food. These are not unsurmountable challenges, but

they are challenges within care which we need to face up to. In the face

of such challenges, urges to simply care more are borderline useless; what

kind of care do we mean to care more of? Such an approach ignores the

stark fact that there are acts of care that need to be done, and these acts are

unavoidable, sometimes burdensome or even painful. Of course, we need

to find a way of distributing the pain of doing these acts of care as fairly as

possible, rather than assuming there must a way of distributing care which

is entirely pain-free. This is a pressing matter not just because if care is

distributed unfairly, someone gets a raw deal – doing more work or existing

in a poor environment, say – but because ill-distributed care means certain

people are in danger. To continue our relationships, our living standards, and

ultimately our lives, there is plenty of care we do not particularly want to

do but must do anyway. Some of this is because of the world we live in but

some is ‘simply’ because we are corporeally bound.

Even in an individual person, we can find contestability in care. There

is an element of self-care where yourself is an other, in the sense that there

are parts of our embodied selves that are tangentially related to our happiness

yet important to our survival. We have to take the medications we dislike to

stay well, we have to eat even though there is nothing tasty to be cooked,

we have to go to bed even though we want to stay up longer, and so on.

Moreover, there are pleasurable things we can do to ourselves – certain forms

of drug use, for example – that make us ill, prevent future acts of self-care, or

even hasten our deaths. Indulgence of oneself is often cast as self-care, but

in this fashion it can just as easily be self-harm. Considering the above, we
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push at the boundary of what we usually think of as care, unsettling it.4 A

central point of this thesis is that even though we may not like the outcomes

of an act of care, the act observed is still definitionally caring. As part of

advancing this point, I have resisted calls for political action to increase the

amount of care happening without asking to what ends that care is directed.

Though we should be mindful of those instances of an absence of care, we also

need to consider situations where there is a lack of desirable care rather than

no care happening whatsoever. There has been a lot of direct, immediate

care happening during the pandemic, even if it is solely a result of panicked

funneling of billions of pounds into already overstretched state care systems.

Viewing contestability in a different light, you and I can hold the same

aims of care but depart on different ways to achieve such aims. We may

disagree, for example, on whether comforting someone at home or being a

compassionate but firm escort to a party is the best way to care for someone

with social anxiety. Conversely, we can have different aims yet wish to

perform the same act of care in order to further our respective conflicting

ends. Two individuals might both offer shelter to a refugee, for example,

one with the aim of providing the refugee with stable social footing, the

other with the aim of evangelising their faith. Such situations, I suggest,

are commonplace. We all hold different sets of aims, short and long term,

and we are all regularly confronted with needs for care. Decisions about

how to manifest our aims and which needs of care to meet are made all the

time. To be clear, I am certainly not insisting that care can only happen

when the idea of the normative align between carer and cared-for. On the

face of it, complete and consented alignment is an impossibility with many

4. Murphy, ‘Unsettling Care.’
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instances of care; it is hard to see how young children can fully consent to the

care they receive, for example. But beyond the sort of situation where one

party lacks the capacity to normative align their aims of care with another,

I think it is possible to genuinely care for another while holding different

normative aims from them. Thus, when our aforementioned proselytiser

takes in and cares for a refugee in order to evangelise to them, they are

still exhibiting genuine care. My reason for conjuring up the evangelist

example is to trouble the easy answers for moral motivations which can arise

in discussions of caring or uncaring persons. The sort of evangelical person I

have described is often portrayed as someone with purely ulterior motives,

that their actions are not genuine if they have religious motivations. Despite

not being religious, I think this is largely a caricature. We can often slip into

assuming conspiratorial motivations for care but I would contend that, to the

contrary, we can understand the evangelist as caring deeply about their ward

despite their personal motivations. It is not that the evangelist is necessarily

trying to pull the wool over the refugee’s eyes and, without further context,

we cannot say they intend to do harm. They are, after all, attempting to

save a lost soul from eternal damnation; to a religious person, what could

be a greater good? Moving away from this lone example, many if not most

parents attempt to align their children to their beliefs. To do this, parents

may well discipline their child in order to act according to the parents’ beliefs.

As with the evangelist, it is very odd to say in this instance that only when the

two life projects of the carer and cared-for are aligned can ‘real’ care happen.

If we were hold to such a strict conditionality, as I have said above, no parent

could be deemed to be a carer for their child. Rather, we should take notice

that legitimate acts of caring can be at the same time misaligned with the
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cared-for’s life projects.

As we can now see, parsing the ramifications of having different aims for

the care we do is complex. Putting to one side cases where we simply choose

not to care for ourselves or another, we can imagine cases where there are

competing choices of which care to perform, and for whom to care for. An

example here is one that might be labelled indulgence: I choose to care for

myself by having a big bubble bath and read the LRB rather than looking after

my ill partner. I may be making the morally wrong choice but, returning to

the theme of contestability, it would be incorrect to say that care is absent; I

am, after all, caring for myself by having the bath. Attaching this sort of moral

caveat to care, saying that my pampering is not some form of care because

it involves ignoring the care needs of my partner, puts such unreasonable

moral strictures around care as to make the term virtually unusable. My

self-pampering may be a thin, distasteful, or extremely self-facing form of

care, but care it is. When working through such uncomfortable intuitions, it

is easy to feel disapproval at pure selfishness in an act of self-care, and indeed

there are situations in which we should criticise it. My contention however

is not that the choices we make when we care are beyond reproach, but

rather that they are capable of being normatively assessed as acts of care.

Such a stance avoids the trap of finger-wagging moralism which maximalist

accounts of care – ‘care more, and do it now!’ – can fall into. Though there

are indeed situations where more care is needed, or where our selfishness

gets in the way of care, I argue that these situations only represent a fraction

of the fraught choices of care that confront us. We are finite beings living a

temporal existence; though we can care more and care better, we can never

fully care enough to meet all the needs of care which present themselves to
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us. Moreover, the reality of care is ‘unfair’; some people are more ill than

others, through no fault of their own. As such, the ‘distribution’ of care needs

is unequal. Of course we can say that capitalist social relations exacerbate

this unequal distribution of needs, but they do not create all the unequal

distribution of natural endowments.

We should first note the context here: if my partner was suffering a

long-term or chronic illness that required round-the-clock care, taking time

to look after myself might not only be a morally right thing to do, it might

well be key to making sure I can take good care of them. Indeed, it is an

indictment of the provision of care within capitalist society that carers, waged

and unwaged, are often unable to take the time for themselves needed to

recharge and recuperate in order to properly look after others. We must be

incredibly careful before chastising carers attending to their own wellbeing.

Secondly, competing claims of care happen all the time. Though it is easy to

witness, and criticise, competing dyadic care claims – partners in a relationship,

someone who is ill and their carer, parent and baby, and so forth – are not

the only competing care claims we face. If we broaden our understanding of

care relationships beyond the dyadic, particularly considering wider relations

of the community, then competing choices about care are abundant. I could

offer to provide care for every person in need I meet, but I have limited

capacity to care for all people who would benefit from it and there are

temporal constraints on how much care I can dole out in a day. Following

this line of thought, providing care to people in dire need could well be seen as

less ‘indulgent’ than a great deal of the care of the self that I would otherwise

perform. But the question remains: given I do not have the capacity to meet

all the needs of care I am presented with, which care needs should I choose
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to fulfil over others? There are questions here also of a hierarchy of care

needs, a care triage, so to speak: should I prioritise care of those I know

over those I do not? Who or what needs my care the care the most? These

sorts of questions leads us to well-trodden debates within moral philosophy,

within which I am sympathetic to Bernard Williams’s acknowledgment of

the moral importance of relations and critique of depersonalised utilitarian

claims.5 But key to note here is that however we resolve such moral dilemmas,

there are meaningful, competing claims of care here. I suggest that these

sorts of situations of competing care needs, these sorts of moral dilemmas,

are far more common than pure selfishness getting in the way of needed

care being performed. Either way, carefully considering such situations is

more philosophically rich and politically relevant than simplistic demands to

maximise care in all instances.

Another reason why we might want to think of care as contestable is

the care proffered to us by people or institutions whose politics we object to.

When Virginia Held and Joan Tronto, coming from liberal political positions,

say the police can care for us, there are multiple possible responses.6 If we

hold a more critical regard of the police than Held and Tronto, it is tempting

to assert that they are wrong and the police never do acts of care. However, I

would caution against such a knee-jerk, pointing again to the fact that there

are competing care acts and competing conceptions of care. If care can be

a political act, as I strongly believe it can be, then there must be competing

kinds of politicised cares in the same way that there are different feminisms,

different conservatisms, different socialisms. Of course, it is certainly the case

that some people in society receive more care than others; some people –

5. Williams, ‘A Critique of Utilitarianism.’
6. Held, The Ethics of Care, 39; Tronto,Moral Boundaries, 104.
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and institutions – are legitimately cared for by the police, at least some of the

time if they abide by certain standards. Law-abiding white British citizens

probably receive more care than persecution by the police so long as they

abide by certain norms, for example. This care, and the form it takes, are

not uncomplicatedly good. People are arrested, sectioned, and imprisoned

on grounds of care as ‘protection’ and we have good reason to question such

practices. Yet it is, I believe, a stretch to say that there is a complete absence

of care emanating from the police.

Putting the specific example of the police to one side, let us consider

further the possibility that more actively violent forms of protection can

be construed as care: ‘I will attack or even preemptively attack those who

threaten you’. If we balk at this, I believe in the first instance we are in

danger of continuing the improper gendering of care that regards it as soft or

‘womanly’. Secondly, it would be a highly unusual definitionally to hold that

putting ourselves in-between a person and another threatening them could

not be counted as care. Indeed, someone looking after another, protecting

another, preventing harm to one person done by another, can reasonably be

said to be a form of care as defined by Tronto and Held. Literature and film

are replete with examples: Rick’s sacrifice of Ilsa’s love for her safety at the

end of Casablanca; everything that Judgement Day’s T-800 giving the thumbs

up as it is lowered into molten steel represents; Robert Jordan in For Whom

the Bell Tolls, foregoing a quick death so that María and the other comrades

may live. Or think of Carton taking the place of Darnay at the guillotine in

A Tale of Two Cities, thereby disproving his earlier drunken statement that ‘I

care for no man on earth, and no man on earth cares for me’7. Leaving the

7. Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities, bk. 2, chap. 4.
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curious preponderance of fictional male self-sacrifice to one side, it is clear that

putting oneself into harm’s way for another is a socially-respected form of

caring. To see this first-hand, we need only visit Postman’s Park, a beautiful

little green space in central London tucked between St Paul’s Cathedral and

Barts Hospital, in which lies the Memorial To Heroic Self-Sacrifice. On

painted tile plaques, under a wooden awning, the memorial honours over

fifty people who have given up their life to save another. On a plaque written

by the memorial’s instigator, George Watts, a passage of scripture is quoted:

‘Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his

friends.’8 We ought not to confuse all love with care, but the type of care

that incorporates solidarity with a fellow human – up to and including dying

for them – is exemplified by the acts described above.

This legitimisation of acts of care which involve violence holds true, I

argue, when that violence is externally-directed as much as when it is directed

on oneself. Rather than saying Held and Tronto are wrong, that the police

do not care, we can say that because of the structure of society, the police do

provide some form of care, but it is limited to certain people in society at the

expense of other people through enforcement of property rights. It is clearly

a kind of violence, directed at specific aims, but as we have just discussed,

whether something is care is not determined by whether it involves violence.

At the same time, it is important to note that the moral legitimacy of such

violence is not determined by whether it also counts as care. There are plenty

of reasons why care for someone might involve violence to some degree, and

there are moral judgements to be made about the content of that violent

care; consider the ‘false antithesis of care and killing’9 that supporters of legal

8. John 15:13 KJV
9. Sedley, ‘A Decent Death.’
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assisted dying reject. We begin to see here the messy politicisation of care,

how its entanglement in our lives means it is caught up in our political beliefs

and actions. These entanglements necessarily involve competing claims of

care and arguments about how such claims are adjudicated on a societal as

well as individual level, in which it is important to tackle the ‘non-innocent

histories in which the politics of care already circulates’10. There might be a

better claim of a better kind of care, or a more equitable form of care than is

provided by the police, but we can – and should – have an argument about

that, rather than saying there is an absence of care when care takes the form

of violent protection. As far as possible, we need to avoid casting care as

some perfect, holy thing, acknowledging that ‘speaking of “good care” – or

of as-well-as-possible care – is never neutral’11. To this end, we should accept

that care is messy and that part of its messiness is its contestability.

One response to my insistence that care and violence are not mutually

exclusive might be to cede the point but argue that certain contestable acts

fail to live up to a relationality that legitimate care requires. Held advances

something like this position, stating that ‘all care involves attentiveness,

sensitivity, and responding to needs’.12 However, in a similar vein to my

discussion of care and violence, I argue that this anti-contestability position

ignores competing needs which we can be attentive and sensitive too. It is

reasonable to say, for example, that the practice of certain local authorities in

using the police to violently move on homeless people from town centres is

attentive, sensitive, and responding to the needs of those people who do not

wish to be reminded of homelessness when out for a stroll, or who view the

10. Murphy, ‘Unsettling Care,’ 717.
11. Bellacassa,Matters of Care, 6.
12. Held, The Ethics of Care, 39.
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homeless as undesirable. Clearly, the needs of one group are being attended

to while another ignored. More starkly, states can be said to care for – in

the sense of securing a certain living standard – its citizenry by denying

care provision from non-citizens via war or settler colonialism. As a less

testy example, employers have needs that are in direct conflict with the needs

of employees. No matter of attentiveness or cultivated care will be able to

balance the two, and nor should we wish it to be. Moreover, we can tack

on caveats to the sort of care we wish to see in the world, but we either

move away from any ethic derived from care – i.e., care is only care if it

promotes values x, y, and z – or we run up against the conclusion that care

is contestable. The dichotomy between a good, caring world and a bad,

uncaring world is a false one, meaning that the presence or lack of care is

not a metric for evaluation, it is the doorway to answer a far more important

question: is the kind of care going on desirable? We might go so far as to

answer that, in some situations, we would rather have a withholding of care

than the performance of very bad care. However, we should note that there

is no null choice to be made here: either we care for ourselves or are cared

for entirely by others or we suffer. We cannot exist and be detached from

care for care is a physical fact of life. While we live in society which has a

deeply inequitable and oppressive relationship to care, whichever compromise

between hedonism and self-care is chosen, we cannot opt out of the system

of care entirely.

Outlined above is a sense of care approaching Alasdair MacIntyre’s idea

of practice, whereby ‘any coherent and complex form of socially established

cooperative human activity through which goods internal to that form of

activity are realized in the course of trying to achieve those standards of
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excellence which are appropriate to, and partially definitive of, that form of

activity, with the result that human powers to achieve excellence, and human

conceptions of the ends and goods involved, are systematically extended.’13

Unlike MacIntyre, however, Held does not want her account of ethics –

and thus her account of care – to be one centred around the virtues, firstly

because she finds virtue ethics to be overly-focused on a personal point of

view, whereas she is concerned with caring relations, and secondly because

viewing care primarily from a virtue perspective diminishes the important

account of care work.14 Care, as a practice, ‘shows us how to respond to

needs and why we should’,15 but this says little about which needs we should

respond to. Care is here not a guiding principle, precisely because everyone

needs care and care can be defined in such a broad fashion. We might come

to the conclusion that we should maximise the amount of care happening but

Held is keen to avoid a utilitarian approach in other aspects of her work and

in any case that does not answer the root question. This lack of ability to

judge care stems from Held’s view of care as a value: ‘Caring persons and

caring attitudes should be valued, and we can organize many evaluations of

how persons are interrelated around a constellation of moral considerations

associated with care or its absence . . . Caring relations ought to be cultivated,

between persons in their personal lives and between the members of caring

societies’16. But the question immediately crops up of which persons, caring

for whom? Which caring attitudes and relations? Importantly, which persons

lose out or are excluded from this ‘caring society’? Held, I think, is right

13. MacIntyre, After Virtue, 187.
14. Held, The Ethics of Care, 34–35.
15. Held, 42.
16. Held, 42.
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to suggest that care forms kinship bonds which societies depend upon,17

but this is not the end of the analysis and – pressingly – it is barely a moral

recommendation. Our society depends upon the caring relations of women

performing unpaid domestic labour, for example, yet this fact about the world

is an ugly one. This ties us back into social reproduction as a useful term

to expose the political stakes of choosing what ends we move towards via

care. The traditional western family, for example, is a source of care which

is coerced out of women but also bound up in reproducing harmful social

norms.

Held’s practice is not MacIntyre’s practice. Yet hers is still practice in the

sense of an activity that, if done well, promotes and reinforces internal goods.

In her meaning, care as practice is caring in an attentive, empathetic manner

which promotes the internal goods – attentiveness and empathy – of caring

relations. Practice is incontestable if done well, though, because it is internally

virtuous. Under Held’s rubric, if you practice care you are doing good, no

matter what ends you have in mind. As a way of salvaging something from

her account, we might tentatively say that the best version of Held’s care

as practice is something like praxis, acting thoughtfully in the world with

the aim of changing it, or as Gramsci puts it: an equality of politics and

philosophy.18 Care as praxis avoids the moral flattening that Tronto, Held,

and other care ethicists are in danger of, because praxis does not claim that

the action taken is for The Good or The Truth – as the not-quite-virtue

account of practice that Held and Tronto hold up threatens too. Praxis might

also glean what is desirable from Held’s assertion that care is both practice and

value, insofar that is an attempt to implement the better world we envision and

17. Held, 43.
18. Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, Notebook 7, §35, p. 187.
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work towards via enacted critical reflection. This framing, I think, accounts

for different ends to be realised through care and allows for the possibility

of bad and yet attentive caring attitudes. It is possible to have praxis for bad

ends. Praxis is value-neutral in the sense that we can synthesise thought and

action in order to change the world for any number of desired worlds. Every

political group we personally do not agree with shows this to be so.

Care Sustained by Action

One other inroad to discussing the messiness of care is to attend to care in

the concrete. A particularity of care, I suggest, is that it is always linked

to concrete action, even if those acts are affective, internalised, desired, or

temporally removed. Care is manifested in the world through action or there

exists a desire to manifest it with action. Most clearly, material care is the

action of care labour: feeding someone, treating an injury, fetching the post

for another, etc. We cannot meaningfully say we are caring for someone in

a material fashion if no acts of care labour take place. Further, we express

our feelings of care about another through outward acts of affection, acting

in such a way to impart said affection. The obviousness of this outward act,

at least between ourselves and the people we care about, is needed for the

caring feelings to be fulfilled. For example, we comfort someone we care

about through physical touch or kind words, voice an interest in their life

and desires to let them know we care about them, give a knowing nod or

smile when needed, and other outward manifestations of our caring feelings.

These manifestations are meant to be observable, they are a communication

of feeling. If the feelings of care towards someone are not properly expressed

through action then there is a breakdown, if only partially or temporarily,
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in the relation of care between the carer and cared for. Thus for a caring

relationship between intimates to continue it must be sustained by action,

even if that action is of a delicate affect. Selma Sevenhuijsen describes this

neatly when she writes that ‘in this broader vision of care as an activity, care

is primarily seen as an ability and a willingness to ‘see’ and to ‘hear’ needs,

and to take responsibility for these needs being met’19.

However, manifestations of care are not just performed in an intimate

setting. Actions of care may be at a remove, temporally or spatially, from

ourselves, though some process of initiation of action must exist for a proper

caring relation to persist. To say we care about something implies we are

more than passingly interested in a subject. In this way, care implies a

‘reaching out to something other than the self ’20, an engagement with the

world. Think here of previous etymological discussion of care as a burden,

outlined in chapter one. Beyond a passing interest, to care about something

means ‘acceptance of some form of burden’,21 and encouragement, if not a

duty, to carry out actions associated with that burden. I may, as a charitable

donor or functionary in an institution providing care in some form, care

for people I never see, communicate with, or even know the identity of.

My actions of donating money or mandating institutional measures, etc.,

instigate the care I wish to see at a remove. This sort of care in a broad

fashion – caring in a vague yet genuinely felt way about and for people

who sleep rough, for example – might well be trumped in the good effect

it could have by a more intimate, direct sort of caring, but it is in no way

less a form of care because of its efficacy. Nor is it guaranteed that such care

19. Sevenhuijsen, Citizenship and the Ethics of Care, 84.
20. Tronto,Moral Boundaries, 102.
21. Tronto, 103.
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at a remove will be less effective. For example, having grown up on the

Scottish coast, I have a respect for the sea and care about the people on it.

Being a poor swimmer and a worse sailor, the way I manifest my care is by

giving money to the RNLI. This is most likely a better implementation of

my care than personally attempting to rescue people stranded at sea but there

may be additional or even better ways for me to manifest my care, and as

someone who cares about the issue I should be interested in investigating

them. A great deal of the care we wish to see in the world is meted out in the

remote fashion described above. It could not be otherwise, as our personal

abilities and resources available to be put towards caring are finite. There are

all manner of people, causes, and states of affairs we care deeply about but

which we are restricted from manifesting the care for. The institutions and

regimes of care that we instigate, enter into, and are given roles in – personal

relationships, mutual aid networks, states – are technologies for overcoming

such unfortunate finiteness.

If, given the choice in an ideal world, we would not act to favour the

thing we claim to care about in a way we approve, the claim seems dubious.

In other words, ‘we would think someone who said, “I care about the world’s

hungry”, but who did nothing to alleviate world hunger did not know what

it meant to say that she cared about hunger’22. If I genuinely care about a

person, they are in need of help, and it is within my ability to help them, then

all things being equal I should help them. To do otherwise would suggest

that I do not truly care about the person in the full sense of caring about

them as ends in themselves. A couple of clarifications need made here: First,

note that by ‘help’ I do not mean that I should ideally acquiesce to every

22. Tronto,Moral Boundaries, 102–3.
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demand a person I care about makes. Caring about a person could feasibly

involve denying something they desire, or reinforcing a second-order desire

that they have previously communicated, or similar. I might refuse to buy

tobacco for someone I care about who has expressed to me that they wish to

quit smoking, for example, reminding them that they want to stop smoking

and have asked me previously to support them in this. I care about the person,

their health, and their desires in life, so I manifest my care in the act of

refusal. So, if I genuinely care about a person and I am able help them in a

way I approve of, or at least wish in a way I am happy for them to actualise,

then I should do so. The second clarification is to underline that this is an

ideal scenario in which we are readily able to help the person we care about.

In reality we are often unable from manifesting our feelings of care about

someone due to limited time, limited resources, physical or mental ability,

the responsibilities we have elsewhere, and many other prohibitive factors.

However, if these prohibitions were removed and we still chose not to assist

the person, the conviction of our caring attitude towards them would be

questionable. We may have confused a feeling of care for a person – a desire

to in some way look after them and see them become, in our eyes at least,

a better person – with a sexual desire, or an intellectual curiosity, or some

other attachment that is not strictly a caring attitude.

My account here goes against ethical formulations of care which downplay

the importance of caring about a person or persons which we do not have

share an intimate relationship with. This position is notably advanced by

Nel Noddings, who argues that caring about someone we do not have a

personal relationship with is not genuinely caring, and is in danger of straying

into a lazy self-righteousness which detracts from caring for those we have
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kinship with.23 My opposition to Noddings’s position is partly an agreement

with Michael Slote and Virginia Held, who argue that a general concern for

others at a remove is an important aspect of care, as well as being part of

the normative basis for establishing good politics. In this view, caring about

a person or an ideal is an effective motivator to act, a push to care for the

person or to achieve aims towards promotion of the ideal.24 My opposition

also comes in the form of rejecting hitching the definition of ‘care’ to either

efficacy or deep-seated feelings of affection. Noddings is correct at least to

raise the possibility of care about a cause potentially both being misguided in

its effects and getting in the way of the immediate care needed at hand. Her

example of Mrs. Jellyby in Bleak House, ignoring the plight of her children

and the impending bankruptcy of her husband in favour of ignorant colonial

philanthropy, is a fair one even acknowledging the Dickensian hyperbole.25

What I object to is the idea that because Mrs. Jellyby’s philanthropy has

undesirable outcomes, or that it comes at the expense of other needs of care,

it is somehow less genuinely caring. Because ‘care’, as a common term, has

an emotional resonance, we can be lulled into thinking that care in all its

manifestations is unreservedly good.

Many acts of care have unforseen consequences, for good and ill. The

alignment of a carer’s desired outcomes, a person being cared for’s own desired

outcomes, and the matter of fact about the end result of a caring action is

arguably a highly fortuitous event, especially given the lack of control either

party has on the happenstance of the world. I might, for example, donate

tins of beans to a food bank as an expression of caring about those in food

23. See: Noddings, Caring, 18; C.f. Noddings, ‘Two Concepts of Caring,’ 36–37.
24. Michael, ‘Caring versus the Philosophers’; Held, The Ethics of Care, 18, 30.
25. Noddings, ‘Two Concepts of Caring,’ 36.
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poverty, only to find out that the tins were spoiled in some manner unknown

to me. To declare my donation not a genuine act of care seems morally

miserly, despite the fact that the food was not fit for consumption. I intended

the donation as an act of care, it was accepted as such, and would have been

an effective one if not for a chance misfortune. It may well have been an

ineffective, misguided, or even unthinking act of care, but I maintain that

it was still a genuine manifestation of my care about others. To restrict the

designation of ‘genuine care’ to incontrovertibly good or optimally successful

acts of care inhibits our ability to critique and improve our caring, a vital tool

in bettering ourselves and the world. Nor, I believe, does it make much sense

to judge the genuineness of care by the quality of its outcome if we shift focus

between care at a remove and care for a close relation. Imagine that I want to

care for a friend, so, knowing that they are feeling cold, I fetch a blanket for

them. Unknown to both of us, my friend is allergic to the blanket’s material

and they come out in a horrible rash. Though clearly not an effective act of

caring – indeed, an act which caused harm – there seems no good reason for

declaring the act as disingenuously caring if we reject the idea that care is

always an incontrovertibly beneficial affair.

Above I have given two examples where unintended consequences of

the manifestation of my caring attitude to others have caused them harm.

Yet we can also think of instances where the outcomes of an act of care are

intended and only judged to be harm from certain moral or political positions.

Disagreement about the proper aims of care is eminently possible, and from

these disagreements arise judgements on the outcomes of care. Consider,

for example, being sectioned due to mental health problems. The powers of

confinement and restraint are seen as a harmful approach to the treatment of
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mental health by many. Others view the forceful denial of liberty as an act

of care towards both those suffering from mental health problems and others

in close contact with the sectioned person. My contention is that it is possible

that neither side is wrong: sectioning might be both properly described as

harmful and properly described as care. What should be up for debate is the

necessity of this act of mental health care, not whether it is indeed a genuine

act of care. Note that there are a range of valid positions here, regardlessly of

the substance of such positions. We might say that sectioning is a kind of care

which is harmful and should not be allowed or we might agree that sectioning

is a kind of care which is harmful yet insist that it should sometimes happen.

We cannot determine whether sectioning should be allowed simply based

upon its status as a form of care, nor upon the mere fact that some harm

occurs. It is the context of this harm and the aims of the care involved which

must be debated. As an important clarification, readers should not take away

from the above that I am set wholly against the sort of unwanted care we

might experience in situations like a mental health sectioning. While being

unhappy with certain forms of current mental health provision in the UK, I

am not saying that, for example, any restriction on someone who is having

a manic episode is always beyond the pale. To be clear, I am not against

unwanted care in totality. For example, I see no problem in legitimising the

sort of caring for someone which ignores their second-order desires. Nor am

I, in principle, rejecting as legitimate a protective kind of care that may ignore

the immediate wishes of the person being cared for. This is not to deny that

unwanted care is genuinely unwanted. For example, we can be smothered by

care, to an extent, and there are interesting gendered connotations to such a

formulation. Perhaps more interestingly for this thesis, the unwantedness I
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am focused on is the project put onto someone because of that caring. There

is something quite destabilising and hugely disappointing when we find out

that someone being kind to us via care is performing that care because of a

reason we do not agree with. Think again of the refugee being welcomed

into a home because of a project of evangelising faith, and other situations

where someone is being cared for because there is a project that their carer

wishes to push upon them.

As this discussion should show, when we talk about caring we are talking

about an interaction within social relations. This differentiates care from

concepts such as the good, or justice, or the beautiful, insofar that when we

talk about care it always implies an active moment. In this sense it cannot be a

‘pure’ philosophical concept because an action or a shifting relation is implied

in the very use of the term, even when we are talking about care at a physical

remove. There is always a material element to care, no matter its distance.

This is important in a political sense because we need to be active in enacting

and putting into place the kind of care we want, precisely because care is an

active thing. This is in contrast an account of care which implies that care is

entirely good and that we just need more of it. All sorts of things, including

undesirable things, can be care, and can be care performed poorly. Whether

advocating for a reformist, revolutionary, or utopian position, we cannot

just say, ‘there will be more care here’, as this dodges the vital questions

of what kind of care, what kind of structures of care provision, what kind

of large-scale concepts of care and caring we want to see. Any political

community or political project is a choice of how to care and – importantly –

who to care for. Therefore, when involved in any political project we should

ask who the care of said project is directed towards and who is excluded
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from this collective instance of care. As part of instantiating political beliefs,

we need to lay out a rigourous analytic of care, incorporating the myriad

meanings of care and their appropriateness in different scenarios. We need

to allow for the possibility of situations where different, better, or less care

might be advisable. Indeed, there may be scenarios where care goes too far,

and we should allow for that scenario and not simply be affirmative at all

instances of care.

Care Caught Up in Social Relations

Because care is manifested in actions , it is capable of forms a relation between

one person and another. In the capitalist mode of production care can also

become a relation between producer and consumer. I have discussed in

chapter three how unpaid domestic care labour is a necessary condition

of existence for capitalist society yet is not itself productive labour. Yet

the labour of care can be productive if the labour-power of carers is sold

for a wage in order to accumulate value. Care work firms operate in this

manner, employing care workers to perform the labour of care, charging

customers more than the employees earn, and thus creating surplus-value via

exploitation. If care as a service is commodified in this way then it becomes

a relation to all the wealth of society, in the same way that all commodities

relate us to wealth in the abstract. In this, I should not be read as saying care is

a different kind – and thus under-theorised – form of economic activity. On

the contrary, care in the abstract does not stand apart from any other human

activity that have been commodified. However, when thinking about a thing

transformed into a commodity, it becomes somewhat redundant to talk about

that thing in regard to its other concrete properties, its specificities within
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the form that is commodified. Care in this form is the same as any other

commodity in the economic sense, be they jars of jam or tubes of lib balm or

cars or whatever: abstracted labour produced for exchange. Abstracted, the

labour of care in a care service-user’s home is the same as someone labouring

in a canning factory, a steel mill, or a sweat shop, even though there are

important concrete differences between these different activities. The very

fact that we can attempt to compare factory work with care work is due to

the abstraction of labour; the comparison only makes sense because abstract

labour exists. If there was no such thing as abstract labour it would not be

an obvious question to compare one activity with another, as they would

simply be two concrete activities that are unrelated. Further, the only reason

we have a coherent concept of labour is because of abstract labour, a facet

of capitalist society. This is the only reason we can group all these disparate

activities together under the heading of work, the only reason you and I can

both be ‘going to work’ while preparing to do dramatically different activities

throughout our respective days. Some concept of work proceeded capitalism,

but it was not defined as we currently do. Instead, the abstraction of labour –

the idea that there is such a category as work – is a historically specific thing; a

cheering thought as it means there could be an end to capitalist work, an end

to commodified care labour. Still, saying, ‘care is a commodity in the same

way as a jar of jam is a commodity,’ is not a useful argument for describing

the particularities of care, despite it being true in an economic, abstract value

sense. As I am concerned with the particularities of this thing that is care,

my account is more than simply a political economic one. However, when

I do touch upon value, I want to discuss it accurately and I want to be able

to say that I have worked through the implications of my object of study
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as it relates to the categories forefront in value theory. Though I am not

constructing a political economic argument with value theory at its core, I am

also critical of things such as immaterial theory from the standpoint – in part

– of value theory. Throughout this thesis I have talked about care beyond

simply its form as commodified care, but I want to be clear that all care sits

within a world which operates according to the economic categories at the

heart of value theory, even if specific instances of care are not themselves

commodified. The social relations of capitalist society are part of the world

in which we care.

Relatedly, thinking about care inevitably comes back to questions of

the reproduction of society and its social relations as a whole. One of the

things that discussions of value open up are certain questions such as, ‘what

motivates us to care for people?,’ or – if you take it as read that, in general,

people want to care for others – ‘why do we care for these people in these

ways?’. Questions as to why society keep productive labourers alive are

relatively obvious from a value point of view; one does not need to think

very deeply to see why it is important to have a population of able workers

around. It is harder to see why, for example, the very old are kept alive purely

from the hard-nosed stance of capital in its totality – after all, what use are

non-productive people? – but talking about care invites us to have those kind

of questions, to think about society as a totality as well as through individual

interactions.26 One reason why care is appealing to capitalists is that it can be

commodified, and this can go some way to answering the above question, to

point out that there are people who are old and rich enough to pay for care.

With this sort of scenario in mind we can see how it is in capital’s interest

26. Cf. Nancy Fraser’s discussion of social reproduction breaking down under (finance)
capital: Fraser, ‘Crisis of Care?’
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to develop techniques of care that involve proletarianised people. But is this

the whole picture? What is the relation between care and the reproduction

of humanity? Childcare is very much about the reproduction of humanity,

or at least the reproduction of a population under capital; elder care is not.

This being so, why does either the state or capital have an interest in how

well we live in our old age?27 One answer is to point out that social relations

beyond simply the relations of production operate in our lives. One such set

of social relations are indeed the relations of care, the engagement with others

through our acts of care which create affective ties and have the potential of

instigating political projects. This is exactly why care interests me beyond

value theory: it is constitutive of human political community. Firstly, this

is, I would wager, one reason why care wholly commodified or automated

care prompts a common revulsion. It is not only an alienation of human

labour power from its product, but an alienation of care from its human

community. A disconnect between the actions of care and the ties which

bind us leaves us cold, seeing a limitation of human connection. This dearth

of compassion is, perversely, also what capitalists and state actors dig into

when deploying guilt-based arguments, demanding unwaged care labour in

place of once-existing state provision of care. A society in which no-one

is cared for in old age – or where, Logan’s Run-style, unproductive older

people are actively disposed of – is a horrifying prospect. We might go as

far as to say that such a society would be very difficult to reproduce and

maintain; a workforce which knows it has a fatal end at, say, 65 may well

be very hard to motivate and control. Secondly, the problem of care is not

just a problem for a capitalist society. Those who are suggesting different

27. See: Oran, ‘Pensions and Social Reproduction.’
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forms of social life but ignore care because they see it simply as a problem of

resource management under capitalism are not appreciating care as a whole.

Of course, in a different and better form of life we would wish for good care

to be a starting point of political community, with every other decision on

how to operate society emanate from a commitment to good care. Care and

its organisation, in this sense, is the primary political question.

Following from this, to think about care in a radical fashion – what care

in another social form would look like – we should not start by pointing to

the number of unpaid care hours done and enquiring where the resources to

ameliorate that might come from. Instead, we should start by asking how,

from scratch, we might want to care for people and then asking what should

follow. Clearly, a big part of that question would be answered by describing

what forms of production would be necessary to ensure people are cared for.

Society-wide questions of production and consumption – more traditionally

analysed Marxist categories – are a necessary part of tackling care, but the

reason we tackle these questions is to stably reproduce a society, at the heart

of which should be caring for people. Caring for people is, or should be, the

reason we ask political economic questions, not the happenstance by-product

of answering those questions otherwise. This is why care is the constitutive

and primary political quandary. If we wish to outline our politics, we need to

give an account of how we envision caring for people. Otherwise what we

say is bunkum.



Conclusion

Throughout this thesis I have advanced my notion of care as a complex,

multifaceted, messy concept. I have attempted to fix philosophical attention

on this complicated picture of care as sustaining both life and the social

relations which exploit and dominate us, a complex and irreducible condition

of existence. So where does this understanding of care as messy leave us? How

do we advance a conception of care that does not fall into crude essentialism

while acknowledging the important relationships that care forms? How do

we outline care without ignoring the commodified, gendered, racialised, and

globalised parts of care labour, while not bluntly covering over the nuances

of different forms of care and affect? How de we enact a good politics of

messy care? I suggest that our first instinct should be to move away from an

individualised understanding of care. A non-individualised understanding of

care ‘does not depend on one but rather on many and is thus inseparable from

the social, material, and concrete forms of organization of the tasks related to

care’28.

Pecarias a la Deriva, a feminist collective in Madrid organising around

struggles of housing and care provision, gives voice to such a politicised

relation of care.29 They present four core elements to a progressive and

practical understanding of care, which puts into manifesto form many of

28. Precarias a la Deriva, ‘A Very Careful Strike,’ 40, n.17.
29. Precarias a la Deriva.
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the aspects of care I have previously investigated: First, affective virtuosity,

a dismissal of the notion that care only happens out of love. Instead, care

is to be understood as an ‘ethical element’30 that is integral to all good

relations between people. Echoing traditional care ethic’s emphasis on the

relational, affective virtuosity refers to the intangible creativity required

for intersubjective, empathetic moments. Our ability to create meaningful

relationships relies on this affective skill. The second element to Pecarias a

la Deriva’s politicised care is interdependence. By this they refer to the fact

that caring is required by all in some shape; we depend on one another to

provide it. But beyond this dependence on one another, we are not fixed in

a position of care. Our caring relations shift throughout our lives, despite

labour relations attempting to fix us in static, racialised, and gendered forms

of care. The third element is transversality. Rather than trying to find the

hard edge of what is and is not care based on renumeration, affect, or moral

appropriateness, care is here understood as having multiple dimensions. Care

exists both waged and unwaged, rewarded and not, material and affective,

directly other-facing and of the self. The nitty-gritty of care work shows its

material aspect, yet the relational, immaterial aspect of care is deeply affective.

Care is commodified yet operates also outside the productive sphere. As

caring people in capitalist society, we ‘cannot clearly delimit lifetime from

work time, because the labor of care is precisely to manufacture life’31. The

fourth element is, everydayness. Even though it varies in its deployment,

organisation, and refinement, care is integral to the continuation of life and

thus is ever-present. Bringing this everyday nature of care out of the shadows

is a key project, as any forward-thinking political project cannot overlook

30. Precarias a la Deriva, ‘A Very Careful Strike,’ 40.
31. Precarias a la Deriva, 41.
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care.32

As a philosophical plumber, I do not wish to prescribe a particular set of

political actions needs which must be taken in light of the theoretical concerns

of the thesis. However, now we have a better conception of care, I wish

to encourage others to outline a positive conception of care, to make those

explicit political projects such as Precarias a la Deriva. I include this particular

group not because it is the singular model for what all political action based

on a good understanding of care should look like, nor am I expecting readers

to go out and emulate exactly what Precarias a la Deriva have done. Rather, I

include the group because they are a positive projection of care into the world

as a political action – albeit one I do happen to agree with to a great extent

– compared with a vague demand for ‘better care’ or a simple pointing out

of a lack of care. The above goes some way, I hope, in articulating a radical

politics which recognises the relational aspect of care. With this political

framework, or another sympathetic to the same concerns, we avoid crude

positioning of caring that links it to specific aspects of Western motherhood,

without giving up the notion that a caring relationship can be rewarding

and transformative. We acknowledge that even the most rewarding caring

relationship involves labour, and that as such it is susceptible to propping

up capitalist accumulation. At the same time we reject the idea that simply

because caring relationships are important, the labour involved is of a different,

unalienated kind to other work. So too, we can talk of the affective aspect of

care without diminishing its material forms. And we allow for the relational

parts of care to be as destructive and exploitative as the labour it entails. We

allow care to be thought of in terms of piss and shit and blood alongside

32. Precarias a la Deriva, 39–42.
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emotion and compassion and comfort. Importantly, we forefront care as a

political project, centring it in existing and sought after social relations.

It is of course an absolutely valid and pressing point that provision for

care in the world as it currently operates is dangerously insufficient but we

need to go beyond demands upon the state to plug gaps in immediate care

provision. To do this, we cannot rely on one person to outline a whole

political project of good care but instead encourage a ferment of positive

suggestions that will result in such a political programme. As John Holloway

writes, it is important to recognise that is possible to ‘create spaces or moments

of otherness, spaces or moments that walk in the opposite direction, that

do not fit in’, making ‘holes in our reiterative creating of capitalism’33. For

example, the political action taken by Precarias a la Deriva in an attempt to

tackle housing shortages and the lack of childcare provision in Madrid is to

me a highly useful political intervention on the basis of a good understanding

of care. This sort of positive projection of good care into the world arises

from an engaged dialogue amongst effected people in a particular social

setting. I have clear sympathies with, for example, the socialisation of care

provision at the level of the state, the discussion of long-term ideas about

revolutionary provision of care, or mutual aid activities attempting to prop

up care provision for those outside of or ignored by state measures. But

the construction of a whole political project of good care, or the writing

of a manifesto of such a project, is such a vast task, not least because care is

everywhere. It is too much for one person to outline exactly how we might

tackle elder care, and child care, and health care, alongside all manner of

more eudaemonic, phenomenological manifestations of care, and for us to

33. Holloway, Crack Capitalism, 261.
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move towards tackling all the above we need to put into motion a discursive,

democratic process. Particularly in sites of social reproduction, there consists

the possibility of the reconstruction of society – however minute – because

care constructs and reproduces the bonds that we live by and care relations

make possible our world. These relations contain within them the possibility

of a new, better world; no matter how great the struggle needed to alter such

bonds, the possibility exists. Let a thousand care manifestos bloom.

In trying to capture my sense of the messiness care, I have arguably

restated care ethics’ foundational efforts: to view carers and the cared-for

‘arrayed not as opponents in a contest of rights but as members of a network

of relationships on whose continuation they all depend’34. Yet while lauding

care ethic’s emphasis on the relational which is required for intersubjective,

empathetic moments, I wish to go further normatively than most care ethicists

allow. Hauling care in all its aspects out of the shadows is key; any forward-

thinking political project cannot overlook care. However, simply noting its

messy integrality to life is not enough. We should argue for and enact the

kind of care we want to see.

34. Gilligan, In a Di�erent Voice, 30.
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